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Abstract Mobile handheld devices are changing the practices of newsmaking, the roles of journalists and readers in it, and the published news in profound ways. The activity of mobile newsmaking aims at a tangible outcome, the news, which are consumed by an audience. Relatively little research exists in HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) that explores what is user experience of mobile systems in goaloriented creative activity in organizational settings and especially in the natural contexts of use. This thesis addresses this gap by focusing on user experience, which arises when smartphones are used in mobile newsmaking to create and publish online and print news in the newspaper industry. This thesis has two main goals. First, it aims to gain a holistic understanding of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones from the viewpoint of mobile reporters as users. Second, it explores how mobile and location-based assignments assigned by the newsroom can support cooperative newsmaking. This thesis contains nine scientific publications based on twelve case studies. The research approach of the studies is primarily qualitative. Seven of the studies included the usage of a mobile service client for newsmaking in the mobile context of use. Two of the twelve studies concentrated on reader participation in newsmaking as a form of mobile crowdsourcing. The rest of the studies focused on professional use. Over one hundred participants participated in the studies, of which a majority were students of visual journalism with prior work experience in journalism. The empirical findings are synthesized in the thesis summary. The model of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones and the process model for mobile assignment-based processes summarize the thesis work on user experience and cooperative processes. User experience in mobile newsmaking is constructed in a process of using the mobile system in a goal-oriented and creative activity in the mobile context of use. The activity of mobile newsmaking consists of several subactivities starting from encountering a newsworthy event to the publishing of the news. It may include mobile reporter’s cooperation with others, who are in the field or in the newsroom. The constructed model of user experience has seven main components: user, system, the context of use, tangible outcome, descriptive attributes, overall evaluative judgments, and consequences. The model emphasizes the characteristics of the tangible outcome of system use (news material, news) as a fourth component that can contribute to user experience in addition to the characteristics of the user, system and the context of use. User’s experienced quality of the system is described by verbally expressible descriptive attributes divided to four components. The components of the descriptive attributes are the quality of the outcome (technical and content-based quality) and the perceived impacts (benefits and costs) that complement instrumental (pragmatic) and noninstrumental (hedonic) qualities from prior models of user experience. Ease-of-use, speed, light weight, small-size, unobtrusiveness, reliability, connectivity, controllability, being always along, and multifunctionality are key attributes for positive user experience. For users, pride of the outcome, fit with needs, motivations and goals, feeling of being in control, mastery of the system and activity, and the fit of the system to user’s role and situation are important. The process model for mobile assignment-based processes illustrates the coordination and
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cooperation related information and communication needs of the mobile reporter and the newsroom at differenct phases of newsmaking. The constructed models and synthesized results can aid academics and practitioners when designing, studying, and evaluating solutions for mobile work that can be complex, cooperative and creative and which aims at a perceivable or tangible outcome. They can also aid in recognizing the critical success factors of the solutions for different types of users and circumstances of the context of use. Further, results can aid when selecting and planning ICT solutions for media organizations and when planning the related editorial processes, workflows, and work roles. Finally, the constructed models can be used and validated in future research in other fields of mobile work and crowdsourcing.
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1.



Introduction



A reporter from Göteborgs-Posten emailed the best photo he took with a cameraphone from an accident scene to the news desk (Outing, 2003). The photo was published in the online version of the story (ibid.). The news desk considered the photo to be better in terms of news quality than the technically higher quality photo taken by a photographer 20 minutes later (ibid.). Since the first news photos were shot with cameraphones in 2003, the importance of news photos and videos captured with mobile phones equipped with cameras has increased rapidly. Cameraphones and converged smartphones empower journalists and transform their work (Mabweazara 2011, Martyn 2009, Quinn 2011, Westlund 2013) as well as change the news we see (Martyn 2009). Smartphones free journalists from location dependency, enable their mobility, and have become part of the everyday work of journalists without which a professional could not cope (Mabweazara 2011). Gillmor proposed in 2004 that technology empowers readers to become part of the newsmaking process (Gillmor 2004, Gillmor 2008). Cameraphones and smartphones have truly enabled citizens to participate in newsmaking and democratize the newsmaking. During the 2009 and 2011 Arab uprisings ordinary people shared content created on the streets in social media or sent in material directly to the BBC newsroom (Hänska-Ahy et al., 2012). As professional journalists were resctricted from access to events on site, the citizens were reporting unfolding fast-paced events (ibid.). Professionals became heavily reliant on the user-generated content during the events and both content creators and the newsrooms co-adapted their practices (ibid.). The eyewitness accounts and images of breaking news, often created and shared with mobile phones, have become part of the international and national news reporting. Media organizations are increasingly engaging readers to newsmaking to get interesting content and insights, and on the other hand, to aim for cost-effectiveness in their own operation. CNN has established an active reader reporter community for readers “iReporters” that stretches all over the world through the CNN’s dedicated mobile client, Twitter, and online site (CNN online). CNN has also used a mobile crowdsourcing platform Jana (Jana online) when surveying opinions in emerging markets, such as in Africa. Most African users have low-end feature mobile phones with simple browsers and they receive mobile airtime as an incentive of participation (journalism.co.uk online). Scoopshot offers a differing model for user participation with a marketplace of news photos and videos for freelancers and citizens to sell their content to media companies (Scoopshot online). It also acts as an outsourcing as well as a crowdsourcing platform enabling news publishers to create assignments for freelancers and citizens to undertake. These examples show how technology has transformed both the work of professionals and enabled the cooperation with citizens as Gillmor (2004, 2008) proposed. To be able to design and develop systems and processes for mobile newsmaking, it is essential to gain a holistic understanding of mobile reporter’s user experience in terms of what contributes to it, what are the required system characteristics and what are the impacts of usage perceived by the 1



mobile users. Prior Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research on user experience in organizational settings or in mobile newsmaking focuses primarily on the features and functionalities of mobile systems (e.g. Hickey et al. 2007, Streefkerk et al. 2008, Streefkerk et al. 2009) or evaluation of user experience (Markova et al. 2007, Vuolle et al. 2008a, Vuolle et al. 2008b). Less attention is paid to the other factors that contribute to user experience, such as the characteristics of users and the context of use, the mobile processes that are used in coordination of the work as well as the impacts of usage. Most of the research related to user experience of utilitarian systems in organizational settings is found in the field of Information Systems (IS), where hedonic quality perceptions or hedonic value have been research themes also in the context of work systems (Lee et al. 2006, Wakefield et al. 2006) in addition to a few exceptions in HCI (Schrepp et al. 2006). The research on impacts of mobile technology and mobile services primarily focuses on the benefits (Vuolle 2011), rarely focusing on real-life experiences (Sørensen et al. 2004, Sørensen et al. 2008). Currently, little is known about the user experience of mobile technology in organizational settings. User experience of mobile users is relatively unexplored both in work context or in crowdsourcing, that is, when outsourcing tasks to a crowd (Howe 2006, 2008). The tensions between the creative work of a news professional and his/her professional identity, the constantly changing work practices and the new ways of reporting enabled by mobile technologies – and not only for professionals working in the field but also when working jointly with readers – creates an area to explore. These issues do not only relate to individuals but also have wider implications on the practice of newsmaking, the situational nature of news quality, and the impacts that span from individuals to organizations, journalism and to societal level through the empowerment of citizens.



1.1



Objectives and scope



Objectives. This thesis has two main research objectives (Table 1). The first objective is to understand the user experience when using smarthpones in the mobile newsmaking activity. The outcome is a model of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones. The second objective is to understand how smartphones can support cooperative newsmaking either when professionals or the “crowd” is involved in the activity, and specifically when using mobile and location-based assignments created by the newsroom staff. The outcome is a process model for the phases of mobile assignment-based newsmaking processes that describes the coordination and cooperation related information and communication needs by the newsroom and mobile reporter. Table 1. The relationship between the research questions and the publications. Research Questions



Publications



RQ1. What is user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones?



P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9



RQ2. How can mobile and location-based assignments support cooperative newsmaking?



P7, P8, P9
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Theoretical background. This work combines two streams of research. This thesis belongs primarily to the field of HCI: “Human-computer interaction is a discipline concerned with the design, evaluation and implementation of interactive computing systems for human use and with the study of major phenomena surrounding them.” (Hewett et al. 1996). Within HCI, this work intersects the following research areas: user experience, mobile and ubiquitous computing, and computer supported cooperative work (CSCW). Secondarily, this work reviews some empirical research findings and theoretical models from the field of Information Systems (IS). Within IS, this work relates primarily to the research on the mobile systems in work and organizational settings, the acceptance and impacts of technology as well as to the concept of perceived quality. Even though HCI and IS are separate disciplines (see Grudin [2012] for a recent discussion), they have overlappings that this thesis utilizes when aiming for a holistic understanding of user experience in the context of the study. Scope. The scope of this thesis is to explore and understand user experience when smartphones are used as mobile tools and enablers for mobile newsmaking. A smartphone is “a mobile telephone with computer features that may enable it to interact with computerized systems, send e-mails, and access the web” (MOT Collins English Dictionary). In this research, portable mobile technology refers specifically to smartphones with their features and functionalities, including multimedia capabilities, as well as mobile services and mobile applications (adapted from Vartiainen, 2006) that are used in the mobile newsmaking process. Mobile application refers to a stand-alone application installed on the device that has or uses no cellular or wireless connectivity, whereas mobile service refers to a mobile service client software installed on the smartphone or a service available through the smartphone which enables data transmission or communication in one or two directions (adapted from Verkasalo, 2009). In this work mobile newsmaking refers to the activity in mobile context of use that uses portable mobile technology to capture, edit, create, share, send and/or publish news or news content such as text, audio, photo, video or their combinations, as well as to the related cooperative newsmaking processes carried out with portable mobile devices (adapted from the definition for mobile journalism in S4). The activity is facilitated by a news organization. Methodology. The thesis contains results from twelve case studies published in nine publications. As the overall aim of this work was to understand the user experience in the natural context of use, situations and contexts of use as close as possible to real-life were chosen for the studies. Seven of the studies included the usage of a dedicated mobile service client for newsmaking in the field. Five studies explored current practices, users’ needs and impressions, and the usage of smartphones in newsmaking. Two of the twelve studies concentrated on reader participation in newsmaking (reported in P8, P9), and the rest of the studies concentrated on use of smartphones for professional newsmaking (reported in P1-P7). Over one hundred participants participated in the studies. The research approach is primarily qualitative. Ten of the twelve studies were exploratory case studies. Two of the case studies were carried out as quasi-experiments in field conditions. The used data collection methods included observations of usage, interviews, questionnaires, and focus groups. The results of the studies are published in nine scientific publications (one in a journal, seven in conferences, and one in a workshop). The candidate is the first author in eight publications and



3



makes a significant contribution in all papers (see Appendix 1 for details). In addition, the candidate refers to four other publications in the theme of her thesis that are used in the synthesis of the results in thesis summary.



1.2



Results and contribution



This thesis provides two main outcomes as theoretical and practical contributions: the model of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones and the process model for mobile assignment-based processes. First, as the main outcome of the thesis work and as an answer to the first research question a model of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones is presented based on the synthesized empirical findings presented in the publications and prior models of user experience (see Figure 18). The model of user experience has seven main components: user, system, the context of use, tangible outcome, descriptive attributes, overall evaluative judgments, and consequences. Extending the prior models of user experience, the model emphasizes the characteristics of the tangible outcome of system use (news material, news) as a fourth component that can contribute to user experience in addition to the characteristics of the user, system and the context of use. User’s experienced quality of the system is described by verbally expressible descriptive attributes related to the quality of the outcome (technical and content-based quality) and the perceived impacts (benefits and costs) complementing the instrumental (pragmatic) and noninstrumental (hedonic) qualities from prior models of user experience. The descriptive qualities can contribute to the overall evaluative judgments of the system (appropriateness to use, enjoyment of use, enjoyment of goal achievement, and excellence), which can be moderated by the characteristics of the user, system, the context of use and the tangible outcome. The components can further contribute to the consequences of user experience, such as system acceptance, motivation, usage behavior, job satisfaction and participation to crowdsourcing. Some of the key system attributes related to positive user experience are ease-of-use, speed, light weight, small-size, unobtrusiveness, reliability, connectivity, controllability, practicality, being at hand when needed and multifunctionality. For users, pride of the outcome, fit with needs, motivations and goals, feeling of control, mastery of the system and activity, and the fit of the system to user’s role and situation are important. The model of user experience extends prior theoretical models of user experience by including the characteristics of the tangible outcome of system usage to the components that can contribute to user experience. Furthermore, the descriptive attributes that describe the user’s experienced quality of the system include quality of the outcome and perceived impacts to complement the instrumental and non-instrumental qualities. The model provides a conceptual framework that supports user-centered design activities as well as the evaluation of systems that are used for creating tangible outcomes within real-life activity. The findings have been used in practice when developing systems for mobile newsmaking and for mobile work. Second, as complementary contribution, an extensive description of the characteristics of the context of use (see Table 13-Table 17) that can contribute to user experience in mobile newsmaking 4



is presented, detailing the components, sub-components, and the properties of the context of use. The model presented in P2 for the context of use in mobile work is elaborated in the thesis summary. The CoU-MHCI model by Jumisko-Pyykkö & Vainio (2010) is used as the framework for categorizing the findings with five context components (temporal, physical, social, task, and technology and information context). Altogether nineteen sub-components of the context of use are described based on the thesis work, extending the CoU-MHCI model by three sub-components. The extensions are the following. Task context was extended with assignment characteristics, physical context with the characteristics of the area, location or country, and social context was extended to include the stakeholders who are not physically present when interacting with the device, but who assess the quality of the news material and reporting. The identified properties of context of use covered the level of magnitude, the level of dynamism, and patterns – confirming the model by Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. (2010). Findings seem to indicate that the combination of the characteristics of the context of use can contribute not only to acceptance of outcome quality, but it may also moderate the appropriateness to use. The synthesized empirical findings on the context of use from the publications validate the CoU-MHCI model in mobile newsmaking, extend it and elaborate the definitions for the components. The model with descriptions for the components and subcomponents can be applied by practitioners when designing systems for mobile work that utilize location technologies or contextawareness, mobile assignments, as well as to identify typical combinations of context characteristics. It also supports the management in news organizations to understand how circumstances can contribute to user experience and acceptance of the systems when planning their uptake and related editorial processes in newsmaking. As an answer to the second research question, the second main contribution is the process model for mobile assignments which summarizes the work on cooperative processes related to mobile and location-based assignments (see Figure 17). It describes coordination and cooperation related information and communication needs of the mobile reporters and the newsroom at different phases of the mobile assignment-based processes. Based on the identified needs and the process model, practical guidelines have been created for the information content of the mobile assignments (see Table 20 for a summary) and planning processes for crowdsourcing of news content from the readers. The guidelines have been disseminated to a news organization for the planning of practical mobile crowdsourcing trials with readers and implementing the processes. In relation to the process model and use of assignments, a framework for the characteristics of the context of use that can contribute to user participation in the case of mobile and locationbased assignments is presented (see Table 19). The framework summarizes the findings from the studies with professionals and reader reporters. It helps the news publishers in planning their assignment-based activities by an increased understanding of the circumstances that can contribute to participation. It has been applied in research designs of practical trials with reader reporters in reallife context of hyperlocal news publishing (Väätäjä et al. 2013). The contributions of the publications, the key areas of the related literature, and keywords are presented in Table 2.
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1.3



Structure of the thesis summary



The thesis is organized as follows. An overview of the related literature from the key research streams for the thesis summary is provided in Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 presents an overview of key concepts and models related to user experience primarily from the field of HCI, but also from the field of IS. Chapter 3 covers key concepts and background related to mobile newsmaking, especially from the point of view of mobile work. A summary of the research approach and methods is presented in Chapter 4. The results are presented in two parts in section 5 answering to the research questions presented in this chapter (Chapter 1). Firstly, the findings presented in the publications are synthesized to identify components and their characteristics that can contribute to user experience and the quality-based components of user experience. In addition, a rich description of the characteristics of the context of use is presented, validating and extending a prior model of context of use. Secondly, the elements that can contribute to participation and a process model for cooperation when using mobile and location-based assignments are presented. Chapter 6 discusses the contributions and implications of the synthesized thesis outcomes, describes an assessment of the research, suggests future research and concludes the study. Table 2. Characterizing the publications by key areas of related literature, keywords, contributions and contribution types (T = theoretical, M = methodological, P = practical). Publication



Key areas of related literature User experience, smartphones in mobile use, motivation, TAM (technology acceptance model)



Keywords



Contributions



The context of news journalism, goals and motivations for newsmaking



Contextual and personal evaluation criteria for assessment of mobile newsmaking technology



P2. Dimensions of context affecting user experience in mobile work



The mobile context of use, mobile work, user experience



The context of use, mobile work



The dimensions and characteristics of the mobile context of use



T, P



P3. Developing practical tools for user experience evaluation: a case from mobile news journalism



Perception of system qualities, user experience



Perceived instrumental (pragmatic) and noninstrumental (hedonic) quality



Quality attributes for mobile newsmaking technology



T, P, M



P4. User experience of smart phones in mobile journalism: early findings on influence of professional role



Perception of system qualities, user experience



Perceived instrumental (pragmatic) and noninstrumental (hedonic) quality



Subjective quality perceptions, T, P professional role as a determinant



P5. Bottlenecks, usability issues and development needs in creating and delivering news videos with smart phones



Usability issues and components affecting user experience of smartphones, mobile videos



Mobile video, usability, user experience



Critical components affecting user experience in case of mobile news videos



T, P



P6. Mobile work efficiency – Balancing between Benefits, Costs, and Sacrifices



Usability, productivity, mobile work, the impacts of smartphones



Efficiency, effectiveness, the impacts of smartphones



The impacts of using smartphones as perceived by end-users



T, P



P7. Briefing news reporting with Location-based Mobile assignments, mobile assignments – services, privacy, mobile location, privacy Perceptions, needs and assignments challenges



Components affecting user experience and participation, implications for mobile assignment based collaborative processes and technology



T, P



P8. Crowdsourced news reporting – Supporting news content creation with mobile phones



User experience



Smartphones in readers’ content craation



User experience components when using smartphones to create and submit reader’s contet.



T, P



P9. Location-based crowdsourcing of hyperlocal news – Dimensions of participation preferences



Privacy, crowdsourcing, LBS (location-based services)



Location-based Framework for participation crowdsourcing, privacy, preferences; implications for design participation preferences



P1. User experience evaluation criteria for mobile newsmaking technology – Findings from a case study
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Contribution types T, P



T, P



2.



The key concepts and models of user experience



This chapter presents the theoretical background on user experience by presenting an overview and a synthesis of the key concepts (section 2.1) and user experience related models from the fields of HCI (section 2.2) and IS (section 2.3) that are relevant to this thesis work. The main emphasis is on concepts and models that focus on the descriptive qualities as components of user experience models. The presented concepts and models are a basis for the quality-based model of user experience presented as an outcome of the thesis work. They have been used in the different phases of the thesis work. The contribution to the thesis work from the different fields of science is illustrated in Figure 1. Choosing what concepts and theoretical background to use is part of the research process. These decisions are made typically at the beginning of the research. However, when the emphasis is on qualitative research and the case study approach is used, the theories are revisited and new theories searched for throughout the research process (Yin, 2003). Theories are used for searching for explanations and in interpreting the results. On the other hand, they can work as rival theories for the findings (ibid.). In addition, when this thesis work began, in early 2008, relatively few theories on user experience were available and the concepts used related to user experience were often somewhat vaguely defined. The overview of the key concepts and models relevant to this thesis work are synthesized in section 2.4 to provide the basis for presenting the related work in the next chapter on mobile work and mobile newsmaking. The concepts and models are used when constructing the user experience model in Chapter 5 based on the findings of this thesis work and prior research.



Figure 1. Models, key concepts and constructs related to user experience from the fields of HCI and IS and their relation to this chapter and the thesis work.
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2.1



Key concepts



This chapter presents and discusses the key concepts used in this thesis summary related to quality-based approach to user experience. First, definitions for user experience are described. Second, definitions for concepts related to quality and perceived quality are presented as components of user experience models. Third, the consequences of user experience are presented.



2.1.1



User experience



One of the first definitions for user experience in the field of HCI is presented by Alben (1996). She describes user experience as follows: “By “experience” we mean all the aspects of how people use an interactive product: the way it feels in their hands, how well they understand how it works, how they feel about it while they’re using it, how well it serves their purposes, and how well it fits into the entire context in which they are using it.” Alben explicitly uses the concept of quality of experience for these experiences (ibid.). She describes the quality of experience by the following characteristics (ibid.): appropriate, learnable, usable, aesthetically pleasing, sensually satisfying, and manageable. Experience includes sensorial, cognitive, emotional, and reflective components. Since this definition, numerous definitions for user experience have emerged, both in academia and in companies (All about UX). The ISO standard for Human-centred design for interactive systems (ISO 9241-210:2010) defines user experience as a “person’s perceptions and responses that result from the use/or anticipated use of a product, system or service”. Hassenzahl and Tractinsky (2006) underline the subjectivity, situatedness, complexity, and dynamicity of user experience to stimulate further research on user experience in HCI. They emphasize that in the user’s interaction with a system there are three influencing factors: user, system, and context of use (Hassenzahl and Tractisnky, 2006). These basic influencing factors of user experience are also present in the definition of usability defined as the “extent to which a system, product or service can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use.” (ISO 9241-11:1998). Usability can be viewed as one of the determinants of user experience (ISO 9241-210:2010). The clear difference in the emphasis of recent user experience definitions compared to usability is the focus of user experience beyond the instrumental. Although Alben (1996) includes “serving the purpose” and “fit into the context of using” into the quality of user experience, they seem to be missing in the more recent definitions of user experience. As the focus of this thesis is the activity of mobile newsmaking in journalism practice, this thesis ultimately explores whether the tangible outcome that is related to the user’s goals is linked to user experience. In this thesis, I see user experience to be verbally expressed as user’s impressions and reactions that are influenced by the user’s interaction with the system, the tangible outcome of the system use, the activity within which the interaction occurs, and the context of use. The characteristics of the user, system, and the context of use contribute to the interaction with the system, the activity with its goals, and the user’s experience. Next, I discuss the notion of quality as well as the qualities discussed in the quality-based models of user experience, namely instrumental (pragmatic) and noninstrumental (hedonic) quality. I also discuss how the consequences of user experience have been
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addressed in the prior literature in the fields of HCI and IS, as they are often included in user experience models.



2.1.2



Quality



As the theoretical approach of the thesis to user experience focuses on the quality-based models of user experience, this subsection discusses first the the notion of quality. It then presents the two central groups of qualities that are present in many of the user experience models: the instrumental (pragmatic) and non-instrumental (hedonic) quality. 2.1.2.1



Definitions of quality



Quality is defined as “the standard of something as measured against other things of a similar kind; the degree of excellence of something” and as “a distinctive attribute or characteristic possessed by someone or something” (New Oxford American Dictionary, 2012). The quality management systems standard defines quality as the “degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfills requirements” (ISO 9000:2005), specifying characteristic as a “distinguishing feature”. A characteristic can be a) inherent or assigned, and b) qualitative or quantitative, and there are various classes of characteristics, such as physical, sensory, behavioral, temporal, ergonomic, and functional characteristics (ISO 9000:2005). A quality characteristic is further described as an inherent characteristic of a product, process, or system (ISO 9000:2005). The standard for software and systems engineering defines the quality of a system: “[…] the degree to which the system satisfies the stated and implied needs of its various stakeholders, and thus provides value” (ISO/IEC 25010:2011). Product quality can be categorized into characteristics, and further subdivided into subcharacteristics (ISO/IEC 25010:2011). The measurement of quality related properties is described as follows: “The measurable quality-related properties of a system are called quality properties, with associated quality measures“ (ISO/IEC 25010:2011). According to this standard, quality in use is “the degree to which a product or system can be used by specific users to meet their needs to achieve specific goals with effectiveness, efficiency, freedom from risk and satisfaction in specific contexts of use” (ISO/IEC 25010:2011). This definition closely resembles the definition of usability described previously. I approach quality in this thesis as qualitative descriptive attributes (i.e., characteristics and subcharacteristics) of a system, service, or process and as perceived and/or described by the user, and as the user’s perception of the degree to which their needs and requirements are fulfilled. By perceived quality I refer to the user’s subjective perception of an object’s quality, that is, its characteristics or attributes, whether the object is a system, an application, a mobile service, a process, an outcome of the usage of a system, or an impact of the adopted technology on the current situation, activity, or practices.
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2.1.2.2



Instrumental or pragmatic quality



In the quality or attribute-based approaches to user experience in the field of HCI, two distinct groups of system or user experience qualities (attributes) are referred to. The first group is composed of pragmatic, utilitarian, or instrumental qualities or attributes (Hassenzahl, 2003, 2004; Mahlke, 2008; Mahlke et al. 2007; Thüring et al. 2007). The second group is composed of hedonic, nonutilitarian, or non-instrumental qualities or attributes (Hassenzahl, 2003, 2004; Mahlke, 2008; Mahlke et al. 2007; Thüring et al. 2007). Hassenzahl (2004) describes pragmatic attributes to be “connected to users’ need to achieve behavioral goals,” which “requires utility and usability”. Similarly, Mahlke (2008, p. 43) defines that “the instrumental value of an interactive system is related to the tasks and goals that the user wants to accomplish with a system”. He suggests that both “utility (defined as usefulness by Davis, 1989) and usability (defined as ease of use by Davis, 1989) determine the instrumental value of an interactive system”. He further suggests that the perception of instrumental qualities is comprised of utility and usability, specifically including efficiency, controllability, helpfulness, and learnability as dimensions of usability (Mahlke 2008, p. 44). In this thesis instrumental, i.e., pragmatic, quality refers to the system qualities (attributes) that are related to the interaction, activity, information, and cooperation aiming specifically to tangible outcomes that the user aims to accomplish with the system when using it in the activity as discussed in Chapter 5 (see Figure 18). 2.1.2.3



Non-instrumental or hedonic quality



Non-instrumental or hedonic qualities are pleasure-producing system qualities (Law et al. 2010). Hassenzahl (2004) describes hedonic qualities to be “primarily related to user’s self”. He divides hedonic qualities into stimulation and identification: Stimulation is related to personal development (related to knowledge and skills) and identification addresses the human need to express one’s self through objects, as objects communicate important personal values. Mahlke (2008, p. 45–46) states that the “non-instrumental qualities of an interactive system satisfy user needs that go beyond the instrumental value of the product”. He includes symbolic (communicative symbolics, associative symbolics), aesthetic (visual aesthetic, haptic quality, acoustic quality), and motivational aspects into the perceptions of non-instrumental qualities. Neither Hassenzahl, nor Mahlke, discuss a tangible outcome of system usage, such as a photo, or a story, created with the used system in relation to noninstrumental or hedonic quality. In consumer research hedonic consumption is described as “those facets of consumer behavior that relate to the multisensory, fantasy, and emotive aspects of one’s experience with products” (Hirschman et al. 1982) and hedonic aspects have been proposed “to identify strong emotional reactions to stimuli” that may also be something other than positive and pleasant, such as reacting with fear (Spangenberg et al. 1997). In the field of IS research, empirical research and scale development on hedonic aspects has focused on perceived enjoyment, playfulness, cognitive
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absorbtion and flow (see e.g., van der Heijden et al. 2003; Wakefield et al. 2006). In HCI, Mahlke (2008), for instance, explicitly separates the emotional responses from non-instrumental qualities. I approach non-instrumental qualities based on the definition presented by Mahlke (2008), as descriptive qualities of the system that satisfy user needs beyond the instrumental value of the system with components for the quality of stimulation and identification.



2.1.3



The consequences of user experience



Whether the system use is mandatory or voluntary, it is important to understand the consequences of user experience. Frameworks for user experience that focus on the user-centered quality of interactive systems suggest that the subjective perception of product character or qualities (Hassenzahl, 2003; Mahlke et al., 2007) as well as emotional responses (Mahlke et al., 2007) influence future usage behavior (Hassenzahl, 2003; Mahlke et al., 2007) and overall judgment, preference, and satisfaction (Hartmann et al. 2008; Hassenzahl, 2003; Mahlke et al., 2007). According to Mahlke (2008) “perceptions of instrumental and non-instrumental qualities as well as emotional user reactions determine the consequences of user experience” and they “incorporate the acceptance of the system and usage behavior”. Mahlke (2008) operationalizes consequences with overall judgments, choice between alternatives, and usage behavior. Hartmann et al. (2008) hypothesize that “the outcomes of user’s judgment are preferences between designs, intention to use, and the actual use (behavior)”. Hassenzahl (2004) describes that “using a product with a particular product character in a particular situation will lead to consequences, such as emotions (e.g., satisfaction, pleasure), explicit evaluations (i.e., judgments of appeal, beauty, goodness), or overt behavior (i.e., approach, avoidance)”. However, the proposed causal relationships between the different constructs – that is, pragmatic and hedonic quality, and the overall judgments, such as beauty and goodness – are still under investigation (see e.g., Law et al. 2010; Hassenzahl et al.2010; van Schaik et al. 2012). Satisfaction is a concept that is closely related to user experience and quality. Definitions of satisfaction emphasize not only the user’s responses and attitudes towards the system or object but also the fulfillment of needs. One of the earliest definitions for computer user satisfaction proposes that “satisfaction in a given situation is the sum of one's feelings or attitudes toward a variety of factors affecting that situation” (Bailey et al. 1983) and that the factors are weighted by their importance to the individual in question (Wanous et al. 1972, as cited by Bailey et al.1983). On the other hand, satisfaction is defined in usability as “freedom from discomfort and positive attitudes towards the use of the product” (ISO 9241-11:1998). In the ISO standard for systems and software engineering, satisfaction is defined as the “degree to which user needs are satisfied when a product or system is used in a specified context of use”, noting that “satisfaction is the user’s response to interaction with the product or system, and includes attitudes towards use of the product” (ISO/IEC 25010:2011). Similarly, in IS research user satisfaction is viewed as the user’s object-based attitude toward an information system (Wixom et al. 2005). Ajzen (2001) describes that attitude represents a summary evaluation of an object that arises from the beliefs in the objects. Beliefs associate the object with attributes and they can be captured with attributes such as good–bad, pleasant–unpleasant, likable– 11



dislikable (Ajzen, 2001). Satisfaction is related to an overall evaluative judgment of the system as an object-based attitude towards the object that may influence the user’s behavior (Wixom et al., 2005). In the field of HCI, Jumisko-Pyykkö (2011) defines one characteristic of quality as “an integrated set of perceptions of overall excellence” referring to an overall evaluative judgment of quality based on the descriptive attributes that are verbally expressible distinctive features of quality. Based on the presented prior literature, the consequences of user experience are determined by the perceptions of instrumental and non-instrumental qualities as well as the emotional user reactions. Consequences incorporate overall evaluative judgments, acceptance, usage behavior, and preferences, for example. For clarity, I use the concept of overall evaluative judgment instead of satisfaction in this thesis for the integrated set of user’s impressions. Later in this thesis summary I discuss the quality of outcome of using the system as well as the perceived impacts of system use as having consequences for the overall evaluative judgments.



2.2



Models of user experience from the field of HCI



This section presents an overview of descriptive quality models related to user experience from the field of HCI (see also Jumisko-Pyykkö 2011, Mahlke 2008). The aim is to identify from the models the components of user experience, including the descriptive qualities as user experience components. The models from the field of IS that incorporate similar constructs or components as user experience models, but have also differing components relevant to this research, are reviewed in the next section. The user experience components provide the theoretical background for the initial conceptual framework of user experience that was constructed in the beginning of the thesis work (see Figure 15). It is elaborated based on the empirical findings of the thesis work and presented in Chapter 5 (Figure 18). As the aim of the model created based on the synthesis of the thesis work is to provide support for developing and evaluating systems for mobile users that support mobile and cooperative work and crowdsourcing in mobile newsmaking, the approach in this thesis is primarily based on the user-centered component models of user experience and specifically focusing on quality-based models. Perceived quality refers to the user’s subjective perception on an object’s quality – or characteristic – whether the object is a system, an application, a mobile service, an outcome of usage of the system, or an impact of the adopted technology on the current situation or practices, for example. This thesis aims to identify the components of the descriptive qualities (attributes), the objects they are related to, and the factors that can contribute to the perceived descriptive qualities, in order to create a model of user experience based on earlier research and the empirical findings from the studies of the thesis. Models chosen for the review have as common components of user experience 1) descriptive system or service related qualities, and 2) other experiential dimensions, such as emotional user reactions. In addition, they include 3) influencing factors, or antecedents, of the perceived quality or experience and/or 4) the consequences or outcomes of user experience. Some of the presented models are based on definitions, but they are included in this section to highlight the proposed and studied components of user experience. 12



2.2.1



The model of user experience by Hassenzahl and Tractinsky



One of the influential definitions for user experience in the field of HCI is presented by Hassenzahl and Tractinsky (2006): “UX is a consequence of a user’s internal state (predispositions, expectations, needs, motivation, mood, etc.), the characteristics of the designed system (e.g. complexity, purpose, usability, functionality, etc.) and the context (or the environment) within which the interaction occurs (e.g. organizational/social setting, meaningfulness of the activity, voluntariness of use, etc.).” This definition emphasizes the characteristics of the user, system, and context as the factors that influence user experience. It has been illustrated by Roto (2006) (see Figure 2) and it illustrates the influencing factors. However, the model does not provide details on the components of user experience and the consequences of user experience.



Figure 2. Illustration by Roto (2006, p. 26) for the definition of user experience presented by Hassenzahl and Tractinsky (2006) (reprinted with permission).



2.2.2



The model of user experience from the ISO standard



The standard for the Human-centered design of interactive systems (ISO 9241-210:2010) defines user experience as a “person’s perceptions and responses that result from the use/or anticipated use of a product, system or service”. The definition emphasizes a broad and holistic view to user experience and describes the user’s perceptions and responses as the manifestation of user experience. In addition, it highlights the temporal aspect relating to expectations prior to usage in addition to the experience based on the usage. The definition includes the following notes that aim to concretize the broad definition. Note 1 describes the experiential components as follows: “User experience includes all the users’ emotions, beliefs, preferences, perceptions, physical and psychological responses, behaviours and accomplishments that occur before, during and after use”. This note highlights the multiple facets of user experience and the temporal dimensions of user experience. It also raises accomplishments as a component of user experience, being the only user experience model that can be interpreted to refer to what is concretely achieved as a result of the system usage. Note 2 underlines the influencing factors: “User experience is a consequence of brand image, presentation, functionality, system performance, interactive behavior and assistive capabilities of the interactive system, the user’s internal and physical state resulting from prior experiences, attitudes, skills and personality, and the context of use.” This note emphasizes the features of the interactive system, the characteristics of the user, as well as generally the context of use as factors influencing user experience. These factors were also described in the previously presented definition by Hassenzahl and Tractinsky (2006).
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Note 3 comments on the role of usability in relation to user experience: “Usability, when interpreted from the perspective of the users’ personal goals, can include the kind of perceptual and emotional aspects typically associated with user experience. Usability criteria can be used to assess aspects of user experience.” This addition is useful as it provides a comment on the debate between the similarity and difference between usability and user experience. It leaves it open for further research to investigate how usability and user experience are related. In addition, it remains somewhat unclear what is exactly meant by goals and whether they solely refer to instrumental goals in this case. Some of the models of user experience with quality-based approaches include usability related system qualities (attributes) in the models (Hassenzahl, 2003, 2004; Mahlke, 2008; Mahlke et al. 2007; Thüring et al. 2007). As a summary, this definition for user experience emphasizes the following aspects: -



Experiential components: All users’ perceptions and responses resulting from the use or anticipated use of a product, system, or service,



-



The temporal aspect of experience: The temporal aspects of the user experience, before, during, and after the system use,



-



Influencing factors: All factors that influence user experience, including the characteristics of the user, the interactive system, as well as the context of use, and



-



2.2.3



Usability as a construct for system attributes that may influence user experience.



The model of user experience by Hassenzahl



Hassenzahl (2003, 2004) presents one of the first models for user experience that illustrates the product attributes as components of user experience (see Figure 3). According to Hassenzahl (2003, 2004), product character can be described by two attribute groups, namely pragmatic and hedonic attributes (Hassenzahl, 2003). Each person constructs his/her own personal version of the product character based on the product features and on her/his personal standards and expectations (Hassenzahl, 2003, 2004). Pragmatic qualities (attributes) are related to the product’s usability and utility when the product is used for instrumental tasks and goals, and the user has a need to achieve behavioral goals (ibid.). On the contrary, hedonic qualities (attributes) are related to the user’s self, such as stimulation and identification (ibid.).



Figure 3. The key elements of Hassenzahl’s model of user experience (Hassenzahl, 2003). Hedonic quality focuses on the aspects of stimulation, identification, and evocation (Hassenzahl, 2003). Stimulation is related to personal development, that is, to curiosity, personal growth, the
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development of skills, and the proliferation of knowledge (ibid.). Identification addresses the expression of self and the user’s personal values to relevant others through objects and is therefore social (ibid.). Evocation refers to the product’s ability to provoke memories, such as important past events or relationships (ibid.). According to Hassenzahl, the subjective perception of the product character leads to consequences, such as judgments about the product’s appeal, goodness, and beauty (Hassenzahl 2003, 2004), as well as emotional and behavioral consequences. As examples of emotional consequences Hassenzahl discusses satisfaction and pleasure (ibid.). The model presented by Hassenzahl was used in the beginning of this thesis work, jointly with some other models, to create an initial conceptual framework for user experience (see Figure 15) and as a basis in the evaluation of user experience in mobile newsmaking (P3, P4). Recent research based on the constructs of pragmatic and hedonic quality, beauty and goodness, investigates inference from overall judgments to pragmatic and hedonic qualities (van Schaik et al. 2012). Therefore, further studies are needed to establish the causal linkages.



2.2.4



The model for the components of user experience by Mahlke



A component-based model for user experience is presented by Mahlke (2008), Mahlke et al. (2007), and Thüring et al. (2007). The model is comprised of three main components (see Figure 4): 1) the influencing factors (system properties, user characteristics, context/task parameters), 2) three user experience components (the perception of instrumental qualities, the perception of noninstrumental qualities, emotional user reactions) and 3) the consequences of the user experience (overall judgments, choice between alternatives, usage behavior). The influencing factors related to system, user, and user’s tasks and goals affect the perception of instrumental and non-instrumental qualities, and emotional user reactions are influenced in the user’s interaction with the system. The user experience leads to consequences, including behavioral consequences.



Figure 4. The components of user experience (Mahlke, 2008). 15



This model describes a holistic, generic framework for user experience components. It focuses on the perception of instrumental and non-instrumental qualities, and emotional user reactions as the user experience components. Emotional user reactions are components of user experience. It therefore differs from the model presented by Hassenzahl (2003) in which emotional consequences are a consequence of the perception of the product character. The model by Mahlke also separates the consequences of user experience from the components of user experience. This model provides the initial conceptual background jointly with the model by Hassenzahl (2003) for the model of user experience for mobile newsmaking with smartphones.



2.2.5



The model for mobile browsing user experience by Roto



Roto (2006) approaches user experience in mobile browsing with a product-centric view aimed at supporting user-centered design and development of solutions for mobile browsing. She presents a model for mobile browsing user experience with the components and attributes that are presented in Figure 5. This model highlights the characteristics of the user and the dimensions of context as factors influencing user experience. It provides a useful approach for breaking down the system to the system’s sub-components (in this case; mobile device, browser, connection, gateway, sites) that influence the user experience. It presents the subcomponent related experiential aspects as attributes or qualities related to the subcomponents. The model support the user-centered design of solutions for mobile browsing, from identifying the characteristics of the context of use to the evaluation of the developed prototypes and solutions. For this thesis, the user experience model of Roto provides support for illustrating and analyzing the system subcomponents and the related qualities that influence the user experience. This breakdown to subcomponent related qualities can be used for design and evaluation purposes.



Figure 5. The characteristics of the mobile browsing user experience (Roto, 2006, p. 68, reprinted with permission).
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2.2.6



The model of User-Centered Quality of Experience by JumiskoPyykkö



Jumisko-Pyykkö (2011) presents a model for quality of experience based on empirical studies for viewing experience of mobile television (see Figure 6). She defines User-Centered Quality of Experience as follows: “User-Centered Quality of Experience is constructed in an active perceptual process where the characteristics of user, the system, and the context of use are contributing and its outcome is described by different experiential dimensions.” The model has four main components: User, system, context of use, and experiential dimensions. The user is the person who actively perceives, i.e., controls and manipulates, a system (JumiskoPyykkö, 2011). In the case of mobile television, the system represents the characteristics of produced video quality that are categorized into three abstraction levels, namely, content, media, and network (ibid.). The context of use represents the circumstances in which the viewing takes place (ibid.). Finally, the experiential dimensions define the outcome of the perceptual process (ibid.). These include four dimensions: descriptive attributes (verbally expressible distinctive features of quality), excellence (preference of overall quality or its attributes), appropriateness to use (the relation of quality to the fulfillment of requirements for use), and psychophysiological influence (physiological automatic reactions to quality with a connection to psychologically interpretable phenomena) (ibid.). Jumisko-Pyykkö (2011) describes three processes between the components represented by arrows in Figure 6). First, there is an active perceptual process between the user and the system in the context of use, where all these components contribute (Jumisko-Pyykkö, 2011). Second, an active learning process takes place between the user and the experiential dimensions (ibid.). An active adaptation and accommodation of the user’s existing data structures takes place that influence the directing of the user’s attention in quality perception (ibid.). The knowledge of experiential dimensions gained from user studies can be used in the development of system characteristics (ibid.). Although this model specifically focuses on mobile television, it provides a step forward from the previously presented models to support further studies in the field of HCI on user experience when focus is on the descriptive qualities as outcome of user experience. The strength of the model is the clear distinction of the outcome of the perceptual process to four dimensions that includes descriptive attributes, excellence, appropriateness to use, and psychophysiological influence. This approach with the experiential dimensions, and specifically the quality perceptions (descriptive attributes), as an outcome of the perceptual processes related to user experience is adopted in this thesis work.



2.3



Models related to user experience from the field of IS



This section reviews models from the fields of IS with similar constructs or components as user experience models have. However, the presented models include constructs and components that provide support for the empirical findings of the thesis work and at the same time extend beyond the user experience models presented in the previous section. The models presented have been used in the thesis work as it progressed, in the iterative review of theoretical models as complementing, explanatory and rival theories for the emerging findings from the empirical research.
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Figure 6. A model of User-Centered Quality of Experience for mobile television (Jumisko-Pyykkö, 2010, p. 64, reprinted with permission).



2.3.1



The technology acceptance model (TAM)



The technology acceptance model (TAM) is based on the assumption that individual reactions to using the technology determine an individual’s attitude, that is, his/her intention to use a system (Davis 1989; Davis et al. 1989) as illustrated in Figure 7. Intentions have behavioral consequences on the actual system usage (Davis, 1989; Venkatesh et al. 2003). The TAM (Davis, 1989; Davis et al. 1989) is one of the most often used models from the field of IS that has been applied in the field of HCI to understand and identify factors that contribute to the acceptance of technology. Some of the constructs from the model have also been applied in user experience research (see e.g., Mahlke 2008; van Schaik et al. 2011).



Figure 7. The technology acceptance model (Davis, 1989). The user’s acceptance of the system, i.e., how and when he/she uses the system, is influenced by two factors: Perceived usefulness and the perceived ease of use, which are utilitarian qualities of the system. Perceived usefulness is the degree to which a person believes that using the system enhances his or her job performance. The judgment is formed by comparing what the system is capable of
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doing to what the user needs to get done with the system. The perceived ease-of-use is described as the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would be free of effort. Venkatesh et al. (2008) present an updated version of the TAM, called TAM3, aiming to provide support for managers to make informed decisions about IT implementations that can lead to enhancing employee’s acceptance and effective use of IT. TAM3 is an integrated model of the determinants of the perceived usefulness and the perceived ease of use based on prior research. These determinants include individual differences (variables related to personality and/or demographics), system characteristics (the salient features of a system that can help individuals develop favorable or unfavorable perceptions regarding the usefulness or ease of use), social influence (various social processes and mechanisms that guide in the formulation of perceptions), and facilitating conditions (organizational support facilitating the use of IT). The integrated model TAM3 proposes as the determinants of perceived usefulness the subjective norm, image, job relevance, output quality, result demonstrability, and perceived ease of use, as well as experience and voluntariness as moderators (Venkatesh et al. 2008). Regarding the perceived ease of use, the anchors for general beliefs about perceived ease of use that were suggested by Venkatesh (2000) include computer self-efficacy, computer anxiety, computer playfulness, and perceptions of external control (facilitating conditions). Two variables related to system characteristics, i.e., perceived enjoyment and objective usability, are suggested to function as adjustments for perceived ease of use (Venkatesh et al. 2008). As the TAM was originally proposed for adoption of IS in organizational settings, it uses the perceived qualities (ease of use and usefulness) of system characteristics as the model components. In addition, as it has been widely applied in studies on mobile systems both in enterprise and consumer contexts, it is a relevant and interesting model for this thesis study. It includes several determinants for quality perceptions related to the used system that overlap with the influencing factors in previously presented models of user experience, as well as the experiential dimensions of system usage and the system’s quality in use, presented in the previous subsection. A recent study (van Schaik et al. 2011) reports on web-based information retrieval with an integrated interactionexperience model that combines the TAM with the user experience model of Hassenzahl (2003, 2004). The study reports that the perceptions of perceived product qualities (pragmatic and hedonic quality) were independent determinants of beliefs (perceived ease of use, enjoyment, and usefulness, as well as intention to use), but evaluations (goodness, beauty) were dependent determinants of intention to use (van Schaik et al. 2011). The link between user experience and acceptance therefore deserves more attention. The original TAM and its updated version TAM3 both provide links to the empirical findings of this thesis work. Specifically, the following determinants of perceived usefulness in TAM3 (Venkatesh et al. 2008) are interesting for this thesis. -



Perceived ease of use, is the degree to which a person believes that using an IT will be free of effort. This is important for any system used in a goal-oriented activity.
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-



Subjective norm refers to the degree to which an individual perceives that most people who are important to him/her think he/she should or should not use the system. These may include colleagues, other peers, or those present when using the system, for example.



-



Image is the degree to which an individual perceives that the use of an innovation enhances his or her personal status in his or her social system (ibid). It relates to Identification in Hassenzahl’s model of user experience (Hassenzahl, 2003).



-



Job relevance is related to the degree of the applicability of the system to an individual’s job. It resembles the notion of “appropriateness to use” which relates quality to the fulfillment of requirements to use (Jumisko-Pyykkö, 2010). Job relevance is relevant in newsmaking both for professional reporters as well as for reader reporters and crowdworkers.



-



Output quality is the degree of the system to perform the individual’s work tasks well as assessed by the worker. This construct has been used in studies for the communicativeness of the output, but also for the quality of reaching the goals.



-



Result demonstrability is the degree of tangibility, observability and communicability of the results and consequences of using the system as believed by an individual. It is related to the perceived impacts, i.e., benefits and costs, which are discussed in the results in Chapter 5.



From the determinants of perceived ease of use especially one is present in the empirical findings in this thesis work. Perceived enjoyment refers to the extent of the activity of using the system to be enjoyable as such without taking into account performance consequences. In this research it seems to be connected to the enjoyment of the activity or sub-activites of newsmaking. The system may enable new type of activity and enable to develop new skills and express oneself creatively that was not possible before. On the other hand, for another individual, the usage of the same system may be frustrating due to the limitations of the system. To conclude, technology acceptance models are relevant for this research when aiming at presenting a model for user experience. This is due to similarities of some constructs as well as extensions with novel components that are not present in the reviewed user experience models.



2.3.2



Delone and McLean’s IS success model



In addition to TAM and itse extensions, the IS success model presented by Delone and McLean has been one of the most influential models in the field of IS research (DeLone et al. 1992). The original model, aiming to predict the success of IS, was based on a review of existing definitions for IS success and related measures (ibid.). Review results were categorized into six main components (ibid.). These categories include 1) system quality, 2) information quality, 3) use, 4) user satisfaction, 5) individual impact, and 6) organizational impact (ibid.). Ten years later, Delone and McLean presented an updated model (DeLone et al. 2003). According to the updated model, a system can be evaluated based on information quality, system quality, and service quality (ibid.). The model suggests that the characteristics of the system, service, and information qualities affect the intention to use or actual use, as well as user satisfaction (ibid.). System quality refers to the desirable characteristics of an information system. Information quality refers to the desirable characteristics of the system outputs. Service quality is the quality of the support that system users receive from the IS department and IT support personnel. System use is the 20



degree and manner in which staff and customers utilize the capabilities of an information system. User satisfaction refers to the users’ level of satisfaction with reports, web sites, and support services. Net benefits are the extent to which IS contribute to the success of individuals, groups, organizations, industries, and nations. As a result of usage, net benefits are achieved that positively or negatively affect the intention to use or actual use of the system (DeLone et al. 2003). In the process sense, use must precede user satisfaction and in the causal sense, a positive experience from use leads to greater user satisfaction (ibid.). Based on a qualitative review of 180 articles of empirical studies that use the IS success model, Petter et al. (2008) report support for interrelationships between IS success constructs as depicted in Figure 8. The model provides a generic high-level model to approach evaluation of IS success and the main categories for the qualities of the IS solutions, as well as the net benefits as the consequences of the user’s experience.



Figure 8. Support for interrelationships between IS success constructs at an individual level of analysis (Petter, DeLone, & McLean, 2008). The IS success model (DeLone et al. 1992) and its updated version (DeLone et al. 2003, Petter et al. 2008) is useful for this thesis work as follows: It divides the system quality from the information quality the system provides and links these qualities to system use and user satisfaction. Furthermore, it includes the net benefits (an integrated assesment of benefits and costs) that can be positive or negative into the updated model. It connects them to use and user satisfaction with a feedback loop. This is the second of the presented models so far, in addition to the experiential component “appropriateness to use” in the model by Jumisko-Pyykkö (2010) from HCI and “job relevance” in TAM3 (Venkatesh et al. 2008), that considers the suitability of a system for the usage and its relationship to the behavioral or experiential level.



2.3.3



Task-technology fit model (TTF)



The task-technology fit (TTF) model focuses on the match between the user’s task related requirements, individual abilities, and the available functionality of the technology (Goodhue et al. 1995). TTF is the degree to which a technology assists an individual in performing his or her tasks (ibid.). The model describes the technology-to-performance chain (TPC) where technologies lead to performance impacts at the individual level (ibid.). The proposed technology to performance chain includes the following constructs (see Figure 9): The antecedents of TTF (individual, task, and technology characteristics), utilization (the behavior of employing the technology in completing 21



tasks), the antecedents of utilization (the expected consequences of use, i.e., beliefs, affect, social norms, habits, facilitating conditions), and performance impact (the accomplishment of a portfolio of tasks by an individual in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, and output quality).



Figure 9. The proposed technology to performance chain (Goodhue & Thompson, 1995). Goodhue et al. (1995) also discuss the feedback mechanism based on the actual experience of utilizing the technology. Actual experience may influence users perceptions of the impacts compared to what they anticipated and change the expected consequences and the future utilization. The TTF model has similar components to the TAM and IS success model. The overlap is discussed by Dishaw et al. (1999) and they propose an integration of the TAM and TTF model. A study using the integrated model that addresses the determinants of users’ intention to adopt wireless technology in organizations reports that the intention to adopt was determined directly by the fit between the characteristics of task and technology as well as by the perceived ease of use and usefulness (Yen et al. 2010). The TTF model is interesting for this thesis work due to the concept of TTF. As this concept explicitly refers to the degree that the technology assists one’s activity, it addresses an important quality of the user’s experience that may contribute to acceptance and future usage behavior.



2.3.4



An integrated model of user satisfaction and technology acceptance



Wixom et al. (2005) present an integrated model that distinguishes object-based beliefs and attitudes about the system from behavioral beliefs and attitudes about using the system. The integrated model combines the TAM (Davis, 1989) and the IS success model (DeLone et al. 1993). The motivation behind the integration is explained as follows (Wixom et al. 2005). The user satisfaction literature lists attributes that can be applied in system design and evaluation. However, based on earlier research, user satisfaction is a poor predictor of system usage (ibid.). The technology acceptance literature on the other hand predicts usage by linking behavior (system usage) to attitudes and beliefs (ease of use and usefulness) (ibid.). The integrated model aims to link the user satisfaction and technology acceptance literature to connect the design and implementation decisions to system characteristics and prediction of usage (ibid.).
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Figure 10. An integrated model of user satisfaction and technology acceptance (Wixom & Todd, 2005). Wixom & Todd (2005) ground the model on the correspondence principle, which assumes that beliefs and attitudes about a specific behavior (e.g., using a smartphone), in a particular context (e.g., journalism), at a particular point in time (e.g., always / when nothing else is available / when convenient / when fast publishing is needed) are predictive of intention and behavior. The model is presented in Figure 10. When starting from the right-hand side of the integrated model, based on technology acceptance models, it proposes that 1) IT usage is driven by behavioral intention, 2) the attitude towards ease of use and usefulness determines intention, and 3) usefulness is a function of ease of use. Both usefulness and ease of use are assessments of the consequences of using a system to accomplish some task. Object-based attitudes are described to be external variables that may determine satisfaction with an object and the level of satisfaction may influence beliefs about the consequences of using the object. The left-hand side of the model in Figure 10 is based on the user satisfaction literature. Wixom and Todd (2005) propose a set of antecedents based on earlier literature on information quality (completeness, accuracy, format, currency) and system quality (reliability, flexibility, integration, accessibility, timeliness). System quality related dimensions reflect perceptions of the system and how it delivers information (Wixom et al. 2005). The dimensions of information quality influence the user’s perception of the system’s quality of information (ibid.). The quality beliefs shape attitudes about system and information satisfaction (ibid.) and represent object-based attitudes. These attitudes influence the perception of usefulness and ease of use. The integrated model therefore combines the two original models (the TAM and the IS success model) to a causal chain. The empirical study conducted by Wixom et al. (2005) supports the proposed integrated model. The integrated model is interesting for the current research as it includes descriptive qualities as model components and proposes a causal link from qualities to intention to use.



2.4



Summary



This chapter presented the key concepts related to quality-based models of user experience. Models of user experience from HCI as well as models from IS research were reviewed. In the beginning of the thesis work an initial conceptual quality-based framework for user experience was created based on selected user experience models from HCI to inform the research design of the first case study. The framework is presented in Figure 15 in the methods section in Chapter 4.2.1. As the 23



thesis work progressed and empirical findings emerged, theory and models were searched for that would provide explanations as well as work as rival theories for the findings. Models from IS research included components and constructs that complemented and explained some of the findings. The models from IS research that were most influential for this research were presented in this chapter. A summary of the reviewed models is presented next. The candidates for components of user experience, from the previously presented models and definitions, are summarized in Table 3. From the nine summarized models and two definitions, the following main components of user experience can be identified. First, the influencing factors include 1) the characteristics of the user, 2) the characteristics of the system (or technology) and its sub-components, and 3) the context of use, including task characteristics. Second, the experiential components include 4) the perceptions of system, information, output, and service qualities 5) excellence, 6) emotional user reactions, and 7) fit or appropriateness to task or use. Third, the consequences of user experience in the models include 8) overall judgments (beauty, goodness) 9) satisfaction 10) attitude, 11) behavioral consequences (intention to use, actual usage, choice between alternatives), and 12) perceived net benefits and impacts. Models and definitions from the field of HCI emphasize the characteristics of the user, system, and dimensions of context more often than the models from IS literature. All summarized models include perceived system qualities as experiential components as separate components or as groups of qualities. Emotional user reactions are included in the HCI models both as experiential components (Mahlke, 2008) and as the consequences of user experience (Hassenzahl 2003, 2004) – the latter naming satisfaction and pleasure as emotional consequences. In the included IS models (DeLone & McLean, 1992) user satisfaction is a consequence, namely, the level of the user’s satisfaction with the system and its outputs that is affected by the system, information, and service qualities. In HCI models the consequences of user experience include overall judgments and behavioral consequences. Behavioral consequences are also included in the IS models. For two of the models from the IS field, namely the TAM and the IS success model, there is a large amount of empirical evidence for the models and the causal relationships that can be drawn together to form evidence-based structural models. However, for the rest of the models, more studies are needed to be able to draw conclusions on the interrelationships between the constructs in the models, to build generalized structural models as well as to identify whether different application fields and contexts affect the models and their structure. Therefore, in HCI, more studies on user experience and the related constructs are needed in different application fields. Although the summarized models and definitions cover a variety of influencing factors, experiential components, and consequences or outcomes, none of the models presented address the system as part of an activity within an ecosystem with processes and other parts, or as part of cooperative action. Furthermore, newsmaking aims to produce a tangible outcome (news material or news), which is used or consumed by others, in this case by an audience. This thesis aims to address this gap in organizational context in the specific case of mobile newsmaking. The mobile systems in the context of mobile newsmaking are interconnected with a number of other systems and services as well as part of the collaborative activities of the people involved in the
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newsmaking. On one hand this calls for a holistic understanding of the activity and its context and the practice studied. On the other hand it calls for a systematic breakdown of the system into subsystems and their qualities and attributes. Understanding the characteristics of the components contributing to user experience and the experiential components is needed to support the usercentered design of the systems and in system evaluation. Table 3. Summary of definitions and models for components of user experience from HCI and IS research. Model or definition (Reference) User experience definition (Hassenzahl & Tractinsky, 2006)



Field of origin HCI



Components Influencing factors: User’s internal state; characteristics of the system; context (environment) within which the interaction occurs



User experience HCI definition in the Standard for Human-centred design of interactive systems (ISO 9241210:2010)



Experiential components: All user’ perceptions and responses resulting from the use or anticipated use of a product, system, or service; Temporal dimension of user experience Influencing factors: The characteristics of the user and the interactive system; Context of use; Usability as a system attribute that may influence user experience



Hassenzahl’s model HCI of user experience (Hassenzahl, 2003 & 2004)



Experiential components: Product related pragmatic qualities/attributes (usability, utility); Product related hedonic qualities (stimulation, identification, evocation); Consequences: Judgments about the product’s appeal, goodness and beauty; Emotional consequences (satisfaction, pleasure); Behavioral consequences (e.g. increased spent time)



Component model of user experience CUE (Mahlke & Thüring, 2007, Mahlke, 2008)



HCI



Influencing factors: System properties; user characteristics; Context/task parameters Experiential components: Perception of instrumental qualities; Perception of non-instrumental qualities; Emotional user reactions Consequences: Overall judgments; Choice between alternatives; Usage behavior.



Model for mobile browsing user experience (Roto, 2006)



HCI



Influencing factors: Characteristics of the user (needs, motivation, experiences, expectations, mental state, resources); Dimensions of context (physical, social, temporal, task); System and its subcomponents (mobile device, browser, connection, gateway, sites) Experiential components: Qualities (attributes) of the system sub-components



Model for UserHCI Centered Quality of Experience UC-QoE (Jumisko-Pyykkö, 2010)



Influencing factors: Characteristics of the user; Characteristics of the system; Context of use Experiential components: Descriptive attributes; Excellence; Appropriateness to use; Psychophysiological influence



Technology acceptance model (TAM; TAM2; TAM3) (Davis, 1989, Davis et al. 1989; Venkatesh et al. 2000; Venkatesh et al. 2008)



IS



Influencing factors: Individual differences; System characteristics; Social influence; Facilitating conditions. Experiential components (from original model): Perceived ease of use; Perceived usefulness Consequences: Behavioral intention; Use behavior Determinants of perceived usefulness: Perceived ease of use; Subjective norm; Image; Job relevance; Output quality; Result demonstrability Determinants of perceived ease of use: Computer self-efficacy; Perception of external control; Computer anxiety; Computer playfulness; Perceived enjoyment; Objective usability Moderators: Experience (for perceived usefulness and ease of use, behavioral intention), Voluntariness (for behavioral intention)



IS success model by DeLone and McLean (DeLone & McLean, 1992)



IS



Influencing factors: Characteristics of the system, information, and service qualities Consequences: Impact on use, and on user satisfaction, perceived net benefits (perceived net benefits positively or negatively affect the intention to use, actual usage and user satisfaction)



Task-technology fit model TTF (Goodhue & Thompson, 1995)



IS



Influencing factors: Characteristics of the individual, task and system Experiential components:Task-technology fit; performance impact (efficiency, effectiveness, output quality - these can be interpreted as qualities) Consequences: Utilization (behavior of using); Antecedents of utilization (expected consequences – beliefs, affect, social norms, habits, facilitating conditions)



Integrated model of IS Influencing factors: Information quality (completeness, accuracy, format, currency); system quality user satisfaction (reliability, flexibility, integration, accessibility, timeliness) and technology Experiential components: Information and system satisfaction; Perceived quality of interaction and acceptance (Wixom use: Perceived ease of use and usefulness &Todd, 2005) Consequences: Attitude; Intention HCI = Human-Computer Interaction, IS = Information Systems
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3.



Mobile newsmaking



This chapter presents the background based on concepts and related literature on mobile work, mobile crowdsourcing, and mobile newsmaking in the context of online and print news.



3.1



Key concepts



First, the questions of What is news? and What are news qualities? are addressed. Next, notions of mobile newsmaking, mobile work, and cooperation are presented. Finally, notions of crowdsourcing and mobile crowdsourcing are discussed.



3.1.1



News and news qualities



The question “What is news?” has received a considerable amount of attention in journalism studies. It is a question of interest for this thesis, since the use of mobile, smartphone-based systems in newsmaking changes the newsmaking processes: how, when, and where news is made, as well as by whom. They also have impact on the types of news published as well as on the news qualities. A dictionary definition defines news as “newly received or noteworthy information, especially about recent events” (Oxford Reference Online, retrieved 12.1.2014). The detection of what is news and newsworthy is described as relying on a journalist’s “feelings, thoughts and experiences” (Itule & Anderson. 2007, p. 13) and it is referred to as a gut reaction (Sissons 2006, p. 24), news sense (O’Neill & Harcup 2008, p. 161), and a skill that evolves over time (Sissons 2006, p. 24). On the other hand, the selection of news is constrained and influenced by a number of structural factors, such as legal constraints, the system of media ownership, organizational routines, a shortage of time, and market forces (Harcup, 2009, pp. 17–34). Two types of news are usually referred to: 1) hard news and 2) soft news. Hard news is described as new, timely information about significant events, describing factual details of what has happened or what has been said (Itule & Anderson 2007, p. 12; Sissons, 2006, p. 24). Soft news is often characterized as lighter, more colorful and entertaining, and it may neither be immediately important nor informative (ibid.). Harcup (2009, p. 55) summarizes what is news: “News is a selective version of world events with a focus on that which is new and/or unusual. However, not all news is new; much of it is predictable, and some does not concern “events” at all. Journalists identify, select and produce news items according to occupational norms, including the concept of what will interest a particular audience. Implicitly or explicitly, journalists measure potential news items against a range of criteria that have become known as news values”. This description includes examples of criteria that journalists use in their decisions on what is newsworthy. Next these criteria are discussed in more detail. Table 22 in Appendix 2 summarizes 22 news qualities (news values), i.e., factors of newsworthiness, based on two academic studies (Galtung & Ruge 1965; Harcup & O’Neill, 2001) and three introductory textbooks for journalism students with a practical viewpoint on newsmaking
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(Itule & Anderson 2007, pp. 15–18; Sissons 2006, pp. 27–30; Smith 2007, pp. 13–19). These news qualities are discussed next. The most often mentioned factors of newsworthiness, based on a number of sources mentioning them, are the Scale of the event, story or effect, Relevance for the audience, as well as Eminence and prominence referring to powerful and famous or noteworthy people, organizations or institutions. They are followed by Timing in relation to production timetable, Unambiguity for easy understanding, Unexpectedness in terms of rareness or surprise, Follow-up of



headline news,



Composition and news agenda in relation to the organization, publication or broadcast, Human interest referring to focusing on people and their actions, and Negativity. Furthermore, factors such as Timeliness, Novelty, Availability, Acceptability, and Illustrations are mentioned as deciding factors of newsworthiness. Further, Smith (2007) describes four common characteristics of news: 1) new to the audience, 2) true (or believed to be true), fair, and accurate, 3) about people, and 4) a trigger that provokes a reaction from the audience (Smith, 2007, pp. 13–16). The presented factors of newsworthiness are not directly related to any technology. However, technology that is used in the newsmaking process can be an enabler or a hindrance when deciding the newsworthiness. Furthermore, used technology can have an effect on the news qualities. This is also the case for portable mobile technology, including mobile phones.



3.1.2



Mobile newsmaking



In this thesis, mobile newsmaking refers to the newsmaking activity that takes place in a mobile context of use by using mobile handheld technology, specifically smartphones, in one or several subactivities in the newsmaking process. The concept of mobile journalism has been characterized as “the usage of handheld mobile multimedia devices in mobile context to retrieve, gather, capture, produce and/or edit as well as to wirelessly send and/or publish journalistic material, like text, photos, audio, video or their combinations. Ideally all the tasks would be performed with a single device” (S4). The entire process of making and distributing a news story can be covered by one reporter directly on the spot of the event with mobile devices equipped with wireless connections (S1, S4). One reporter therefore can gather multiple media types with a mobile multimedia device and compile the story based on these materials with the device. Essentially the concepts of mobile newsmaking and mobile journalism cover similar subactivities, but the concept of mobile newsmaking is used in this thesis to provide a wider frame, focus on the activity of newsmaking, to include the cooperative aspects and related processes in the concept, as described in the next subsection. Newsmaking is described as consisting of the following four main activities: 1) discovering the potential news item (Reich 2006), 2) gathering the news material (Bradshaw 2012; Reich 2006), 3) news production (Bradshaw 2012), and 4) distribution (Bradshaw 2012). These activities used to be sequential stages but are now often simultaneous (Bradshaw 2012). Figure 11 presents a process model for the key tasks in mobile news reporting (S1).
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Figure 11. A process model of tasks in mobile news reporting (S1, reprinted with permission). The following phases were carried out with smartphones: Preparation, Capturing, Editing, and Submission (S1). Idea creation was in this case primarily carried out collectively in the newsroom prior to the fieldwork, but also ad hoc reporting was carried out in the case something interesting was found (ibid.). The Preparation covers activities such as collecting background information about the topic and making the practical arrangements and plans (ibid.). These are carried out before the mobile journalist arrives at the location of the event to be reported on. In the Capturing (called gathering by Bradshaw [2012] and Reich [2007]), the journalist gathers source material for the article by, for example, interviews, and shooting photos and video footage (ibid.). In the Editing an article is composed based on the gathered information and source materials (ibid.). This involves writing the article text as well as selecting and editing the photos and video clips (ibid.). Finally, the PostProcessing is done by the editors in the newsroom to finalize the article for publication. Similar models for news reporting tasks with slight differences in the model and the level of detail have been presented by Attfield et al. (2009), Forsberg (2001), Ho and Li (2005) and Sarjala (2010), for example. The model by Forsberg (2001) emphasizes the cooperative aspects of newsmaking in the early stages of planning the reporting (Figure 12). All in all, the key difference between mobile newsmaking and ordinary newsmaking is the use of mobile handheld technologies with wireless connectivity in various subactivities of the newsmaking process in the mobile context of use. Subactivities carried out with mobile phones include: audio, photo and video recording, navigation, information retrieval, synchronous and asynchronous communication by calling, email or instant messaging, note taking, collaboration and coordination through social media, and so forth. 28



Figure 12. The newsmaking process, elaborated from the model by Forsberg (2001).



3.1.3



Mobile work



This section presents the key concepts related to mobile work. The concepts covered include mobile workers, mobile work, workplaces of mobile workers, mobile technology and the context of use. 3.1.3.1



Mobile workers



Andriessen and Vartiainen (2006, p. 6) define mobile workers as “employees that work at and move between different places”. In this thesis, mobile workers use mobile handheld technology, such as smartphones, in carrying out their goal and interest driven newsmaking related activities in the field. In this thesis, mobile workers, i.e., users of mobile handheld tools (in this thesis smartphone-based systems) used in mobile newsmaking, refer to 1) employees of the news organization (P6), 2) other professionals in the news industry, such as freelancers that work, for example, for the news organization on event based contracts (P6), or 3) mobile crowdworkers (Ross et al. 2010) or reader reporters, who carry out newsreporting related tasks based on the news organization’s initiative with open, coordinated, or focused calls for content, expertise, or reports (Outing, 2005, P8). I use a generic term “mobile reporter” or “mobile journalist” for the workers who are mobile and participate in news production in the newspaper industry, including writing journalists, news photographers, visual journalists, editors, reader reporters, and crowdworkers. Whenever a clear reference to a specific user group is needed, I use the name of that user group. 3.1.3.2



Mobile work



Mobile work is characterized by flexible use of time and place (Vartiainen & Hyrkkänen, 2010), that is, a person is able to move and carry out tasks “anytime and anywhere” (Perry et al. 2001; Vartiainen, 2006, p.14) with the help of wired or wireless technology (Vartiainen, 2006, p. 14).
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Based on activity theory (e.g., Nardi, 1996; Kuutti, 1994; Kuutti & Arvonen, 1992), Vartiainen (2006) approaches mobile work as an activity system with the following elements (see Figure 13): a subject who uses concrete and mental tools to work on objects in a working context (Vartiainen, 2006, pp. 14–15). The subject as an actor can be a social or cultural entity, such as an individual, a pair, a group, or an organization (ibid.). The objects of work are determined by the self-set and given assignments, tasks, and goals (ibid.). According to Vartiainen (ibid.), “activity systems are goal- and interest-driven entities, aiming to fulfill given or self-set tasks and assignments” through purposeful actions. Activity theory provides a relevant viewpoint to understand the tool use, its role and its impact in its context of use, including the journalism practice.



Working context



Purpose of activities: Tasks, goals



Assignments



Tools (e.g. smartphone, pen, notebook, systems camera, tablet PC)



Subject (e.g. journalist, visual journalist, reader, crowdworker)



Outcomes (e.g. story, media content, tip-off)



Object (e.g. notes, text, photo, voxpop, videofootage)



Figure 13. Mobile work as a work system (adapted from Vartiainen, 2006, p. 15). In mobile newsmaking, multiple workplaces (Vartiainen, 2007) are characteristic of the activity. These multiple workplaces span from home or “office” (that is, the newsroom in the case of employees), to moving places (such as trains, busses, and airplanes) and to third workplaces (ibid.) that are used for short-term transitional stops (such as hallways and cafés). Based on the number of work locations and the frequency of changing the location Schaffers et al. (2006) describe four types of mobile and collaboration workplaces: (1) full mobility, (2) micro mobility, (3) multi-location, and (4) networked. Full mobility includes dynamic locations and a high frequency of changing worker locations (Schaffers et al., 2006), as in the case of mobile reporters. 3.1.3.3



Mobile technology



Vartiainen (2006, pp. 17–18) defines mobile technology (a concrete tool) as wireless technology, which includes mobiles, portable devices, and mobile services and applications. In this thesis the focus is on smartphones that can be connected to other components (such as external keyboards) and equipped with various services and applications as a form of mobile technology used as a multipurpose tool in mobile news production work. Merriam-Webster defines system as “a regularly interacting or interdependent group of items forming a unified whole; a group of devices or artificial objects or an organization forming a network especially for distributing something or serving a common purpose”. In this thesis system refers to a functional entity that, from the user’s point of view, serves the newsmaking activity. It may be comprised of several physical product components with features and functionalities that receive information from and transmit information to other components (such as a 30



smartphone, an external keyboard, or an external screen) and of software components that may be installed to a physical component of the system as a standalone application with no network connectivity or as a mobile service client with network connectivity. In addition, the system interacts with other systems, such as editorial systems, and is therefore part of enterprise processes. Specifically, in this thesis the focus is on mobile systems that are based on smartphones as a central component and that are used for mobile newsmaking (see Section 3.1 for a definition of mobile newsmaking). In the context of journalism studies, Deuze (2008) describes the role of technology in the news industry as a facilitator for production arrangements and the management of creativity that “extends and amplifies previous ways of doing things”. On the other hand, a report by OECD ( 2010) identifies technology as radically changing how news is produced and diffused. I see mobile systems as one of the key technologies in this change. 3.1.3.4



The context of use



One of the influential elaborations on context in the field of HCI is presented by Dey (2001). Dey defines: “Context is any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and application themselves”. Instead of interaction between a user and a system, Roto’s definition of context (2006) emphasizes the circumstances of an activity: “Context represents the circumstances under which the activity […] takes place”. Adapting the definition by Roto (2006), I see the mobile context of use as the circumstances under which the activity of mobile newsmaking takes place. Based on an extensive literature review Jumisko-Pyykkö and Vainio (2011) identify five context components for a mobile context of use: 1) physical, 2) temporal, 3) task, 4) social, and 5) technical and information. In addition, they describe four subcomponents and properties: 1) magnitude, 2) dynamism, 3) patterns, and 4) the typical combinations of the previous points. Although the model is not focused on mobile work, the model includes elements that address the characteristics of the context of mobile work. I approach the mobile context of use to consist of components (dimensions in P6), subcomponents of these components, and properties (P6). They are relevant factors contributing to the user experience in mobile newsmaking. In relation to the characteristics of the journalistic work and its context, Forsberg (1999) describes three important dimensions that influence the organization of editorial work. The first dimension is time, which refers to, for example, time-critical work, in which deadlines and daily meeting cycles affect the pace of the work. The second dimension is the content, referring to the different media types and publishing forms as well as the resources for and organization of the production of the content. The third dimension is the context, where the logical perspective covers basic values, domains, and policies, and the physical perspective, which covers the structure, type of the story, form, layout, and so forth. Furthermore, Deuze (2008) describes journalistic work as creative, time-dependent, and on one hand relying on the individual’s professional skill and autonomy and on the other hand being a collective effort. Context characteristics described by
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Forsberg (1999) and Deuze (2008) can be mapped to previously mentioned context components, subcomponents, and their properties.



3.1.4



Cooperation



Newsmaking is typically described as a collective activity of professionals working in a news organization (Bellotti & Rogers 1997; Deuze 2008; Fagrell & Ljungberg 2000; Forsberg 2001; Ho & Li 2005; Kensing et al.1998). More recently, descriptions of the newsmaking process also involve readers as networked collaborators (Beckett, 2010; Beckett & Mansell, 2008; Singer et al., 2011). Cooperative activity with a common goal, such as news reporting, that is carried out in distributed locations with synchronous or asynchronous communication, is characterized by the “need for communication, planning, coordinating tasks, monitoring project progress, and cooperation” (Neale et al. 2004). Neale et al. (2004) use the concept of work coupling when defining the demand for information sharing or the level of communication required. Loosely coupled work requires few interactions, whereas tightly coupled work requires frequent communication (Neale et al., 2004). The quality of communication is important for the quality of the outcome when carrying out the tasks (ibid.). Five levels of work coupling are described (ibid.): 1) Lightweight interaction – casual social interaction and communication about the work 2) Information sharing – unidirectional or in inform–acknowledge pairs 3) Coordination – of both activities and communication, i.e., of the content of the work and the process of carrying out the work; characterized by processes, procedures, tasks, tools, and awareness: includes planning, scheduling, assembling and managing resources, task allocation (roles), alignment, monitoring task and activity states, information sharing, and managing interpersonal relationships 4) Collaboration – working towards a common goal; group members perform separate tasks with high interdependence, but individually 5) Cooperation – demands the greatest amount and highest quality of communication; people have shared tasks and they are committed to team effort; the team’s priorities are put over individual’s goals. All of the described levels include communication, that is, the exchange of information between people (Busbach, 1996). According to Neale et al. (2004), in the evaluation of CSCW systems the following factors need to be taken into account: individual cognitive factors, cooperative and collaborative factors, usability issues for individuals and groups, the social and organizational impact, and the larger context that situates the other factors. It is proposed that maintaining awareness of the social, temporal, activity, and spatial context is important in successful cooperation in goal-oriented activities (Carroll et al. 2003; Neale et al., 2004; Bardram & Hansen, 2010). This thesis work addresses both the individual reporters’ views of newsmaking with smartphones as well as the cooperative issues in mobile newsmaking in the case of mobile and location-based assignments. By mobile assignments I refer in this thesis to news briefings sent to, or accessible with, a mobile handheld device, such as a smartphone (adapted from P7). By location-based assignments I refer to news briefings sent to, or accessible with, a mobile handheld device, such as a smartphone, based on the reporter’s location (adapted from P9) that is discoverable by wireless 32



locating solutions such as GPS, Wi-Fi, or base station information. Systems addressing tasks in mobile work in the field of HCI have used notions such as personal attentive user interface systems (Streefkerk et al. 2006), context-aware notification systems (Steefkerk et al. 2007), and locationbased notification systems (Steefkerk et al. 2008) in the case of police officers, as well as contextaware notification systems in the case of firefighters (Jiang et al. 2004), mobile reporting systems in the case of road maintenance workers (Ahtinen et al. 2007) and to-do lists for mobile workers (Perry & Brodie 2006). In this thesis summary I use the notions of a mobile journalism system or mobile news reporting system, as the system studied covers not only mobile assignment related processes, but also the mobile news reporting activity with various tasks, subactivities, and cooperative aspects. Participatory journalism is one of the concepts that is used to describe readers as collaborators in newsmaking that is facilitated by a news organization (Singer et al., 2011). The cooperation of readers with the newsroom can be categorized into three levels as presented in the case of citizen science projects (Bonney et al., 2009): 1) contribution of content, 2) collaboration, in which readers are asked to perform certain tasks or share their expertise and views in the form of crowdsourcing, and 3) co-creation in which readers and newsroom staff work as equals in different phases of the newsmaking process (P9). The notion of cooperative activity, both in case of professionals and readers as mobile reporters, calls for taking into account not only the news story related tasks and the technology as a tool for carrying out the reporting related tasks but also the processes in the newsmaking activity and in the cooperation.



3.1.5



Crowdsourcing



Crowdsourcing can be seen as a novel form of work (Kittur et al., 2013; Ross et al., 2010; Silberman et al., 2010). Crowdsourcing means that problems or tasks that need solving are distributed to a crowd to be completed, referring to the outsourcing of tasks to a crowd (Howe 2006, 2008). In addition to crowdsourcing and outsourcing, the definition by Merriam-Webster emphasizes also the medium, the Internet, as a way to reach the crowd: “the practice of obtaining needed services, ideas, or content by soliciting contributions from a large group of people and especially from the online community rather than from traditional employees or suppliers”. Based on a literature review, Estellés-Arolas & González-Ladrón-de-Guevara (2012) list three key elements of crowdsourcing: 1) the crowd (who it is formed of, what it has to do, what it gets in return), 2) the initiator, i.e., the crowdsourcer (who it is, what they get in return for the work of the crowd), and 3) the process (the type of process, the type of call used, the medium used). They propose the following definition for crowdsourcing: “Crowdsourcing is a type of participative online activity in which an individual, an institution, a non-profit organization, or company proposes to a group of individuals of varying knowledge, heterogeneity, and number, via a flexible open call, the voluntary undertaking of a task. The undertaking of the task, of variable complexity and modularity, and in which the crowd should participate bringing their work, money, knowledge and/or experience, always entails mutual benefit. The user will receive the satisfaction of a given type of need, be it economic, social recognition, self-esteem, or the development of individual skills, while the crowdsourcer will obtain and utilize to their advantage that what the user has brought to the venture, whose form will depend on the type of activity undertaken.” 33



The definition by Estellés-Arolas et al. (2012) provides a comprehensive coverage of the characteristics of the crowdsourcing activity: 1) a defined crowd, 2) a task with a goal, 3) a stated recompense for the crowd, 4) an identified initiator (crowdsourcer, seeker), 5) defined compensation for the initiator (crowdsourcer), 6) an online assigned participative process, 7) an open call of variable extent, and 8) use of the Internet as the technical implementation supporting the activity. These characteristics need to be addressed when designing crowdsourcing processes and developing technology for it.



3.1.6



Mobile crowdsourcing



Mobile crowdsourcing in this thesis is defined as follows: “the initiator sends a task or makes available a task for voluntary undertaking by using smartphones as an enabler for receiving or accessing the assignments, as a tool for carrying out the activity or for submitting the contribution” (adapted from Väätäjä et al. 2013). Location-based crowdsourcing refers to a specific type of mobile crowdsourcing, in which “the initiator (news organization) sends a task or makes available a task based on the participant’s (reader’s) mobile phone location (location-based assignment, LBA) for voluntary undertaking using smartphones as an enabler for participation” (P9). In this thesis neither the recompense for the crowdworker, i.e., the reader, nor the benefit for the initiator (the media company) are in the primary focus of the research, although they are important factors and motivators in crowdsourcing processes. As in crowdsourcing, in the mobile crowdsourcing of news the tasks may be 1) open calls for anyone to participate in and contribute to the activity (Howe 2006, 2008; Whitla, 2009), 2) limited calls to a community with specific knowledge and expertise (Whitla, 2009), or 3) a combination of the previous with an open call, but participation is limited (Whitla, 2009). In the case of crowdsourced news content created by readers, two types of calls have been described (P8): 1) coordinated calls to the crowd for certain content (like photos on a certain topic) that are requested by the media organization, and 2) focused calls, commissions or assignments for content to one or several readers based on their profile (such as equipment, interests, hobbies, or knowledge), specific expertise, or geographic location. Similarly to professionals carrying out mobile news reporting with smartphones, the readers or crowdworkers may use a smartphone not only for receiving or searching for tasks and submitting content but also for the gathering and editing of the material or other subactivities in the newsmaking process. Although systems for mobile crowdsourcing have been proposed in research literature, such as in the earliest implementations like txteagle (Eagle, 2009), Askus (Konomi et al., 2009), and mCrowd (Yan et al. 2009) (for more recent examples see Chatzimilioudis et al., 2012), only a few studies consider the mobile user’s viewpoint in mobile crowdsourcing. Alt et al. (2010) report on users’ preferences and patterns for participating in mobile crowdsourcing with location-based task retrieval and location-based assignments. The study addressed the following dimensions of preferences and patterns: task type (picture, informative, and action), time-criticality, validity, patterns of searching for tasks, patterns of solving (time, location, vicinity to location), incentive, as well as search area vs. location when searching. In this study, picture tasks (taking a photo) and informative tasks (collecting information) were favored over action tasks (doing something – e.g., buying, calling, 34



doing a favor). Temporally constrained tasks and tasks without monetary incentive were not favored. The maximum time people were willing to spend when solving a task was 10 minutes. Searching for tasks was done during midday breaks, and they were solved after work. Users preferred searching for tasks close to their current proximity. Even though user studies addressing user experience in mobile crowdsourcing are rare, in practice news publishers are increasingly using their own (e.g., CNN) or third party (e.g., Scoopshot) dedicated mobile clients, or alternatively using social media services (e.g., Twitter, Facebook) to distribute tasks and receive contributions. Often they are used to reach the audience in the case of eyewitness news – that is, user-generated content on breaking topics, such as riots, disasters, and accidents, that can be used by the newsrooms. Mobile crowdsourcing platforms such as Jana enable to reach large amount of people with mobile phones equipped with simple browsers in developing countries to participate in surveys by news publishers such as CNN (journalism.co.uk online). In addition, solutions to support news reporting by identifying breaking news in the newsrooms from social media have been proposed (e.g., Diakopoulos et al. 2012).



3.2



Related work on factors contributing to usage and user experience in mobile work



This subsection briefly summarizes the related work on factors that contribute to usage and user experience of mobile handheld technology, as well as the positive and negative impacts of using mobile handheld technology in mobile work. Prior research on mobile, handheld devices, such as mobile phones, as well as the mobile services used on mobile devices, has identified a number of elements contributing to usability and user experience. These elements are often categorized by three main elements, namely: the user, the mobile context and system, the product or service (e.g., Jumisko-Pyykkö 2010; Roto 2006). This categorization is used in the following summary of related work. In addition, the type of effects of using ´mobile systems in mobile work that are discussed in prior research in the fields of HCI and IS are presented.



3.2.1



The user



User characteristics that contribute to usage and user experience have been studied widely in the case of mobile consumer products and they are exemplified here with a few examples. For mobile phone use and adoption, Sarker and Wells (2003) report that demographics (age), technology related skills (technological self-efficacy) and culture (cultural origin) were the most important factors influencing use and acceptance. In the case of mobile browsing, Roto (2006) reports the mobile user related characteristics that affect the user experience to be: need, motivation, experiences, expectations, mental state, and resources. As user related factors that can contribute to the quality of experience in the case of viewing mobile television Jumisko-Pyykkö (2011, p. 50) summarizes the following: the user’s relationship to the content, knowledge about digital quality, attitude towards technology, and age. In the case of mobile work, HCI studies that report on the relationship of user characteristics and usage, or user experience, are rare. This may be due to the fact that studies on mobile work in HCI
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are often carried out in the field as qualitative studies with interviews or observations as data gathering methods (see e.g., Pascoe et al., 2000; Perry et al., 2001). Furthermore, in field studies, the number of participants is often relatively low and it is not possible to control the participant characteristics or it is not in the focus of the studies (see e.g., Karlson et al. 2010). This hinders the making of conclusions on relationships between user characteristics and usage or user experience of mobile technology. On the other hand, in IS research, some quantitative studies using questionnaires as a data collection method report on user characteristics that affect the acceptance and fit of mobile technology to tasks. Yi et al. (2006) studied the acceptance of mobile handheld devices, that is, PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants), by physicians in hospitals and found that Personal Innovativeness in IT (PIIT) had a significant effect on the Perceived Ease of Use, Result Demonstrability, the Subjective Norm and Perceived Behavioral Control. The findings by Wu et al. (2011) in a study carried out with hospital professionals (physicians and nurses) somewhat differ from the previous result: PIIT is not significant in determining Attitude, but it is a significant determinant of the Perceived Ease of Use and Perceived Behavioral Control. When studying the fit between PDAs and insurance tasks, Lee et al. (2007) found that gender and age did not have a significant effect on any of the studied tasktechnology fit (TTF) constructs (Data Quality, Data Locatability, Authorization, Timeliness, Compatibility, Systems Reliability, Ease of Use / Training, and Relationship with Users). In contrast, Position Experience, Cognitive Style and Computer Self-efficacy were found to be the major factors for predicting the fit. As a summary for mobile work, technology attitude or PIIT may influence the perception of mobile system qualities in mobile work, such as Ease of Use, as well as attitudes towards technology. PIIT may also be related to Perceived Behavioral Control. Position experience, Cognitive style, and Computer self-efficacy can be related to TTF constructs, whereas gender and age have not been shown to influence TTF in mobile work. In addition, it can be hypothesized that knowledge about digital quality of media content in relation to the news material as well as user role may contribute to user experience in mobile newsmaking.



3.2.2



The system



Table 4 illustrates mobile technology related issues that have been addressed in earlier literature to contribute to usage and user experience in a mobile context. The listed features and related characteristics are often referred to as critical factors that need to be taken into account when designing for mobile systems and for mobile work. Small display size, cumbersome and error-prone data entry, slow speed, unavailability and unreliability of wireless connections, and short battery life have often been reported as barriers and limiting factors in mobile use. In addition, functionalities are reported to affect use, the perceived fit to task, or acceptance (e.g., Gebauer 2008; Gebauer & Ginsburg 2009; Sawyer & Tapia 2005).
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Table 4. Examples of the features of mobile handheld systems and their characteristics that that have been reported to affect usage and user experience in mobile work. Feature Display



Characteristic Size, resolution



Reference(s) Gebauer & Ginsburg (2009) Kristoffersen & Ljungberg (1999) Zhang & Adipat (2005)



Data entry



Numeric keypad, keyboard, small buttons and labels, multimodality, touch, stylus, handwriting recognition



Gebauer & Ginsburg (2009) Kristoffersen & Ljungberg (1999) Pascoe et al. (2000) Straus et al. (2010) Zhang & Adipat (2005)



Form factor



Size, weight, sturdiness, robustness, fits into pocket, ruggedness Gebauer & Ginsburg (2009) Pascoe et al. (2000) Straus et al. (2010)



Connectivity



Network access and reception, bandwidth and coverage, switching from Wi-Fi to GPRS, speed, availability and reliability of connections



Gebauer (2008) Kristoffersen & Ljungberg (1999) Pascoe et al. (2000) Straus et al. (2010) Sørensen et al. (2004) Zhang & Adipat (2005)



Performance



Processing or computational capacity



Zhang & Adipat (2005)



Battery



Life



Gebauer & Ginsburg (2009) Pascoe et al. (2000) Sørensen et al. (2004)



Ergonomics Security



Environmental conditions, multi-tasking Information transmission, system lockouts, authentication



Straus et al. (2010) Sawyer & Tapia (2005) Straus et al. (2010)



Interoperability



Multipart systems, multiple devices



Oulasvirta & Sumari (2007) Sørensen et al. (2004)



As a recent example of studies on smartphone use in mobile work, Straus et al. (2010) studied the effectiveness of mobile wireless communication technologies for law enforcement teams. They identified the following advantages of smartphones: device portability, unobtrusiveness, and multifunctionality. Multi-functionality was appreciated as participants found it undesirable to carry several multiple devices when on foot surveillance. The greatest perceived limitation in using smartphones was system lockout or a need to reauthenticate every 30 minutes. This impeded communication in operations as well as access to information in time-critical situations. It was considered to be risky for a user to disengage from the situation at hand to enter a password. In addition, device ergonomics were perceived as a limitation since users were working around the clock in a variety of environmental conditions and they were frequently multi-tasking. Gebauer (2008) reports that perceived technology maturity and system quality (in terms of technology performance) can explain and predict satisfaction, use, and performance impacts. The availability of technology in different types of use contexts, portability in terms of size, weight, and battery life as well as the availability of service independent of location was emphasized. Communication and productivity related functionality appeared to be of most value, especially in support of non-routine and supervisory task profiles. To conclude, mobile handheld systems have limitations due to the physical form factor of the device that may contribute to user experience. These limitations include display size, data input, and battery life. On the other hand, unobtrusiveness when used, multi-functionality as well as availability, and the reliability and speed of wireless connections are important for user experience in a mobile context of use. Although the form factor creates limitations, the portability of mobile systems is
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highly dependent on it, which can be one of the perceived strengths of mobile systems. Furthermore, technological maturity seems to be an important factor that influences user experience.



3.2.3



The context of use



This subsection aims to provide an overview of context characteristics that have been addressed in related work. Similarly to user related characteristics, literature on mobile work provides relatively few empirical results on the characteristics of context that contribute to usage and user experience. This may be due to the fact that mobile work inherently takes place in the mobile context of use. Mobile context characteristics vary significantly and the primary focus of the studies has not been on identifying context characteristics that contribute to user experience or usage. Table 5 summarizes examples from previous literature on characteristics that have been mentioned in relation to a mobile context of use. Characteristics are categorized based on context dimensions presented by Jumisko-Pyykkö & Vainio (2010). Task, temporal, physical, as well as technological and information dimensions seem to have been addressed in the literature of mobile work, whereas the social context has received relatively little attention. In general, usage of mobile handheld devices in a mobile context of use is characterized by distractions, interruptions, and fragmented attention (Karlson et al., 2010; Kristofferson & Ljungberg, 1999; Pascoe et al., 2000; Oulasvirta et al. 2005). Distracting characteristics of the mobile context of use, such as reflections on the screen and parallel tasks, that may influence experienced quality have been reported in the case of the experienced audiovisual quality of 3D mobile television (Jumisko-Pyykkö & Utriainen, 2010). The split visual resources when interacting with the mobile devices (tapping with a stylus on a PDA) and walking, simultaneously trying to maintain an awareness of the environment, have been shown to increase the task completion times, error rates, and work load, as well as reduce walking speed (Lin et al. 2007). In relation to task context, the task hierarchy and task characteristics are important. The primary task, such as observing animals (Pascoe et al., 2000) or focusing attention on other tasks external to the mobile device: to avoid danger, to monitor progress, or to handle other objects (Kristoffersen & Ljungberg, 1999), may call for a high level of attention and limit the use of hands for interaction with the mobile device. Multi-tasking, such as communicating on the phone while pursuing a target in police work, splits the attention of the user (Straus et al., 2010). The fragmented attention caused by context characteristics, including interruptions (physical context), parallel tasks, multi-tasking, and the handling of other objects related to the task at hand, is therefore one of the issues that needs to be considered when designing for a mobile context of use in mobile work. The characteristics of temporal context seem to be emphasized in mobile work. Time-criticality, urgency, deadlines, and time-pressure have been especially emphasized in related work. In the case of freelance work, the hours of work are described as unpredictable and extended (Sadler et al.,2006). In addition, the available time span for carrying out the work tasks is mentioned. The physical context characteristics include environmental conditions, location, and dynamism of the environment, as well as interruptions caused by traffic lights. In relation to the technology and information context, related work repeatedly refers to available technology and information and the uncertainty related to them in a mobile context of work, or alternatively sees them as a strength in 38



mobile work. Finally, in relation to social context, bystanders affect the comfort of using mobile systems, as users consider whether bystanders experiencing the use of the system is appropriate to the situation. This was the case when incident commanders recorded video footage in the case of a fire (Bergstrand et al., 2011). Also, in the case of police work, unobtrusiveness and discreteness were considered when using smartphones (Straus et al., 2010). Table 5. Examples of the characteristics of the mobile context of use for mobile work based on related literature. Dimension Task



Characteristic Parallel primary task Multi-tasking Handling of other physical objects simultaneously Evolving tasks based on locality and situation Task complexity, irregularity Task interdependence Work in dead time, in transit, in waiting



Temporal



Available time span Time-criticality, time-pressure, deadlines, urgency



Time of day Hours of work – extended & unpredictable Physical



Environmental conditions Location Dynamic environment Interruptions Location dependence of the task Frequency of mobility



Reference(s) Bergstrand et al. (2011) Kristoffersen & Ljungberg (1999) Straus et al. (2010) Kristoffersen & Ljungberg (1999) Fagrell et al. (2000) Yuan & Zheng, (2009) Gebauer (2008) Gebauer et al. (2010) Yuan & Zheng, (2009) Perry et al. (2001) Perry et al. (2001) Karlson et al. (2010) Bergstrand et al. 2011 Chatterjee et al. (2009) Fagrell et al. (2000) Gebauer et al. (2010) Straus et al. (2010) Streefkerk et al. (2010) Yuan & Zheng, (2009, 2010) Straus et al. (2010) Sadler et al. (2006) Straus et al. (2010) Sadler et al. (2006) Pascoe et al. (2000) Karlson et al. (2010) Sadler et al. (2006) Yuan & Zheng, (2009) Yuan et al. (2010) Yuan & Zheng, (2009)



Social



Bystanders



Bergstrand et al. (2011) Straus et al. (2010)



Technology and information



Available technology and access to information



Perry et al. (2001) Sørensen et al. (2004) Sadler et al. (2006)



3.2.4



The effects of using mobile systems in mobile work



Examples of the positive and negative effects of mobile technology from previous literature (see also e.g., Sørensen et al., 2008; Vuolle, 2011; York & Pendharkar, 2004) are listed in Table 6. As can be seen, a wide variety of positive effects for mobile workers are reported in the related work. On the other hand, negative effects have also been described, for example, due to technical constraints, limitations in the implementation or being available at all times. In the case of the police using smartphones in their fieldwork (Straus et al., 2010), the most often mentioned positive impacts were convenience, timeliness, and flexibility, leading to increased efficiency and effectiveness. Somewhat surprisingly, most users had a positive attitude to the blurring of the distinction between their professional and personal lives that the used technology required. They found it valuable to be able to react flexibly and independently of time to important situations during off-hours. However, some users were concerned about the unwanted intrusion and added workload that resulted from increased accessibility.
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All in all, the use of mobile systems in mobile work from an organizational perspective usually aims for increased productivity, whereas from the point of the users, the impacts may be both positive and negative. The trade-off between these perceived positive and negative impacts seems to be related to user experience and overall evaluative judgments of system quality. Table 6. Examples of the positive and negative effects of mobile technology in mobile work (P6). Type of effect Positive



Effect



Example(s)



Source(s)



Time savings



Less unnecessary travel, e.g., to and from the office, direct data input at location



Effective use of dead-time



While waiting, commuting



Speed of working Access to data



Data recording at a faster speed Independence of time and place to access documents and information



Speed of access to databases Situation and activity awareness



Speeds up, fewer steps, fewer errors Understanding overall situation, keeping up with the activities of colleagues



Decision making



Supports, speeds up, fewer errors



Communication



Improved mediated support, either synchronously or asynchronously, sharing information and updates, discrete communication via email Coordination of activities with team members in changing situations Reduction of the overall workload



Perry et al. (2001) Standing et al. (2008) Verburg et al. (2006) Pascoe et al. (2000) Perry et al. (2001) Straus et al. (2010) Pascoe et al. (2000) Perry et al. (2001) Straus et al. (2010) Vuolle (2011) Straus et al. (2010) Bergstrand et al. (2011) Streefkerk et al. (2009, 2010) Vuolle (2011) Bergstrand et al. (2011) Gebauer et al. (2004) Streefkerk et al. (2009) Gebauer (2008) Sørensen et al. (2004) Standing et al. (2008), Straus et al. (2010) Straus et al. (2010)



Coordination Workload Knowledge sharing



Improvement within and outside the organization



Informing of and coordinating availability Management of relationships and networks Data accuracy



For work opportunities in freelance work



Decision accuracy Resource and task allocation



Fewer errors More efficient distribution of the workload



Being “on call” 24h a day



Email is a less disruptive way of contact than a phone call Being able to account for the whereabouts of others when needed Technical limitations or problems such as battery running out, interruptions Increase due to the mismatch of real and system context, incorrect advice Increase due to the mismatch of real and system context, incorrect advice More team communication Limitations of technology, incorrect advice



Safety Negative



Demand for extra attention in use Decision errors Longer response time Cognitive overhead Miscommunication Ergonomics Work–family balance Social situations Loss of control



3.3



Being available and managing relations to clients, peers, and loved ones Able to collect and store data in the field, more data can be collected



Perry et al. (2001) Sheng et al. (2005) Fagrell et al. (2000) Forsberg (2001) Sheng et al. (2005) Vuolle (2011) Sadler et al. (2008) Sadler et al. (2008) Pascoe et al. (2000) Standing et al. (2008) Vuolle (2011) Streefkerk et al. (2009) Perry et al. (2001) Streefkerk et al. (2009) Straus et al. (2010) Straus et al. (2010) Sørensen et al. (2008) Streefkerk et al. (2010) Streefkerk et al. (2010) Streefkerk et al. (2010) Streefkerk et al. (2010) York et al. (2004) York et al. (2004) Vartiainen (2006)



Limitations of technology Increased stress from being available at all times Offensiveness of prioritizing calls over Sadler (2008) immediate company Lowered user satisfaction in mandatory use Lee & Park (2008)



Prior research on mobile newsmaking



There exists relatively little research in HCI on the fieldwork and mobility of news reporters or on user experience of mobile tools in mobile newsmaking. Most of the research on journalistic work conducted in newspapers or in radio or TV broadcasts focuses on the work and production related 40



processes in the newsroom. These studies call for supporting management, communication, collaboration in or coordination of the work, or for supporting a specific phase of the process (Attfield, et al. 2003, 2008, 2009; Diakopoulos et al., 2012; Engström et al., 2010; Helle, 2000; Ho & Li, 2005; Kensing et al., 1998; Markkula & Sormunen 2006; Westman & Oittinen, 2006). Only a few studies on journalistic work address the mobility of the reporters (professionals, readers, or crowdworkers), the use of mobile tools, or the needs and requirements for the design of mobile tools for mobile newsmaking. I present next an overview of the related work on mobile newsmaking that focuses on the viewpoint of a mobile reporter.



3.3.1



Support for mobility and time-savings



Bellotti and Rogers (1997) report a field study on the changing practices of publishing companies when publishing both in print and online. They are the first to identify and address the mobility of the workers as one of the characteristics of multimedia publishing (Bellotti et al., 1997). They (ibid.) describe 1) micro-mobility (Schaffers et al., 2006) within the office when collaborating and communicating with others in the publishing activity, 2) full mobility (Schaffers et al., 2006), when reporters need to travel long distances to gather news, as well as 3) multi-location work, when editors have meetings outside the office with different stakeholders. Bellotti et al. (1997) propose handheld devices as potential tools for taking notes, for example, while making interviews with pen-based devices. According to their findings, reporters emphasize that the used tools should not be intrusive in the interview situations – tools such as laptops were found to be intrusive with the clicking keys and the screen between the interviewee and the reporter. Tools should allow eye contact with the interviewee when used by the reporter. Bellotti et al. suggested to journalists a pen-based handheld note taking solution. The work by Bellotti et al. (1997) identifies two requirements for system qualities: nonintrusiveness and eye-free use. The benefit that was strived for by suggesting support by using handheld mobile devices in note taking was time savings when writing up the story.



3.3.2



Support for knowledge sharing in journalistic fieldwork



Fagrell et al. studied the work of news journalists at a radio station with an ethnographic approach in order to explore how reporters went about solving their news reporting tasks to support their fieldwork (Fagrell et al., 2000a; Fagrell et al. 2000b; Fagrell et al. 2000c). Based on the findings they developed a knowledge management solution for journalism called NewsMate that could be used on mobile palmtop devices, specifically on PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants) (Fagrell et al. 2000a). They later also introduced a generalized solution and architecture called FieldWise for PDAs to support fieldwork in other fields, such as for service electricians, sales, and real estate brokering (Fagrell et al. 2000b). The solution for journalism developed by Fagrell et al. focuses on supporting knowledge sharing in the early phases of the newsmaking process when preparing news items (Fagrell et al. 2000c). Two main tasks were identified in the preparation phase: 1) exploring – investigating potential news items and initiating them, and 2) elaborating – researching and framing the initiated news items to report them (ibid.). These tasks were found to be cooperative and collective (ibid.). The initial
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implications for the design of knowledge management systems are the following (ibid.): 1) provide easy access to surveys of archives based on the work item in focus, 2) support finding expertise by attaching authors to all information, 3) provide easy access to the available authors of information, especially field reporters, 4) support the journalists in keeping each other informed about the (evolving and new) work tasks, and 5) provide new information based on the (evolving) items journalists are working on. The field evaluation of NewsMate was carried out with 50 hours of evaluative ethnography with ten journalists (Fagrell, 2000). While journalists were carrying out their news reporting tasks, they were confronted with the results of the NewsMate presented by the researcher who was shadowing their work (ibid.). The tips from internal archives and external sources were judged to be interesting and provide new viewpoints to consider on how to report an event and what to include in the interview questions (ibid.). In the case of reporting breaking news, where preplanning and searching for background information prior to working in the field is limited, the information from the internal archives and external sources was found to be helpful (ibid.). In addition, when a journalist was uneasy about their own expertise on the topic to be reported, the possibility of finding colleagues with relevant expertise was appreciated in order to ensure the high quality of the reporting (ibid.). Furthermore, the notification of available updated information on the topic being reported would help in carrying out the reporting on the spot (ibid.). Overall, the benefits and usefulness of the solution and its features are therefore dependent on the situation at hand and the type of reporting task in question. Furthermore, in some cases the solution was perceived to have an impact on how the reporting is done as well as on the quality of the reporting. The presented solution supports the first phases of the reporting, such as planning and framing the reporting, but it does not focus on the later stages, specifically editing, submission, or broadcasting of the news material with the PDA.



3.3.3



Need for ease of use and fast connectivity



Quinn (2002, pp. 139–154) discusses the opportunities of using mobile technology in journalism. He describes, as the key benefits of mobile technology, the enabling of the virtual newsroom. It allows reporters to be on the road more, less bound to their desks, and at the same time to spend more time in the community. It also allows the transfer of files seamlessly to the editors in the newsroom with the approaching deadline when reporting breaking news. Quinn also emphasizes the need for supporting the coordination of the work of the reporters in the field as the story unfolds, as well as supporting quick and clear communication between the team members in the newsroom and in the field. A note-taking tool is requested, as earlier suggested by Bellotti et al. (1997), that should be simple and easy to use. Inspired by the FieldWise implementation developed by Fagrell et al. (2000b), Quinn calls for supporting a) locating available expertise, b) mobile access to news archives, and c) helping filter unnecessary data. As general requirements for mobile tools Quinn states two qualities: ease of use and fast connection speeds.
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3.3.4



Technical quality as a critical issue when producing mobile news videos



Hickey et al. (2007) carried out a study on producing news videos with smartphones for two web magazines. The goal of the study was to understand the usefulness of the used technology in journalists’ work. Five reporters from a student magazine that was being published at a web reporter course and four volunteer reporters of a web magazine for foreigners participated in the study. Participants used a Nokia 7710 smartphone with a 1 megapixel camera and the capability for recording audio and video clips as well as for capturing photos. The captured material was transferred to a personal computer for post-processing and publishing. The study resulted in two published videos, one in each magazine, and one photo was published. The primary reason for the low number of published multimedia was that the participants perceived the quality of the videos to be too low for web publishing. Participants also wished for a zoom and other adjustments for recording. In-phone video editing tools were requested to overcome the need for transferring the files to the computer and thus to save time in order to be able to meet the deadlines. Participants also felt that the video recording needed their full attention, hindering carrying out other tasks such as interviewing simultaneously. However, the phone was found to be generally easy to handle and record videos with. The audio quality in noisy environments was described as poor. However, participants expressed that they could use a smartphone as a voice recorder rather than a video recorder. As a benefit they expressed that a phone placed on a table for voice recording enabled them to work freely during the interview and write down the story based on the voice recording after the interview. This seems to refer to the issue described by Bellotti and Rogers (1997) on journalistic work, that is, the requirement for the non-intrusiveness of the tool. In addition, being able to focus on the interview as the primary task at hand when using the phone as a voice recorder is raised to be important for the journalist’s work in the findings, as already mentioned for video recording by Hickey et al. (2007). Even though the participants were not satisfied with the outcome of the smartphone usage for news video capture, specifically, the quality of the captured video footage, the benefits of smartphones were also acknowledged. Some of the participants saw that mobile video could be useful for journalism, especially when no other option for recording is available to capture a newsworthy event in ad hoc situations. In addition, the device is always brought along. As a further benefit it was mentioned that a smartphone combines three work tools (a voice recorder, a camera, and a video recorder) into one work tool. Overall, the study by Hickey et al. (2007) underlines that the technical quality of the captured audio and video footage is a critical factor for the mobile reporters. Technical features and functionalities requested by the participants covered capturing and editing related issues, including a zoom, other adjustments for video capture, as well as an in-phone editing tool to facilitate editing the material on the phone directly, aiming for time savings by removing the need to transfer files to a PC. The acceptable situations for using a smartphone for capturing video footage were ad hoc reporting situations, when no other device is present for recording. The identified benefits of smartphones were ease of use and that it is always brought along and therefore available. In addition, a smartphone was found useful for audio recording an interview. On the other hand, it was felt to be intrusive and to 43



hinder the focus of the reporter on the primary task, that is, the interview, i.e., when carrying out a video interview while simultaneously video recording it with a smartphone. Important qualities of the work tool are therefore non-intrusiveness in a social situation and enabling the journalist to focus on the primary task.



3.4



Summary



User experience in mobile newsmaking is influenced by the characteristics of the user, system, and the context of use. The user in the role of the mobile reporter in this research is approached as a mobile worker, as is also the case in crowdsourcing and reader participation. The mobile system is part of the mobile newsmaking process; being an enabler that supports the activity in a mobile context of use. The mobile system may be used in a variety of subactivites of mobile newsmaking and therefore has a multipurpose role. As a smartphone-based system is used as a multipurpose tool in mobile newsmaking, the focus shifts from the narrower perspective of user experience when using it to carry out a single task to a wider perspective. Focus is on the activity of mobile newsmaking, user experience and the impacts of using the mobile tool for the user, journalism practice, news content, the type and qualities of published news, and finally the audience and its experience. This raises the following subquestions for this thesis: What are the characteristics of the mobile reporters, mobile systems and the context of use that contribute to user experience in mobile newsmaking? What contributes to the evaluative judgments of smartphones in mobile newsmaking? What are the impacts of using smartphones in mobile newsmaking? The review of the related work on mobile work revealed that the focus is on the mobile system related features and functionalities, either as limiting factors, barriers for using, or supporting, new work practices. In addition, the characteristics of mobility and mobile context of use, as well as the benefits and costs (positive and negative effects) of using mobile systems, were considered in the literature. The frequently studied system related qualities are perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness and perceived fit to task due to grounding the studies in IS literature. Only a few studies present empirical results from field studies on the user or context related characteristics or system features and functionalities that contribute to the evaluative judgments of systems in mobile work. The review on mobile newsmaking related literature revealed the following issues. The motivation to use mobile systems was having a makeshift for ad-hoc reporting situations (Hickey et al. 2007. The study by Fagrell et al. (2000b) suggests that access to information in the field (internal archives, external sources) may impact how to report an event due to the new viewpoints available as well as by giving ideas as to what to include in the interview questions. This also supports ad hoc reporting situations, where the preplanning of reporting prior to entering the field is not possible or is limited (Fagrell et al. 2000a). Access to the expertise of colleagues and the status of their availability may contribute to a higher quality of reporting if the journalist covering the story is not an expert on the topic in hand (ibid.). Updates to the information related to the task being carried out were also perceived to help in reporting from the spot of the event (ibid.). The desired mobile system qualities for mobile newsmaking mentioned in the related work are: 44



- non-intrusiveness in social situations, such as when interviewing (Bellotti et al. 1997, Hickey et al. 2007), - ease of use (Hickey et al. 2007; Quinn 2002), - availability of the tool as always carried along (Hickey et al. 2007), - speedy connectivity (Quinn 2002). Mobile system related features and functionalities that were identified to influence user experience were 1) adjustments of settings and zoom for multimedia capture (Hickey et al. 2007) 2) the form factor (size, weight) (Hickey et al. 2007), 3) the video editor (Hickey et al. 2007) as well as 4) interoperability with the newsroom systems, archives, and external information sources (Fagrell et al. 2000; Hickey et al. 2007),. Both positive and negative impacts of smartphone usage were identified in mobile newsmkaing. For example, the small size and light weight of a smartphone were perceived as a benefit (Hickey et al. 2007). A cost was lower technical quality of the audio and video footage compared to that captured and edited with other tools, which were compared to the journalistic quality of the publication in question (Hickey et al 2007). Appropriateness to use in mobile newsmaking seems to depend on 1) the mobile system and its features and functionalities, 2) the situation and 3) the type of reporting task in question. Specifically the quality of reporting seems important for professional reporters. The lower technical quality of the captured media is acceptable in the case of breaking news and ad hoc reporting situations (Dinka et al. 2006; Hickey et al. 2007). Requirements for a mobile system include: 1) nonintrusiveness of using the system and support for eye-free use such as in interview situations when taking notes (Bellotti et al. 1997, Hickey et al 2007), 2) ease of use and fast connection speeds (Quinn 2002), 3) technical quality of the audio, photo, and video footage is a critical factor for appropriateness for mobile newsmaking that are evaluated based on the situation (Hickey et al. 2007), 4) support for note-taking to create time-savings when writing up the story (Bellotti et al. 1997), 5) zoom and manual adjustments for video capture as well as possibility to edit videos on the device to create time-savings (Hickey et al. 2007), 6) mobile access to archives and information (Fagrell et al. 2000, Hickey et al. 2007) and enabling the focus on the primary task, such as in the case of interviewing (Bellotti et al. 1997, Hickey et al. 2007). To summarize, earlier literature on mobile newsmaking presents needs and requirements for the mobile system and its qualities. Perceptions as evaluative judgments of system qualities seem to depend on 1) the mobile system and its features and functionalities, 2) on the situation at hand, 3) the type of reporting task in question, and 4) on the quality of the captured news items. These issues are addressed in-depth in this thesis, to create a holistic understanding of user experience in mobile newsmaking.
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4.



Research approach and methods



This section first describes the methodological choices of this research including the research approach and process. It then describes shortly the research methods and gives an overview of the empirical studies of this thesis. In addition, a description is given of the data collection in the field and how the collected data was analyzed.



4.1



The research approach



The purpose of this thesis is to gain a holistic understanding of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones. The thesis seeks explanations for participant perceptions and judgments, and why the identified influencing factors, components of user experience, and perceived impacts emerge when using smartphones in mobile newsmaking. This thesis work rests on pragmatism, which aims to understand, interpret, and explain the existing links between things and their interdependencies for practical ends (Maxcy, 2003). Pragmatism is a practical research philosophy that fits the applied research approach. Reality is assumed to be embedded in the experience and actions of an individual in the real world context (ibid.). When choosing methods, the research question, understanding the problem, and the purpose of the research are considered to be more important than the method or the paradigm underlying the method (Maxcy, 2003; Teddlie & Tashakkori, 2003). Often both qualitative and quantitative methods are applied (ibid.). The research process is typically cyclical rather than linear (ibid.). In this thesis work, the research process is iterative applying abductive reasoning with phases for exploring, understanding, visiting theory and related work for reflection, explanation building and interpreting. A case study approach was chosen to collect rich, in-depth data from real-life use in a mobile context to understand user experience as a phenomenon within the context of newsmaking (Stake, 2000; Yin, 2003, p. 13). Yin (2003, p. 13) defines the scope of a case study as follows: “A case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly defined”. In case study research the researcher explores a case bounded by time and activity: a system, event, activity, process, community, organization, or one or more individuals (Creswell, 2007, p. 73; Creswell, 2009, p. 13; Yin, 2003, pp. 22–26). Using a case study as a research approach is especially appropriate for examining complex phenomena (Klein & Myers, 1999) and processes (Gephart, 2004). The individual case studies of this thesis are instrumental (Stake, 2000), aiming to facilitate understanding of user experience, mobile newsmaking, technology usage, and development needs, as well as the impacts of smartphone-based technology and processes on the newspaper industry. Thesis work employed an abductive case study approach in which a) the existing theoretical frameworks and empirical findings of the thesis work are linked throughout the research process and b) the theoretical frameworks evolve based on the empirical findings (Dubois & Gadde, 2002; Dubois & Gibbert, 2010). Multiple single case studies were used to provide a description and create a
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holistic understanding of the phenomenon within its context as well as to provide explanations for the findings (Yin 2003, pp. 39–53). The cases were selected based on finding as representative as possible participants and contexts for carrying out the research (Eisenhardt, 1989). When selecting the cases, the maturity of the mobile service clients was taken into account. The trialed technology was still at the level of a functional prototype that could have usability issues of varying severity. Theory (Yin 2003, pp. 28–33) – in this research taking the form of conceptual frameworks and prior related literature, including prior empirical findings (Carroll & Swatman, 2000; Eisenhardt, 1989; Miles & Huberman, 1994, pp. 18–22) – was used in creating a pre-understanding of the phenomenon and studied field. Theory and related literature was revisited and explored iteratively throughout the thesis work in the planning of the research designs for the case studies as well as when building explanations for and interpreting the findings. A within case analysis was conducted for each case study (Eisenhardt, 1989; Miles et al., 1994) with a data-driven content analysis, as described later. A cross-case synthesis (Yin, 2003, p. 133– 137) was carried out for publication P6. For the thesis summary, the findings presented in publications were classified and in some instances the primary data was revisited to support the classification. A theory-informed approach was used in this classification aiming for constructing a user experience model for mobile newsmaking. Similarly, the process model for mobile assignmentbased processes was created based on analysis of the findings related to mobile processes. Table 7. The tests and tactics of this research for dealing with the quality of the case study research (adapted from Dubois & Gibbert 2010; Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin 2003, p. 34). Test Construct validity



Description The extent to which a study investigates what it claims to investigate, i.e., the extent to which a procedure leads to an accurate observation of reality



Case study tactics used in this research Use of multiple sources of evidence (i.e., data) – data triangulation Use of different data collection strategies Establishing a chain of evidence Findings, draft reports, and publications reviewed by journalism experts, peer reviewers, or other researchers involved in the study



Phase of the tactic Data collection & analysis Data collection Data collection & analysis Data collection Composition



Internal validity



Make inferences based on the available evidence (logical validity)



The formulation of the research framework Pattern matching to predicted patterns or established patterns in previous studies Theory triangulation to address rival explanations Several researchers involved in the data analysis when resouces available – investigator triangulation



Research design Data analysis Data analysis Data analysis



External validity



Establishing a domain to which findings can be generalized (generalizability)



Analytical generalization from empirical observations to a Research design broader theory Research design Multiple-case study approach Data analysis Cross-case synthesis



Reliability



Demonstrate that the operations of the study can be repeated; the absence of random error



Transparency by documentation and clarification of the research procedures by creating a case study protocol Replication by the development of a case study database for notes, documents, and other data



Data collection Data collection



Table 7 presents the four tests (construct validity, internal validity, external validity, and reliability) for the quality of the research when using the case study approach (Dubois & Gibbert 2010; Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2003, pp. 33–39) and the tactics chosen in this research to deal with them. The research design used theory and prior literature to create an initial conceptual framework. As findings emerged, the theory was revisited to search for rival explanations and refine the
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theoretical framework. Multiple single case studies were carried out to strengthen the generalizability of the findings beyond a single case study. In the data collection phase most of the studies collected evidence from at least two sources of data, the used concepts and measures were based on theory and prior empirical findings and the studies used a case study protocol that was created with stated objectives and background theory, data collection procedure and forms, a plan for documentation and reporting, and the specific questions to be answered. In addition, a case study database was developed for each case study. Each database contains the case study protocol, raw data (recorded and transcribed interviews, transcribed field notes, questionnaire responses, captured photos, and video clips), other collected artifacts from the study, analysis memos, analyzed data, related literature, and reports and publications. Throughout the research, the process of understanding the phenomenon and context jointly with explanation building, was iterated between the findings from the single case studies and the theory. Finally, in the phase of writing up the findings as reports and publications, the findings were reviewed by experts in the area of journalism, peer reviewers, or by other researchers that were involved in carrying out the research. The research approach of the thesis is primarily qualitative. Combinations of qualitative and quantitative strands were used in the studies with varying timing, weighting, and mixing of the strands (Creswell et al. 2003; Creswell et al. 2008) (see Table 8). The emphasis on qualitative research stems from the goal of understanding the explored phenomenon and technology usage in a natural setting, aiming to find explanations and provide interpretations inductively from multiple sources of data and from multiple perspectives in order to establish patterns and themes (Creswell, 2007, p. 37). Mixed methods research designs (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003) with qualitative and quantitative strands were used to complement, corroborate and/or expand the findings from the other strand of the study in this thesis (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2008). Mixed methods research designs provided a more comprehensive and more complete account of the area of the research and understanding of the context, enabling finding explanations for the findings and instrument development, as well as augmenting the findings of one strand by the other strand (Bryman, 2008b). Seven of the case studies were carried out as field studies, two (studies 8 & 12) as quasiexperiments in field conditions, two as interview studies and one as a participatory focus group. Field studies were chosen for the case studies when there was a possibility to gain access to studying news reporting in the mobile context of use. This enabled understanding of the newsmaking practice in addition to usage, experiences and requirements for mobile systems. Quasi-experiments (JumiskoPyykkö & Utriainen, 2010; Oulasvirta 2009, 2012) were carried out with mixed methods research designs using questionnaires and interviews as the main sources of empirical data (studies 8 & 12). Quasi-experiments in field conditions were chosen as a research method for these studies for two reasons. First, they enabled the study of user experience with news reporting tasks carried out with smartphones in the natural context of use. Second, they enabled user experience related measurements with predefined reporting assignments created by the researchers, which was not possible in other studies conducted in field settings.
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4.2



The research process



The research process is illustrated in Figure 14. The objective of the thesis work was to gain a holistic understanding of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones. Researcher’s background in terms of personal interests and goals, prior education and skills, as well as prior work and research experience influence the objectives as well as the whole thesis work and decisions made during the process. The research process of the thesis started at the beginning of the year 2008 with a holistic, exploratory question on user experience: “What is user experience as a phenomenon when using smartphones in mobile newsmaking?”. Further initial questions were: “How do users experience the usage of smartphones in newsmaking?” and “What contributes to user experience when using smartphones in mobile newsmaking?”. The initial objective was therefore to explore user experience as a phenomenon in the context of journalism when using smartphones as a tool (for creating, editing, sending, and publishing news content and stories) to identify the components of user experience, what contributes to it, and to evaluate the user experience when using mobile systems for newsmaking. In addition, a practical goal was to provide implications for design and development of smartphone-based mobile system solutions and processes to support mobile newsmaking when creating news and news content.



Figure 14. The research process of the thesis work. Theory related to user experience in the form of models and related literature was reviewed when starting the research. In the first phase of the research, theory and related work were searched for 49



primarily from the field of HCI. An initial conceptual framework was formed based on the selected existing user experience models (see Chapter 4.2.1). However, the user experience related literature in HCI focuses mainly on consumers as users rather than work-related use. Therefore, in the later phases of the thesis work when the empirical findings needed explanations and interpretations beyond the initial model, theory and related literature was searched for especially from the field of IS, as it has a strong tradition in studies of work-related systems. The initial conceptual framework was elaborated iteratively throughout the thesis work. The specific goals of each case study framed the research designs. The reviewed theory and prior literature as well as the iteratively updated conceptual framework informed and influenced the research designs of the later case studies. Research designs were also influenced by constraints and enablers related to maturity of technology, the access to the contexts and participants relevant for the research as well as by available resources, such as number of investigators and available time for the research (see sections 4.1 and 4.2.3). The empirical findings were reflected on and interpreted using theory and prior literature as well as by using own prior empirical findings and the deepening understanding of the journalism practice as aids in this process. Exploring theory and related literature were used as support or rivals for the findings. Each case study provided either theoretical or practical contributions, or both. Empirical findings and theoretical contributions were published as scientific publications as journal, conference or workshop articles as well as two master’s level theses that were carried out during this thesis work. These publications also contained in most cases practical implications. In addition, practical implications were directly communicated to the stakeholders in the collaborating organizations. The thesis work is also a learning process for the student. Student gradually gains more experience in planning, carrying out and publishing research as well as starts to master the methods, specific area of research as well as theory and the prior literature. The knowledge is accumulated throughout the thesis work. Learning during the process influences the further decisions made during the process. As the research of this thesis work progressed, the studies aimed at a more in-depth understanding of user experience by extending and confirming the prior findings, understanding the context and activity of mobile newsmaking in more depth to find explanations for the findings, as well as to study specific questions that arose during the studies. In addition, as the practical goal was to support the development of future solutions, specific themes related to the future development of mobile solutions and mobile collaborative processes were included in the studies. This approach funneled the research and publishing from multiple viewpoints to user experience when using smartphones in newsmaking to a more focused theme of cooperative newsmaking with mobile technology when using mobile and location-based assignments.



4.2.1



The role of theory in informing the research process



An initial conceptual framework (Miles & Huberman, 1994, pp. 18–22) for user experience and components related to it was created prior to the first case study. This framework was based on the following definitions and models: Forlizzi and Ford (2000), Hassenzahl (2003), Hassenzahl & Tractinsky (2006), Mahlke & Thüring (2007), Thüring and Mahlke (2007), Roto (2006) and Mäkelä and Fulton Suri (2001). The initial conceptual framework (Figure 15) was used to create preunderstanding of the phenomenon under study (Yin, 2003, pp. 28–33) in order to inform the planning 50



of the initial research design and research questions of the first case study. The role of theory was to to inform the reseach design, but as the research approach was explorative, the emphasis on refining the initial framework and building theory was on the empirical findings and the themes that arose from the studies. As the research progressed, the initial conceptual framework was therefore refined and extended based on the empirical findings of the research, further related literature, and theory.



Figure 15. The initial conceptual framework for user experience at the start of the thesis work. Based on the initial conceptual framework when planning the research design of the first study, the components that were to be addressed related to user experience were the characteristics of the user, system, and context of use, the instrumental and non-instrumental system qualities, as well as consequences of user experience. As the data collection progressed, the gained initial findings, interpretations, and inferences aided in iteratively refining and extending the conceptual framework and the research design of the study at hand, as well as the research designs of the later studies.



4.2.2



Interpretation based on understanding the context of use and practice



As the first study was ongoing, it became clear that it is important to understand the context of newsmaking and the activity beyond the moment of physically interacting with the mobile system (the smartphone and mobile journalism service client) when accomplishing a specific task (see Table 8). To understand and interpret the findings, it is important for a understand the context of journalism and the journalism practice, how the studied technology fits and is interwoven into this context, activity, and practices, and what are the perceived impacts of the studied technology. Another issue that was discovered during the first study was that the originally chosen definitions and models for user experience and findings from earlier studies on user experience were partly limited in providing explanations. Approaching the context of use more widely than as a set of characteristics related to the moment of interaction was addressed in relatively few prior empirical studies on user experience. On the other hand, this finding was natural due to the exploratory nature of qualitative research, which aims to search for explanations and interpretations, even in the case when theory is used in the planning of the studies (Carroll & Swatman, 2000; Eisenhardt, 1989).



4.2.3



Constraints affecting research designs



The maturity of the studied technology and systems is a constraint that may limit the possibility of using the systems in real-life usage. This is especially the case when the area of the study is in a work domain where users must carry out their work regardless of the technology used. In the context
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of journalism, the professionals carry out their work in hectic deadline oriented everyday environments. Research prototypes may be unreliable and have usability issues that take extra time to use, and create challenges in, or completely hinder, the accomplishment of a task. These issues, in contrast to the activity and goal related requirements, create constraints that limit the possibility to carry out studies with prototype systems and to trial new newsmaking processes in a real-life context. Therefore, the closest possible solution in this thesis when studying professional use was to study the phenomenon and the usage of smartphones and prototype solutions in a real-world context – the practice oriented context of journalism education (studies 1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10). In journalism education the situated learning (Lave et al. 1991) or experiential learning paradigms are applied in real or in the “simulated” world of journalism practice (Steel et al. 2007). Most of the participants in the studies that were conducted in a university setting had practical work experience or earlier education in the field of journalism. In the quasi-experiment for reader participation, the participants were selected based on their interest in the activity being studied (study 12). The focus and final research design of some of the studies was also affected by the maturity of the technology. First, in nine of the twelve studies, the original plan was to use smartphones with a mobile service client prototype for mobile newsmaking and study the user experience when using them in mobile newsmaking. In two of the studies (studies 5 and 7), the prototype version that was planned to be used was not functional when carrying out the study. This changed the research design and focus of the studies. Therefore, in study 5, the decision was made to study the work and collaboration of a news journalist and photographer to understand more deeply their work, the context of newsmaking, and collaboration – instead of trialing the mobile service client prototype. In study 7, the data collection was done with a focus group interview instead of the originally planned longitudinal study on user experience. Also, in study 3, the original plan was to use a research prototype for sending mobile assignments to the participants and to send the created material with the prototype system to answer the assignments with created news stories. Due to the prototype not being functional at the time of the study, the final setup had an FTP based mobile client for uploading of content. Therefore, the focus of the study was shifted to using the smartphones for making news videos as well as more generally on mobile newsmaking with smartphones. Furthermore, in one of the studies (study 9) a number of usability issues related to the used prototype were present. This had a strong effect on the empirical findings related to user experience, focusing the findings on usability issues. This study showed concretely that the maturity of the prototypes in user experience studies carried out with real activity and goals needs to be conducted at a level in which basic usability issues do not dominate and affect the findings.



4.3



Empirical studies



The twelve empirical studies that were carried out to explore user experience, its components, and collaborative processes when using smartphones in mobile newsmaking are characterized in Table 8. The smartphones and mobile service client prototypes are described in Appendix 3. User experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphone based systems was in the focus of ten studies (1–4 & 7–12). In addition, collaboration in newsmaking processes was studied in nine studies 52



(1, 3–6, & 9–12). Eight studies (1, 3, 4, 7–10, & 12) were carried out as intervention studies, with a smartphone as a newsmaking device in a mobile context. Seven of these studies included the usage of a dedicated mobile service client for newsmaking. Two of these studies (8 & 12) were quasiexperiments in field conditions. A quasi-experiment in field conditions was carried out in study 8 as one group pretest–posttest design for the assessment of system quality, in combination with one group post task only design for satisfaction, by carrying out two newsmaking tasks with the system and observing the outcome (Shadish et al., 2002, pp. 106–11). Study 12 aimed for a quantitative comparison of the user experience of two mobile content creation and submission solutions when used in field conditions. A within-subjects design with pseudo-randomly counterbalanced test conditions was carried out. Study 12 also used a simulated location-based assignment process to provide the participants with hands-on experiences of location-based assignments. This aimed to enable them to assess their participation preferences in the mobile and location-based assignment processes based on experience (rather than their attitudes without any hands-on experience).



4.3.1



The participants



There were, in total, over 100 participants in the twelve studies (see Table 8). The participants of seven studies (studies 1, 3–4, 6, 8–10) were students of journalism or visual journalism and studies were carried out in the context of their university studies. Most of the students had part- or full-time work experience in journalism, either as trainees, freelancers, professional journalists, or photographers (Table 8). In three studies, the participants were journalism professionals working for newspapers. Specifically, in study 2 carried out in 2008, six professionals were interviewed on their smartphone usage experiences. At the time of the study they were the only or one of the few professionals who used smartphones in their organization for newsmaking activities. The participants in study 5 whose mobile work and collaboration were studied were a news journalist and a news photographer working for a local newspaper. In study 7, the participants were professionals who worked in newspapers and participated at the university in supplementary education on using smartphones in newsmaking. In the first study concentrating on reader participation to newsmaking (study 11), the participants were readers whose photos had been previously published online and printed versions of a hyperlocal news publication and who had been rewarded for their published photos. In the second study on reader participation (study 12, i.e., the quasi-experiment in field conditions), the participants were selected based on their interest in the activity and in mobile solutions being studied for collaborative newsmaking. Participation in the research was voluntary in all of the studies. Informed consent in written form was asked from each participant for participation, audio recording, and usage of the researchers’ photos and videos of them. The participants were compensated with two movie tickets (value 17 euros), gift cards of about the same value, or with other smaller valued items, such as memory sticks.
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Table 8. The content of the studies and the literature review (adapted and extended from P6). Study



Time



Study setup



News content (T=text, P=photo, V=video) T, P, V



No. of Work exp. in participants the field of news (part & full time)



Data coll. (I=interview Q=questionnaire O=observation FG=Focus group) Pre-I (5/19), Pre-Q (19/19), O (85h), Post-Q (15/19) Post-I (15/19) Photos, video clips, facts on created news



Nr of investigators in the study



Publications



1



2–4/ 2008



Journalism and visual journalism students publish an online news blog in a web publishing course for university staff over 2 days



19



min=1 yr, max=18 yrs



6



P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, S1, S4



2



4–6/ 2008



Interviews of early adopters of smartphones who worked in Finnish newspapers



T, P, V



6



min=3.5 yrs, max=10yrs



I (6)



2



P6, S2



3



10–11/ 2008



Visual journalism students create and upload news videos for online news of a local newspaper from the field



P, V



10 (+3 pros at a news org.)



min=0 yrs, max=23 yrs



Pre-Q (10) Pre-I (5), O (28h,) Post-I (9+3) Photos



4



P5, P6



4



3–4/ 2009



Visual journalism students produce news reports based on mobile tasks for an online news publication at a media conference and two pre-trials



T, P, V



8



min=1 yrs, max=25 yrs



3



P6, P7



A study on the work of a journalist and a photographer at a local newspaper



T, P



2



min=7 yrs, max=9 yrs



O (36h), FG (8), Q (7) Photos, data on created news content, drawings O (20 h), Q (2) Photos, data on created news content



5



7/ 2009



3



P6



6



9/ 2009



A focus group to identify information and communication needs with students of journalism Professionals in supplementary education produce news stories for an online magazine (VJM)



n/a



3



min=1 yr, max=8 yrs



FG (3), Q (3) Photos, a video



3



P6



7



10–12/ 2009



T,P,V



6



min=5 yrs, max=20yrs



FG (6), Q (6)



2



P6



8



12/ 2009



Journalism students create news stories with photo and video content for two mobile tasks in a quasi-experiment in field conditions



T,P,V



5



min=0 yr, max=1.5 yrs



P6



9



3–4/ 2010



Visual journalism students T,P create news stories for an online publication (VJM)



8



min=1 yr, max=10 yrs



O (6 h), 2 I (5), 4x mobile-Q (5): preassessment, post task x2 + overall assessment Contextual video with a wearable recorder Q (8) 1



10



12/ 2010



T,P



11



min=1 month, max=27 months



O (32 h), I (4), Q (11) Photos, data on created news content



1



P6, P7



11



9/ 2010



Visual journalism students in Finland & print and broadcast students in Great Britain produce news stories for online publications: VJM, Hotpot, and (in Great Britain) for two print versions of Hotpot An interview of / questionnaire for nine readers who had sent reader’s photos to a hyperlocal news publisher



T,P



9



NA



I (6/9), Q(3/9)



2



P8, P9



12



11–12/ 2010



A quasi-experiment in field conditions with a simulated location-based assignment process with photo and video tasks



P,V



19



NA



Pre-Q (19), Post-task Q (19)x4 Post-I (19) Post-Q (19) Photos & videos created in the experiment



2



P8, P9



2009



A literature review on how to conduct user experience studies in the field



4



S3



4.3.2



Apparatus



In eight studies (Appendix 3) the smartphones and the mobile service client were provided for the participants to use. Four different types of smartphone models and four different mobile service client prototypes (some studies with a different prototype version of the client) were used (Appendix 3). The form factor of the smartphones varied from a candy bar with a numeric keypad or software 54
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QWERTY keyboard to a sliding form with QWERTY keyboard. The displays varied from 2.4” color QVGA to 3.5” color TFT LCD and to 3.2” color AMOLED. All smartphones had a 5 megapixel camera with digital zoom, and in the case of the Nokia models the optics were by Carl Zeiss. The maximum available video quality varied from VGA to WVGA and frame rate varied from 25 to 30 fps. Three of the four smartphone models had a touch screen, either resistive or capacitive. The mobile service client prototypes for newsmaking were in eight of the studies (Appendix 3) provided in most studies by client developers or by the news publisher in study 3. The functionalities of the mobile service clients varied from simply uploading photo and video files to a newsroom server to writing a story, adding media files to the story, adding metadata or precise location information, and uploading the story to publish online directly or as a draft for later publication. In addition, receiving, accepting, and rejecting mobile assignments were functionalities for some of the clients. In seven of the eight studies that included the use of the mobile service clients, they were at least partly functional.



4.3.3



Setup of the empirical studies and the role of the researcher



In all of the studies, the focus was on newsmaking as an activity taking place in a real-world context. Six studies included observation of the newsmaking activity and the use of technology in a mobile context. Focus on the studies in a real-world context was chosen, since using the smartphones and mobile service clients in field conditions with realistic, collaborative news reporting tasks and situations brings out experience components, impressions, and needs that usability tests in a laboratory (Nielsen et al. 2006) or heuristic evaluations (Kjeldskov et al., 2005) may not capture. In the studies (1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10) that were conducted within university education, the students’ goal was to create, edit, and deliver news content from the location of the news event with smartphones and a mobile service client dedicated for mobile news assignments and news content delivery. The reporting tasks were assigned within the university course, the setting was either ideated by the students themselves, given by the lecturers or course leaders, or assigned by the news editor of the newspaper publisher. Smartphones were used in the mobile context for capturing, editing, and delivering news content, that is, text, photos and/or video clips, or complete stories. Participants were free to use any other phone functionalities, such as calling, messaging, navigation, the Internet, and social media services if they wished and according to their needs. The created news material was published primarily in journalism education related online publications, such as VJM magazine and Hotpot (studies 1, 4, 7, 9, 10), online and printed news of the local newspaper Aamulehti (studies 3 & 5, the latter study concentrating on professionals) and in a printed course-related newspaper (Hotpot, in study 10). In addition, the photos of the interviewed readers in study 11 had been published on an online photo gallery at the Omakaupunki.fi site of a hyperlocal news publisher as well as in hyperlocal print tabloids Vartti or Metro. The researchers assigned tasks to the participants only in two studies, that is, in the quasiexperiments of studies 8 and 12. In the rest of the studies, the researchers did not assign any tasks to participants, or influence how the system was used in any way, as the goal was to capture the participants’ experiences and usage of mobile technology in as natural settings as possible. The role
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of the researcher in this research was to remain an external observer that searches for explanations and does not try to immerse him/herself into the activity and the context.



4.3.4



Data collection methods



The studies used both qualitative and quantitative data collection methods. Several different types of methods were used, as described in the following (see also Table 8). Participant observations provided in-depth contextual and situated information on users’ experiences and perceptions, newsmaking as an activity and how it was carried out in the field as participants went about their newsmaking (Rock, 2001). Observations concentrated on watching what happens – how, why, where, when, with what or whom – listening to what is said and discussed and asking informal questions related to the activity at hand or topic of the study (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007, p. 3). Observations therefore provided a way to study participants’ actions and accounts in context (ibid.). This provided information of, for example, the context of newsmaking, the goals of this activity and the technology usage within the activity, the components and dimensions of the context of use, issues related to collaboration and communication, as well as participants’ views and perceptions and their impressions on the technology. Handwritten field notes were collected during the observations and transcribed (Emerson et al., 1995). In addition, as Figure 16 exemplifies, documentary photos and video footage of usage situations and the context of use were captured for research purposes (to corroborate and augment the observation data) (Ball & Smith, 2008). Further, photos and videos served as memory aids (for researchers) of the situation and context.



Figure 16. Examples of documentary photos from field observations. A) A journalist interviews a porter using a smartphone as an audio recorder on the table, B) The interview continues, a photographer captures a photo with the smartphone, C) The journalist writes up the story at a café table, using his notes, as the photographer chooses the photos and edits the video clips for the story. Semi-structured individual, paired, and focus group interviews concentrated on selected themes related to the goals of the studies (Kvale & Brinkmann 2009), as well as on themes emerging in the participant observations (Saldaña 2011a, pp. 46–47). Interviews were recorded and transcribed. The focus group interviews were audio and video recorded. Video recording was used to establish which participant was talking. In addition, informal, situation related interviews and conversations were carried out during the participant observations in context (Hammersley & Atkinson 2007, p. 3). Handwritten field notes were written from these accounts and transcribed later. The interviews
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therefore used both semi-structured as well as informal, situation related contextual interview approaches to collect data. Questionnaires, both paper and online versions, were used to collect user experience related and demographic data in a structured manner. Questionnaires had closed-ended and open-ended questions as well as sentence completions (Soley & Smith 2008, pp. 131–145). The collected basic background data in the studies included: age, gender, work experience in the field of journalism (studies 1–10), and prior experience of using smartphones in newsmaking. Other types of background data was collected based on the themes and goals of the study in question. In addition, depending of the study, questionnaires included an assessment of the mobile system quality with instruments such as the Attrak-Work questionnaire (P3) and ASQ – After Scenario Questionnaire (Lewis, 1991; Sauro & Dumas, 2009), affective experiences associated with emotional user reactions were measured with SAM (Self-Assessment Manikin, Bradley & Lang, 1994) and assessment of participants’ general privacy concerns with items from the Internet Users’ Information Privacy Concern Scale (IUIPC, Malhotra et al., 2004), for example. Complementary sources of collected data included various other data, such as: the news material created by the participants (news stories, news photos, and video footage); the participants’ notes, written when carrying out the news reporting (e.g., reporting plans or other reporting related information, interview notes, the structure for the creation of the news video from the footage); the sent news assignments; emails sent by course teachers to students; or manuals for the usage of the media functionalities of the smartphones. These were used as supporting data in the analysis phase, when needed.



4.3.5



Data collection in the field



Seven of the twelve studies (1, 3–5, 8, 10, 12) included data collection that was carried out in the field. Collecting data in a natural setting offers an opportunity for observing the users and activity in a real-life context. It provides in-depth information for understanding participants’ user experience, such as their perceptions and reactions, as well as the development needs for technology, the context of use, and how technology is used within the activity. Data collected in the field therefore complements and expands the data collected with other methods. It offers a possibility to find explanations for, and make interpretations of, the research findings from other sources of data by identifying what contributes to the user experience in a real-life context. To address the goals of the research and provide useful data for the analysis, data collection in the field needs preparation and planning to take into account a number of issues. These issues include, for example: the used technology and tools used in data collection (Jumisko-Pyykkö & Utriainen, 2010; Oulasvirta, 2009, 2012; S3); the data to be collected (Jumisko-Pyykkö & Utriainen 2010, S3); consideration of how the data collection is carried out in practice in real usage situations (JumiskoPyykkö & Utriainen 2010, S3); dealing with multiple researchers collecting the data; as well as acknowledging and dealing with threats to validity (Oulasvirta 2012, S3). As Oulasvirta (2012) points out, there still exist relatively few guidelines for planning and conducting user experience studies in the field including the data collection. Therefore, the studies of this thesis applied knowledge from prior empirical studies as a source for the initial practices in planning the data 57



collection in the field (S3) as well as researcher’s practical knowledge, gained prior to the studies of the thesis. As the research progressed these were used to create the approaches related to data collection employed in the studies of the thesis. These employed practices are presented next. The tools used in data collection in the field included both manual and digital tools (Table 9). Table 9. Tools used in the data collection in the field observations. Generic type Manual



Digital



Tool



Usage



Justification



Notebook



Used for taking handwritten notes



Using a small sized notebook, similar to those used by reporters (black covers, plain pages, usually Moleskin® or similar), does not make the researcher standout in the social context of reporting; it is less intrusive for the participants than official looking writing tablets and paper forms.



Pencil, pen



Used for handwritten notes



A pencil is the most reliable tool for making notes in any weather condition, including rain and frost; a pen can be used if the weather permits.



Smartphone



Capturing photos and videos; communicating with the participants and other researchers in the field; audio recording



A lightweight, pocket-sized tool; always brought along; easy to carry along in field conditions; provides sufficient media quality for research purposes; similar to the tools used by the participants, helping blending in; a socially acceptable tool in research situations due to its everyday nature.



Mobile service clients used for reporting



Receiving mobile assignments sent to reporters



Following up the reporting assignments sent to the reporters



Pocket-sized camera



Capturing photos and video clips of usage situations and the context of use



A lightweight, pocket-sized tool; a small camera does not stand out; easy to carry along in field conditions; provides sufficient media quality for research purposes; provides better quality of captured photos and videos in demanding lighting conditions than with a smartphone.



Audio recorder



Audio recording in the field



A handheld, pocket-sized audio recorder for high-quality audio recording of interviews in the field



Wearable video recorder



Capturing video of usage situations and the context of use



Nokia Sportstracker*



Tracking the time-stamped reporting route during the day; locating the researcher’s photos to the map view



A video recorder worn by a participant hanging on their chest for recording a user point of view of the situation and context Helps researchers to get time-stamped location data and photos in order to connect them to field notes and findings from the interviews and questionnaires



*Beta version – available at the time of writing the thesis summary from Sportstracker (http://www.sports-tracker.com/) As the collected data in field notes is easily unstructured, and its amount grows to extents that require considerable effort and time in the analysis phase, the writing of the field notes in the studies of the thesis were carried out with a semi-structured approach in relation to data on the context of use. This approach enabled the creation of a protocol for the data to be captured that was shared by the multiple researchers carrying out the research. Appendix 4 provides examples of the context of use related data that were identified prior to the studies to describe the usage situations and the mobile newsmaking activity and were used to guide the writing of field notes in the studies. In addition to making notes related to the context of use, researchers made notes of any other interesting observations, occurrences, and issues related to mobile technology usage and/or mobile newsmaking, as well as about their own thoughts, impressions, and ideas. The initial themes identified for observations and writing the field notes prior to the field observations are presented in Table 10.



4.3.6



Analysis of data



Methods for data analysis were chosen based on the goal of the research, questions to be answered, and the type of collected data. Qualitative data, such as transcribed interviews, observation notes, and answers to open-ended questions or sentence completions, were analyzed by content 58



analysis (Krippendorf, 2004, pp. 18–43; Miles & Huberman, 1994, pp. 50–89). Krippendorff (2004, p. 18) defines content analysis as “a research technique for making replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other meaningful matter) to the contexts of their use”. Content analysis was datadriven, aiming to answer the research questions by deriving and developing concepts, themes, patterns, and interpretations out of data. This was done by first coding the data, revising the codes as the analysis emerged, and grouping the coded data with commonality to categories (adapted from: Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 159; Krippendorff, 2004, pp. 29–40; Miles & Huberman, 1994, pp. 55– 72; Saldaña, 2011b, pp. 3–13). The methods used in the coding of qualitative data included holistic coding (Saldaña, 2011b, pp. 118–120), descriptive coding (ibid., pp. 70–73), process coding (ibid., pp. 77–81), and magnitude coding (ibid., pp. 58–61). Initial conceptual frameworks and constructs, based on prior knowledge from earlier research and theories provided additional guidance in categorizing the findings and making inferences from them. However, the data and its findings were essentially the basis for the coding, enabling new themes, patterns, and interpretations to emerge beyond the initial conceptual frameworks and theories. Quantitative data originated primarily from closed-ended questions in the questionnaires as well as from the quantification of the findings from qualitative data. Quantitative data was described primarily by descriptive statistics. In some of the studies non-parametric methods (Field, 2005, pp. 521–567; Howell, 2002, pp. 691–722) were used in the analysis due to small sample sizes and nonGaussian distributions of the data. As the overall aim of this thesis is to provide a holistic understanding of user experience and its components in mobile newsmaking with smartphones, abductive reasoning (Krippendorff, 2004, pp. 36–38) was used to search for explanations for the research findings, both from theory and from prior empirical research findings. This process of interpretation and explanation building can be described as follows. First, theory and earlier research inform the research design of the study. Second, understanding evolves based on the empirical findings from the study as well as from the created practical understanding of the context of the study. Third, the creation of further interpretations and making inferences based on abductive reasoning – theories and earlier research are revisited to search for support, alternative explanations, and contradictions. These phases, gained insights, research findings, explanations, and interpretations in turn informed the planning of the next study or the analysis and interpretation of the data in the upcoming analysis cycles. Table 10. Examples of themes for observations and writing field notes. Theme



What was paid attention to



Usage of mobile technology Issues encountered in usage Participants’ experiences



How is the mobile technology used (for what, when, where, why) Issues encountered with usage of the mobile technology Participant’s comments, verbal impressions on system quality, verbally expressed feelings and attitudes, stated development ideas and needs



Mobile newsmaking related The phases of the mobile newsmaking and related activities, how newsmaking is carried out in mobile activities context, the effect of smartphones on newsmaking (e.g., content and story creation, how the activity is carried out), The use of artifacts and created artifacts in newsmaking. Communication and cooperation Externals’ impressions Researchers’ impressions



Communication and cooperation of the participants (with whom, why, about what, situation, mobile technology) Externals’ reactions and comments on the smartphone usage Researchers’ thoughts, impressions, ideas, raised questions, and initial inferences during observations
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5.



Results



This section summarizes the answers to the two research questions based on the publications: 1.



What is user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones? (section 5.1) and



2.



How can mobile and location-based assignments support cooperative newsmaking? (section 5.2)



The studies of the thesis focused on newsmaking in newspaper industry and the use of smartphone-based mobile systems for professional newsmaking (P1-P7) as well as on readers using smartphones in cooperative newsmaking (P8, P9). When answering the first question a model for user experience in mobile newsmaking is presented as a synthesis of the results presented in this chapter and the related work (Figure 18). It updates the initial conceptual framework for user experience that was presented in the previous chapter (Figure 15). In addition, the CoU-MHCI model for context of use (Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. 2010) is used as a framework for describing the characteristics of the context of use that can contribute to the user experience in mobile newsmaking. Findings validate the CoU-MHCI model with empirical research findings and extend the model with three subcomponents. Both of these models can support academics and practitioners in development, research and evaluation activities from identifying requirements to evaluating the solutions. In addition, they can support managers in news organizations in making decisions about the selection and implementation of solutions for mobile newsmaking and what to take into account both in terms of technology as well as in terms of enhancing acceptance and system use. As an answer to the second research question, a process model for mobile assignments (Figure 17) summarizes the thesis work on cooperative processes related to information and communication related requirements in different phases of mobile and location-based assignment processes. In addition, a framework for the characteristics of the context of use that can contribute to user participation when using mobile and location-based assignments is presented in section 5.2.2 (Table 19). The properties of mobile and location-based assignments (Table 20) that were identified as mobile reporters’ information needs are presented to support using mobile assignments in news organizations. These results can aid in implementing assignment-based mobile newsmaking processes in the journalism industry as well as practitioners who develop solutions for the processes. The results are summarized next in the order or the reseach questions and summarizing the thesis work in the last section by a constructed model of user experience.



5.1



What is user experience in mobile newsmaking?



The research on using smartphones as tools in mobile newsmaking aimed at a holistic understanding of user experience. The research aimed to answer the following main research question: “What is user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones?”.
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First, the user characteristics that can contribute to user experience are presented. Second, the characteristics of the the system that can contribute to user experience in mobile newsmaking are summarized. Third, an extensive set of characteristics of the context of use that can contribute to user experience is described. The perceived impacts as benefits and costs are described, as well as the notion of journalistic quality is discussed in terms of the requirements for the tangible outcome of system use (news material or news). Based on the findings, the model of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones is presented. It includes the components, consequences of user experience as evaluative judgments on system and outcome quality, and overall evaluative judgments. The model is presented in section 5.3 as a summary of the findings on the components of user experience presented in sections 5.1 and 5.2. Based on the thesis work, the main components that can contribute to user experience in mobile newsmaking are the user, system, the context of use, and the tangible outcome (created, edited, published news material or news). Further components for the user experience model are the user’s impressions on the system quality based on user’s experience of using and interacting with the system within the activity. They are described by four groups of descriptive qualities (instrumental and noninstrumental qualities, quality of outcome and perceived impacts). In addition, the readers and other stakeholders, such as colleagues, editors, the customer of a freelance journalist, reader reporter or their peers, assess the news items and news created with the mobile system. Although this was not in the focus of this thesis work, their expected impressions and satisfaction with the quality of the outcome seem to contribute to the user experience of the mobile reporters. Next, the results are discussed in more detail.



5.1.1



The user



The user refers to the person that interacts (controls and manipulates) the mobile system in the activity of mobile newsmaking in mobile context of use. Identified user characteristics that can contribute to user experience are 1) professionalism, 2) the motivation for use, 3) professional identity, 4) prior experiences, 5) expertise in photography, and 6) personality. Table 13 presents a categorized summary of the findings, and the publications in which they appear. Professionalism refers to people who work or study in the field of journalism or photo- or visual journalism, as opposed to readers or crowdworkers with no professional experience in the field of journalism. Looking first into the user experience of professional users, there was a difference in the user experience when using smartphones in news reporting dependent on whether the background of the mobile reporter was as a journalist or a photo- or visual journalist. Some participants with a journalistic background as writing journalists explained that the quality of writing is more dependent on own thinking than on the available tools. One of the journalists expressed that content is more important for professional quality than technology: “For me the professional quality is more about the content than the technology; quality comes from a well-written story and good photos” (Male, 25). He takes up the entity of the story and narrative as a quality factor and the skill of the reporter as an important factor for producing news with high quality. The technology is an enabler and a means to an end when reporting. Picard (2000) suggests that the quality of journalism is dependent on information gathering and processing activities, as well as on knowledge and mental processes. 61



Technology can be used as a tool in information gathering and processing, but the knowledge and mental processes are largely independent of technology. On the contrary, for photojournalists and visual journalists, a camera was expressed as being a necessary tool for expression and for story telling, which needs to be mastered to the level of being automatic and instant. Jayaswal (2008) describes that photojournalists use their news and visual sense to communicate through photographs and tell a news. The results indicate, that the role of technology in newsmaking can be different for these two groups of professionals and the experience therefore can depend on professionalism and the needs related to the profession. When comparing the assessment of the perceived pragmatic and hedonic qualities of the mobile journalism system, the students of visual journalism assessed hedonic quality stimulation more negatively than the students of journalism (P3, P4). A similar trend was found for hedonic quality identification (P3, P4). Specifically, students of visual journalism assessed the system as limiting creativity and constricting professional ambition more often and more strongly than the students of journalism (P4). In addition, visual journalism students assessed the system to be unconvincing in the eyes of externals and undervalued by professionals, whereas journalism students assessed the system to be credible (P4). Furthermore, the students of journalism assessed the system to be more appealing in terms of the interestingness than the students of visual journalism (P4). Table 11. User characteristics that can contribute to user experience. Characteristic Professionalism



Findings Publication(s) Professional background can contribute to user experience (people who work or study in the P1-P9, field of journalism or photo- or visual journalism, as opposed to readers or crowdworkers with S1, S2, S4 no professional experience in the field of journalism).



Motivation for use



User experience can be positively influenced by the motivation for use that can be moderated by • the perceived or expected benefits for the mobile reporter (see Table 18) • the perceived or expected benefits for newsmaking (see Table 18) • the perceived or expected benefits for the news quality (see section 5.1.5).



P1, P5, P6, P7, P8, S1, S2, S4



User experience can be negatively influenced by the motivation not to use, whic can be moderated by • the perceived or expected costs for the mobile reporter, newsmaking and news quality (see Table 18). Tool use is externally regulated and mandatory by an order from the employer (voluntariness of use). The tool can signal the personality of the user as a technological forerunner (self-expressive symbolism).



P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, S1, S2



Interest and eagerness to try out new technology can contribute positively to user experience.



S2



The reporter’s professional Identity and the ambition to deliver good journalistic work can set expectation for the quality of the outcome (news or news items).



P1, P3, P4, P6, S1, S2



The reporter’s identity as a creative professional can be supported or limited by the used technology. The tool is a symbol of the profession that expresses group membership and status (categorical symbolism).



P1, P3, P4, P6



Prior negative experiences when using mobile phones in journalistic tasks can contribute to expectations for the future use and experience of mobile phones for similar tasks.



S4



Professional identity



Prior experiences



S2 P1, S2



P1, P3, P4



Expertise (skills) A professional or hobbyist background in photography can contribute to user experience by in photography setting expectations for the quality and the system features and functionalities.



P1, P3, P4, P6, P8, S1, S2



Personality



P1, S2



Signaling one’s personality as a technological forerunner by use of novel technology (selfexpressive symbolism).



The participants with prior professional or hobbyist experience in photography with a system’s camera (expertise) were more critical towards the use of smartphones for photography whether a professional or reader reporter was in question (P1, P3, P4, P6, P8, S1, S2, S4). This was expressed to be due to the lower technical quality of the captured photos as well as the constriction of creativity 62



and the possibility to capture the message that one wants to communicate with the photo. Most of the students of journalism as well as readers participating in the studies were satisfied with the quality of photos captured with smartphones as well as the ease of use of the device (P1, P6, P8). No clear differences were found in the satisfaction with the video quality or the ease of use dependent on professionalism (P1, S1, S2, S4). However, professional expertise in photography revealed expectations, needs and requirements related to the system features and functionalities in the video capture and editing (P5). As a limitation for the findings on video quality, none of the participants had extensive experience in shooting video footage with other equipment. The results indicate that the motivation for use can contribute to user experience. The perceived or expected benefit, for a mobile reporter, for newsmaking and newsroom staff, or for news quality, seemed to be related positively to the motivation to use smartphones in mobile newmaking (P1, P5, P6, S1, S2, S4). Benefit is defined as “something that promotes well-being, or a useful aid, and is made possible by the studied solution” (adapted from: Merriam-Webster, retrieved 30.7.2013; Rothenburg 1969). On the contrary, the perceived or expected costs of using smartphones in mobile newsmaking seemed to lead to dissatisfaction with the quality of the outcome of usage and not being able to be proud of the outcome, lowered enjoyment of an activity that is intrinsically motivating, and caused frustration due to not being able to achieve what one wants. These lowered the motivation to use and seemed to contribute to user experience negatively. However, participants weighed the benefits against the costs. The benefits for newsmaking and newsworthiness were prioritized over personally experienced costs, at least in short term use. Newsworthiness (in terms of urgency, authenticity and timeliness of news), or having no other equipment available for capturing newsworthy events, especially justified use in the case of a professional user (P1, P6, S4). Cost is defined here as the “loss or penalty incurred especially in gaining something in comparison with what was possible with the prior or alternative resource–use configuration but no longer possible with the studied solution” (adaptedfrom: Merriam-Webster, retrieved 30.7.2013; Rothenburg 1969). The studies revealed professional identity and the ambition to deliver good journalistic work to be important for professional reporters (P1, P3, P4, P6, S1, S2). Professional identity is defined as the “relatively stable and enduring constellation of attributes, beliefs, values, motives, and experience in terms of which people define themselves in a professional role” (Schein 1978, as cited by Ibarra, 1999). Professional identity sets expectations for the quality of the outcome, i.e., the captured, edited, transmitted, published news content (text, audio, video, photos), and entire news stories. The creative and to varying degree autonomous nature of the work is part of professional identity both for news journalists and photo- and visual journalists. Therefore, either the support of creative work or limitation of it due to the used technology, were found to contribute to user experience (P1, P3, P4). Furthermore, prior negative experiences negatively contributed to the expectations of students of visual journalism when using smartphones in mobile newsmaking compared to students of journalism with no similar prior experiences (S4). The symbolic meaning of the tool used for newsmaking was raised in the findings (P1, P3, P4, S2). Self-expressive symbolism (Crilly et al. 2004; Dittmar et al. 1995) – signaling personality as a
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technological forerunner when using a novel tool – was mentioned positively by the students of journalism (P1) and journalists (S2). Categorical symbolism (ibid.), which refers to signaling the group membership of photographers with a tool, was described negatively by students of visual journalism (P1). On the contrary, the smartphone-based system as a tool was considered to signal status by some students of journalism (P1). The students of visual journalism missed having a system’s camera as a symbol of their profession when they used smartphones in reporting (P1, S4) and assessed smartphone usage in newsmaking as lowering the credibility of a reporter (P4). In summary, user experience may be contributed to by professionalism, the motivation for use that is mediated by the perceived benefits or costs (for a mobile reporter, newsmaking or news quality), professional identity, prior experiences of using similar mobile technology for newsmaking, and expertise in shooting photos with other tools.



5.1.2



The system



The system that contributes to user experience consists of a mobile system, a wireless network, as well as editorial systems and related editorial processes. In the studies of this thesis the mobile systems have a smartphone as the main component. In addition to its own features and functionalities, a smartphone is a mobile platform for mobile applications and mobile service clients that can be installed on a mobile device. It also provides a gateway to information and social networks through its capabilities. When a smartphone is the main component of a mobile multipart system, the mobile system may include external parts, such as a microphone, a keyboard, or a display, that can be connected to the smartphone physically with a cable or wirelessly, such as with a Bluetooth connection. The network enables the wireless or cellular transmission of data to and from the mobile system. The editorial processes and systems facilitate the mobile newsmaking in organizational settings where news is produced cooperatively. In addition, the mobile system, a mobile application, or a mobile service client can be a component of a cooperative platform that facilitates both editorial processes and mobile activities in news production, such as in the case of mobile assignments and mobile crowdsourcing, for example. The small size, lightweight, ease-of-use, and the fact that nowadays people always have their mobile phones with them, were perceived as the ultimate strengths of smartphones (P1, P5, P6, S1, S2). In addition, the multiple functionalities enable mobile newsmaking with only one multipurpose device (P6, S2). The perceived and expected benefits that were related to positive user experience and motivated use are summarized in Table 18. The suitability was dependent on the situation and available tools for reporting as described by a photographer: “This system would be suitable for being in your pocket, and if there were a situation where you need to capture a video, the device would be good, because it is small, always with you and its features are sufficient for news.” (Male, 25). However, there were a number of weaknesses related to the system features and functionalities that contributed to interaction and carrying out the work and activity of the mobile reporter, as well as had impacts on the journalistic quality, which were perceived as costs (see Table 18). Table 12 summarizes the system features and their characteristics that can contribute to user experience. In addition, it also presents the subactivity in mobile newsmaking that the feature and its 64



characteristic contribute to as well as the effect of the characteristic. Presentation aims to support development activities by connecting the system feature and its characteristic to its effect. The next subsections discuss the findings from the point of view of the subactivities of mobile newsmaking from the point of a mobile reporter. Specific focus of the next subsections is on news material writing and editing text, capturing and editing photo and video footage, as well as submission of news content - as these were the main focus of the studies related to news content. The cooperative process related findings on mobile and location-based assignments are presented in more detail under the second research question in section 5.2. Table 12. System features that can contribute to user experience. System feature Display



Characteristic of the Sub-activity that system feature contributes feature to Small size Writing and editing a story: Writing text; Visualizing text and getting an overview of the story while writing and editing; Finalizing the text, e.g. proofreading.



Flexibly moving display Data entry method



Form factor



Network (wireless)



Battery



Effect on Number of spelling mistakes; The feasible length of text; Perceiving the outline and structure of the story; Comfort of working.



Publication(s) P1, P6, S1



Editing photos and video footage



Checking the quality by zooming into the picture; Editing of videos.



P1, P5, P6



Capturing video footage



Seeing what is being recorded when working in awkward positions; ergonomics. Feasible length of text; Number of spelling mistakes; Comfort of writing.



P5



Accuracy of cutting video clips; Ease of editing. Stability in capture; Firmness of grip; Convenience to carry along. Stability in capture; Firmness of grip; Convenience to carry along. Firmness of grip; Ergonomics.



P5



The type and size of Writing and editing text keypad/keyboard (Keypad (T9), ondevice alphabetic keyboard, external QWERTY keyboard) Editing video footage Small size



Photo and video capture; Carrying



Lightweight



Photo and video capture; Carrying



Physical form



Photo and video capture



P1, S1, S2



P5, P6, S2 P5, P6, S2 P5



Throughput, bit rate, Tasks involving wireless data transmission: Speed of data transmission; bandwidth, especially video delivery in uplink Interruption of data transmission; transmission Impairments caused by the channel. channel



P1, P5, P6



Network coverage and availability



Tasks involving wireless data transmission: Speed of data transmission; any data transmission in field conditions Interruption or prevention of data transmission. Connection setup with smartphone Success and ease of use when external parts setting up the Bluetooth connection.



P1, P5, P6



Video editing



Time it takes the battery to run out; Need to find a place and time to recharge; Carrying extra batteries and the charger along; Consideration of what features and functionalities to use when in the field. As in the previous point As in the previous point



P5, P6, S2



Data transmission: e.g. Internet, email, mobile services



As in the previous point



P5



Simultaneous parallel usage and switching between several services or applications; Multi-tasking; Computationally heavy operations, such as video recording with preview and editing of video clips.



Usage of other features than the most capacity consuming; Speed of functionalities; Crashes and loss of work in video editing.



P5,P6, S4



Number of captured photos; Technical quality of media items; Constrained freedom of expression; The effect of audio recording quality on how and what type of video footage can be captured.



P1, P6, S1, S2



Interoperability of multipart mobile system Short life



Video submission GPS usage for locating, e.g. navigation



Processing and memory capacity



Parallel operations enabled



Multimedia



Sensors and signal Capturing of audio, video, and photos processing in audio, video and photo capture



S4



P5, S2 P6
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Multimedia (cont.)



Optics



Capturing of photos and video footage



Technical quality of captured content. P1



Adjustments for photo and video capture



Capturing of photos and video footage



P1, P6, S1, S2



Delay in media capture and focusing, shutter speed



Capturing of photos and video footage



Number of captured photos; Technical quality of the media items lowered; A feeling of control over the capturing; Freedom of expression. Capturing the “passing moment; Outof-focus footage; sharpness; Capturing a moving object and fast action.



Digital zoom and point of focus



Capturing of photos and video footage



Lowered resolution; Freedom of expression constrained; Feeling of control over the capturing lost.



P5, S1, S2



Editing functionalities



Editing photos and video footage



Types of multimedia stories enabled; Technical and content-based quality.



P5, P6



Dedicated mobile applications and services



Available functionalities



Capturing, editing and submitting text, video, audio and photo footage and their combinations.



The quality of the outcome, i.e., news P1, P5, content or news story; Needed P6, P8, workarounds for completing the news S2 reporting; Satisfaction with ease-ofuse and the used time on the task.



Editorial systems and processes



System interoperability, workflow support



Submission of news from the field; Feedback for submission of material;Finalizing the material for publication.



Arranging for someone in the S1, S2 newsroom to handle the material; Calling the newsroom to get confirmation of the reception of material; Control over layout; Number of spelling mistakes.



Communicati on



Synchronic and asynchronic



Communication within newsmaking with newsroom, informants etc.



Support for, suitability and convenience in newsmaking; Fit to the situation.



P6, P7



All phases from idea creation or an unfolding event to gathering material, production and publishing can be done with one tool Sub-activity that system feature contributes to



Support for, suitability for and convenience in newsmaking; Fit to the situation.



P1, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, S1, S2 Publication(s)



Multifunctiona Features and lity functionalities to serve all phases of news making System Characteristic of the feature feature



5.1.2.1



Effect on



P5, S1



Writing and editing text



The experience of writing and editing text for a news story was affected by the display size and data entry method, specifically the keypad or keyboard used (Table 12). The size of the display was characterized as being small in smartphones that made the detection of spelling mistakes difficult. Due to this, the number of spelling mistakes was experienced to increase compared to traditional tools for writing, such as a laptop. This lowered the error-freeness of the text and participants felt that proofreading in the newsroom may be needed prior to publishing the news to maintain the journalistic quality required in professional news publishing. Perceiving the outline and structure of the text was described as being challenging, shortening the feasible length of text for a news story written on a smartphone compared to traditional tools. Limitations on visualizing the text and gaining an overview also potentially affected the perceived content-based quality of a news story. In addition, the available functionalities for text editing were expressed to affect the finalization of the article and the quality perceived by the audience. Support for spell checking was mentioned as a need to decrease the number of spelling mistakes. It seems that in case of professionals, direct publishing from the field with smartphones can be experienced to affect the quality of published news negatively. Supporting workflows in the newsroom may be required to ensure journalistic quality. In addition to the display size, the keypad or keyboard used for writing affected the feasible length of the text to be written. A non-alphabetic keypad (T9) was convenient for short texts of a few hundred characters, whereas an on-device alphabetic keyboard or external QWERTY keyboard were 66



more convenient for somewhat longer texts, upto around a thousand characters. Both the display size and the text entry method were experienced to affect the feasible length of the text as well as the comfort of writing. One of the students of journalism in the first study described the suitability of a smartphone-based system use for a journalist’s work: “If this were the only tool for work, it would result in corpses – the Mobile Journalist Toolkit cannot as such replace the traditional PC in a journalist’s work, but it is not intended to do so either. It is an extreme example […]; it is a makeshift. In principle one could write a novel with the Mobile Journalist Toolkit, but very few people have the required patience without years of monk training in Nepal.” (Female, 22) This quote illustrates how a smartphone-based system is experienced by the participant to be suitable as one of the tools among the other tools a writing journalist uses and as a makeshift, but not as the only tool for a professional journalist. The mobile reporter’s experience of writing and editing text can be influenced by the size of the display, the text entry method, and the size and type of the available keyboard. In addition, support by the mobile application or service client to visualize the outline and structure of the story, spell check, and perform the special needs of editing – such as character count, inserting special characters, and headline fonts – was called for. The effect on user experience concerns the comfort of writing and the quality of the outcome (i.e., the text or story). 5.1.2.2



Capturing and editing photo and video footage



The experience of shooting photo and video footage was influenced by the smartphone’s multimedia related features and functionalities (Table 12) as well as by professionalism and expertise in photography, as described in the user characteristics earlier (Table 11). The technical quality, especially of captured photos, was experienced by those with expertise in photography to be lower than captured with traditional gear due to sensors and signal processing, camera optics (lens), missing (manual) adjustments, experienced delay in photo capture and focusing, shutter speed, digital zoom as well as due to not being able to control the point of focus. The form factor of smartphones sets limitations on the sensors and lenses that can be accommodated by the device. The limitations were experienced especially by those with expertise in photography to influence the photojournalistic quality that can be described in terms of expressiveness, aesthetics, interptretativeness and vision relating to story telling. Limitations in capturing and the perceived quality decreased the number of captured photos and experienced ability to “capture the moment”. The freedom of expression and control over capturing and device and therefore the photo and its quality was felt to be lost when using a smartphone. On the contrary, those with no professional or hobbyist background in photography were satisfied with the ease of use, simplicity in image capture and time needed for capture with no manual adjustings needed. In addition, the appropriateness was affected by the situation at hand, the available tools, the intended publishing channel, as well as by the customer’s requirements. When shooting video footage, the ease of use and simplicity were valued by participants. Most participants found the quality of the video clips sufficient for online news, especially in the case of reporting breaking news. The authenticity combined with the roughness of the video footage was 67



perceived as acceptable and even desirable in timely news reporting. The smartphone enabled the approach of visual reporting from new angles not possible with traditional gear. The form factor and relatively low price enabled envisioning and trying out new ways to capture footage, such as tying or taping the device onto moving objects: a book travelling through the book drop at a library, the window of a revolving restaurant, an arm, a bike, a car, or similar. However, some participants, who captured video footage, expressed similar concerns how the limitations affected the quality of captured footage. Especially in the case of shooting videos, but also when shooting phots, the form factor of the device was emphasized as being important for getting a firm grip of the device and for stability in shooting. These were deficiencies when using a smartphone. In addition, the limitations of the audio capture due to the microphone picking up ambient noise as well as being insensitive to the interviewee’s speech, affected the capturing by limiting the freedom of the recording angles as well as the quality of the captured video footage. A photographer described the suitability for video capture: “This system would be suitable to be kept in the pocket, and if there were a situation where you needed to capture a video, the device would be good, because it is small, always with you, and its properties are sufficient for news.” He/she emphasizes the general perceived benefits of smartphones and the situation as the factors affecting the suitability for using a smartphone for video capture. When professional news reporters edited photos and video footage, they used mainly simple functionalities of the available mobile editing software. When choosing photos, the small display size made selection cumbersome and slow and made it difficult to assess whether or not the photo was in focus. Users needed to zoom into the pictures to be able to assess the technical quality of the photo. Typical editing functions carried out by journalists, such as cropping, using only a section of the picture, or enlargening it beyond its original size, bring out the challenges in regard to the resolution and pixelization of the photo. Used functionalities in editing video clips included cutting the video clip at the beginning and end, and adding a title at the beginning and credits at the end of the clip. At times, separate editing of the audio track was carried out, as well as merging several video clips together. Doing this with a small display and a keypad or an on-device keyboard was cumbersome and imprecise when cutting the audio and video clips. This was expressed to contribute negatively to the quality of the edited video footage, the comfort of working, as well as the speed of editing. The experience of shooting photos and video footage is dependent on the perceived quality of the captured photos and video footage, and the quality in use. Sensors and signal processing, camera optics, adjustments for capture, the speed of starting up capture, focusing, shutter speed, digital zoom, and controlling the point of focus all can contribute to the user experience. In addition, the sensitivity of microphones can contribute to the quality of the captured audio in video footage. Experienced quality of the system in shooting and editing photos seems to depend on professionalism and expertise in photography. In case of video shooting, ease of use and simplicity in use were appreciated by all user groups. Display size and the used keyboard contribute to the comfort and speed of editing, as well as to the quality of the edited material.
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5.1.2.3



Submission of news content



Submission of news content was done in the studies via wireless networks, either cellular or WiFi. The submission of text and photos was nonproblematic. However, there were critical issues in video submission that slowed down or interrupted the submission of the material considerably to an unacceptable level. They caused delay or prohibited the timely reporting and publication, or degraded the quality of the transmitted video clips to unacceptable level for professional news reporting. The critical issues in delivery were the quality of transmitted material and the reliability of the delivery as well as the availability of the network connectivity and speed of transmission. Throughput of the mobile system in video delivery, as well as the bit rate and bandwidth of the transmission channel contributed to experience. As wireless transmission channels are susceptible to interference, the technical quality of the transmitted video degraded to unacceptable levels in some cases. The capacity of the wireless networks is limited, which caused the submission in some cases to be too slow to support the urgency and timeliness of reporting – the submission was interrupted, or in the case of newsworthy events, the network was too crowded and prevented delivery from the event. In the cases of interrupted or prevented submission the reporter either attempted resubmission of the video footage, moved further away from the event in order to find suitable network capacity for uploading, or delivered the material by hand to the newsroom. Problems in submission may also prevent further reporting, as the reporter needs to concentrate on finding a solution to the problem at hand. This may prevent the usage of the multipurpose system for other purposes in the current reporting related activities, such as finding information on the Internet or recording an interview. In most of the studies of the thesis, the submitted material was finalized for publishing in the newsroom. Certain quality related challenges created by smartphones can be somewhat compensated for by editorial processes. These include checking the error-freeness of the material and correcting spelling mistakes, making final choices from the news content and footage in the newsroom, and finalizing the layout for publishing. Editorial systems and processes as well as the designed workflows in the newsroom could therefore be designed to support the journalistic quality requirements, when full reliance on mobile tools is not preferred. Critical issues in the submission of news content via a wireless network were the reliability and speed of submission as well as the effect on the quality in terms of causing imperfections on the submitted content. The availability of the network is a critical factor for submission and for the feasibility of the mobile system for a mobile reporter.



5.1.3



The context of use



The context of use refers to the circumstances under which the activity of mobile newsmaking takes place (adapted from Roto, 2006). The findings on the characteristics of the context of use that contribute to user experience are categorized to five context components (temporal, task, physical, social, and technology and information), their sub-components, as well as properties adapted from the CoU-MHCI model presented by Jumisko-Pyykkö & Vainio (2010). The findings are summarized in Table 13 - Table 17.
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Three sub-components were added to the model by Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. (2010) based on the findings. Task context was extended with assignment characteristics, physical context with characteristics of the area, location, or country, and social context by adding stakeholders who are not physically present when interacting with the device but who assess the quality of the news material and reporting. This subsection presents an overview of the findings presented in the publications. 5.1.3.1



Temporal context



Temporal context refers to the interaction and carrying out the activity with the mobile system in relation to time (adapted from Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. 2010). It was characterized by 1) the time spent on the activity, subactivity or task, 2) the deadlines and schedules of the news reporting as well as the availability for reporting, 3) actions prior, simultaneously, or after the interaction with the mobile system, 4) the speed of the activity in terms of hurried and waiting as well as unexpectedness of an event, and 5) synchronicity or asynchronicity of communication (Table 13). Temporal captures the nature of the activity in terms of time. It is related to the news qualities in terms of immediacy, unexpectedness, and timeliness which are important factors of newsworthiness. Table 13. Summarized findings from publications on the temporal context. Component Temporal



Definition (adapted from Jumisko-Pyykkö et al, 2010) Interaction and activity carried out with the mobile system in relation to time.



Findings related to the subcomponents (adapted from JumiskoPyykkö et al. 2010) Duration – the length of interaction or the event in which interaction takes place



Publication(s)



Time (delay, response time) to start up photo and video recording Time spent on the activity, task or carrying out a sub-activity, such as recording, editing,submitting



P5, P6, S1



Time of day, week, and year Deadline, schedule, or continuous deadline When the mobile reporter is available for locating and receiving mobile assignments (see Table 19) Before, during and after Preparations for capturing, editing, and submitting Following up on submission, calling up the newsroom after submission to check on the success of mobile delivery The action’s relation to time Hurried, waiting, speed The unexpectedness of events that call for action



P1, P2, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, S1, S2 P1, P2, P6, P7 P7, P9



P5, P6, S1, S4 P7, S2



P1, P2, P5, P6, P7, S1, S2 P1, P2



Synchronism (synchronous–asynchronous) Communication by phone calls, SMS, MMS, email, chat, mobile P7 assignments



5.1.3.2



Task context



Task context refers to the user’s tasks and activities surrounding the interaction with a mobile system or when carrying out the activity with the system (adapted from Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. 2010, see Table 14). Parallel tasks and activities included instances of interviewing while audio or video recording, for example. Mobile reporters were also keeping track of characters while writing, as well as time and deadline when carrying out primary tasks or sub-activities. When capturing photos and video footage, mobile reporters needed to be aware of the surrounding physical
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circumstances to be able to ensure sufficient technical quality of the footage. Parallel tasks were also found to contribute to the willingness to receive mobile assignments. As the mobile reporters typically work in public spaces, there may be interruptions due to passers-by, or bystanders may take contact and talk to the mobile reporter and interrupt the task being carried out. Table 14. Summarized findings from publications on the task context. Component Task



Definition (adapted from Jumisko-Pyykkö et al, 2010) User’s tasks and activities surrounding the interaction with a mobile system or when carrying out the activity with the system.



Findings related to sub-components (adapted from JumiskoPyykkö et al. 2010) Multi-tasking – multiple parallel tasks alongside human mobile computer interaction that compete for cognitive resources



Publication(s)



Primary task interviewing, secondary task recording audio, photo, and video footage, or writing notes with the smartphone



P5, S1, S2



Keeping track of the number of characters in the story while writing Keeping track of time and the deadline Awareness of the surrounding physical conditions or constraints of the used smartphone that need to be taken into account when taking photos and recording video footage



S1, S2



Parallel tasks while receiving mobile assignments (no parallel task, during free time, when working or studying)



P7, P9



Interruptions – events that break the user’s attention from the current task to focus on the interruption temporarily Passers-by Interruptions by bystanders who make contact while the reporter is editing at a public location The primary task is interrupted by a mobile assignment



S1 P2, P5, P6, S1, S2



P2 P2, S4 P9



Task domain – macro level of task context by dividing the situation of an interaction into two groups – goal-oriented (work) and action-oriented (entertainment) tasks Primarily goal-oriented for professionals, but may include P1, P2, P5, P6, action-oriented characteristics P7 Primarily action-oriented for readers, but may include goalP8 oriented characteristics in the activity Added subcomponent:



Assignment characteristics The type of assignment or reporting to be carried out or the content asked for and attributes of content (no. of characters in text, length of audio and video footage, count of photos, requested quality, special requests like camera angles) Monetary incentive, incentive mechanism Voluntariness of carrying out the task Autonomy in reporting No. of receivers The creativity needed or allowed The needed skills and equipment



P7, P9



P6, P8, P9 P8 P7 P7 P7 P7



On macro-level the task context is divided by Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. (2010) to goal-oriented tasks in work related use and action-oriented tasks for entertainment. In mobile newsmaking, for professionals the tasks are primarily set by the organization or customer, but secondarily, the tasks may include action-oriented elements that could be related to concepts such as flow in addition to enjoyment of the activity as such. For reader reporters the enjoyment of the activity may be the primary motivation to participate (Fröhlich et al. 2012, Väätäjä, 2012) but it may also include elements related to goal-oriented activity and motivations that professionals have (ibid.). The goaloriented task setting may also apply to crowdsourcing, if the participation is primarily motivated by monetary benefit for the crowdworker. Furthermore, the assignment characteristics were added as a sub-component as it frames the properties of the task context. Assignment characteristics can be described in terms of the type of assignment, reporting, content or its attributes that are requested for, perceived voluntariness of
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undertaking and carrying out the assignment, perceived and expressed extent of autonomy and creativity and needed skills or equipment as well as the incentives. Information related to assignments are presented in Chapter 5.2.3. Assignment characteristics can contribute to the user experience by moderating the willingness to undertake the task and be motivated by the goal. 5.1.3.3



Physical context



Physical context refers to apparent features or physically sensed circumstances while interacting with the system or carrying out the activity with it (adapted from Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. 2010). The work of mobile reporters is characterized by multiple workplaces in dynamic locations. The work is often carried out in public spaces, either outside or inside. Workplaces can be stationary, such as cafés, or waiting rooms, or they may be mobile, such as trains, cars, or airplanes. The proximity of the reporting spot to the reporter’s current location as well as the precision of locating mobile reporters can contribute to participation preferences in case of assignment-based processes. The sensed environmental attributes such as lighting, temperature, and ambient noise can contribute to carrying out the activity and influence the capturing of photos and video footage. Table 15. Summarized findings from publications on the physical context. Component Physical



Definition (adapted from Jumisko-Pyykkö et al, 2010) Apparent features or physically sensed circumstances when interacting or carrying out the activity with the system



Findings related to sub-components (adapted from JumiskoPyykkö et al. 2010) Spatial location, functional place and space – the aspects of location and material characteristics of location, functional space and in distance participation



Publication(s)



Geographical location (vicinity or distance)



P2, P7, P9, S1, S2



Third workplaces (Vartiainen, 2006) – cafés, hallways, canteens, waiting halls etc. The precision of locating mobile reporters



P1, P2, S1, S2,



Sensed environmental attributes Light, lighting Temperature Ambient noise, sounds



P7, P9 P2, P5, S1, S2 P2 P2, S1, S2



Movements and mobility – the position and motion of the user’s body, the mobility of the user and the motion of the user’s physical and functional environment Sitting while editing, reaching out to record footage P2, P5 Placement of artefacts in relation to the user’s body (e.g. on the P2, S1 knee, on a table, on a sofa) Working while commuting P6 Artefacts – physical objects that surround a human-mobile computer interaction Proximity of artefacts (e.g. a notebook) Chairs, sofas, tables Added subcomponent:



The characteristics of the area, location or country Attributes related to the area, location or country such as shady, totalitarian, unacceptable place, safe, dangerous



S1 P2, S1 P7, P9



Physical context is also characterized by movement of the user’s body while interacting with the system. User may be sitting or standing while writing, capturing photos or video footage, or kneeling or reaching out while using the system for capturing photo or video footage. The tools may be placed on the user’s body such as on the lap or attached to arm, or placed on surrounding objects, such as on a table or sofa. Furthermore, smartphones were in some instances attached to other surrounding objects, such as a book, a bike or a window for photo or video capture enabling new ways of content capture and reporting. The characteristics of the area, location, or country were found to be relevant
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in relation to privacy and safety issues when locating reporters and location-based assignments were studied. 5.1.3.4



Social context



Social context refers to other persons present physically or virtually while interacting with the system or using it for the activity, or to other stakeholders of the activity or its outcome (adapted from Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. 2010). Persons physically present while interacting can include interviewees, bystanders, and own colleagues or peers of the mobile reporter. Newsroom staff or a colleague working elsewhere in the field can be virtually present using synchronous (e.g. video or online calls) or asynchronous means of communication (instant messaging or social media services). Other stakeholders may also not be physically present, such as freelancer’s customers or the audience that consumes the news. The opinions and anticipated impressions and expectations of persons present or of other stakeholders on the used mobile system and the outcome of its usage can influence the user experience of a mobile reporter. The social acceptance of the used tool is important for users and it may differ based on the user group. Social acceptance may also change over time, as what is a curiosity first, becomes a part of the newsmaking activity as a part of the toolbox. Furthermore, culture and practice of journalism and participatory journalism or the culture of the organization in question incorporate values, norms and ideals, that can as a subcomponent of social context contribute to user experience. Table 16. Summarized findings from publications on the social context. Component Social



Definition (adapted from Jumisko-Pyykkö et al, 2010) Other persons present physically or virtually, or other stakeholders of the activity or its outcome, their characteristics and roles, the interpersonal interactions and the surrounding culture.



Findings related to sub-components (adapted from JumiskoPyykkö et al. 2010) The persons present in the situation classified to self, group, organization or public, physically or virtually present.



Publication(s)



Interviewees, bystanders, peers (colleagues) present while interacting with the smartphone-based system



P1, P2, P3



Added subcomponent:



Stakeholders not physically present while user interacts with the device Editors, colleagues in the newsroom or from another newsroom, customers, audience/readers who asses the quality of the material or news (stories)



P1, P6, S4



Culture – The macro level of social context including the values, norms, and attitudes of a certain culture, such as the work and organizational culture Journalistic and news values, norms etc. P1, P6, S2 Profession related values, identity, ideal, norms etc. P1, P6



5.1.3.5



Technology and information context



Technology and information context refers to the relation of other relevant systems and services to the user’s interaction or activity with the mobile system. In case of journalism, this can include external components, such as microphones, keyboards and displays or alternatively, applications or services that can be used for mobile journalism. It also includes the wireless network with its attributes as well as the interoperativity in transferring data or material from one device to another or to the editorial system. Paper notebooks with hand-written information on preparations, 73



interview questions, and interviewee’s quotes as well as plans for editing video footage are still today important informational artefacts for mobile reporters. In addition, smartphones enable with the available connectivity to the Internet an access to open information or organization’s archives, for example. All in all, multipart and complex systems form ecosystems of devices and services that can contribute to user experience when used in mobile newsmaking. Table 17. Summarized findings from publications on the technology and information context. Component Technology and information



Definition (adapted from Jumisko-Pyykkö et al, 2010) The relation of other relevant systems and services to the user’s interaction with the mobile system



Findings related to sub-components (adapted from JumiskoPyykkö et al. 2010) Other systems and services – the device, applications and the network related to the user’s system or service (note: in this study components external to the smartphone or installed after purchase on the smartphone) External components of a smartphone-based system, such as microphones and keyboards. Mobile journalism related applications The wireless network and related attributes (availability, reliability, speed, interference) Interoperability between and across devices Transferring data from one device to another or material delivered from the mobile system to the editorial system Informational artefacts and access to other artefacts that contain relevant information Notebooks Access to information via the Internet



5.1.3.6



Publication(s)



P2, P5, S1, S4 P1, P5, P6, P7, P8 P1, P2, P5, P6



S1, S2, S4



P1, P2, P6, P8 P6



Properties of the context components



When approaching the properties of the context of use in mobile newsmaking three levels for context of use and its subcomponents can be identified in the results (P1, P2, P5, P6, P7, P9, S1, S2, S4): macro-, meso-, and micro-level (for discussion on levels of analysis see Yurdusev, 1993). Jumisko-Pyykkö & Vainio (2010) define these levels as the level of magnitude. It covers all the context components: the task, temporal, social, physical and technology and information context. The micro-level context of use is the individual level context of use, referring to the situation and its characteristics when a mobile reporter is interacting with the system while carrying out the activity of newsmaking. To exemplify the meso-level, social context is taken as an example. The meso-level of social context refers to the organization, community of practice or group. The macrolevel refers to the context of journalism with its journalistic standards, values, practices, ethical codes and goals, as well as its role in society and the community it is reporting to. All levels can contribute to the user experience of a mobile reporter by framing goals and creating requirements, possibilities or constraints for mobile newsmaking. The level of dynamism varies from static to dynamic (Jumisko-Pyykkö & Vainio, 2010) in the components of the context of use in mobile newsmaking, as exemplified in the following. The activity within which the interaction with the mobile system occurs may be hurried or idle. Unexpected breaking news brings urgency to newsmaking to publish news immediately online. The capturing of photos and video footage needs fast action and undelayed recording to “capture the moment”. Fast movement, changes in the environmental conditions, such as lighting and ambient noise, may need attention and adjustment when shooting photos and video footage. The people around a mobile reporter may cause interruptions and disturbance by making contact with the 74



reporter or just passing by while talking loudly. The locations where newsmaking is carried out may change and the place of work may itself move, such as when in a moving vehicle, like a train. Artefacts, such as chairs and tables, may be available or not when editing the material in a mobile context of use. The network availability and speed of the connection may vary depending on the crowdedness of the area. The dynamism of the context of use can be supported by the mobile system with its features and functionalities. The related other systems can impact the perceived usefulness and suitability for the situation at hand. The patterns in mobile newsmaking can have a regular rhythm or occur randomly (JumiskoPyykkö & Vainio, 2010). A regular workday with set deadlines for print publishing brings regularity to workdays. On the other hand, as events and happenings worthy of news reporting take place, such as breaking news about a big natural catastrophe or accident, the regular, a priori schedule and plan change due to the unexpectedness of the events. Certain types of news stories or themes are dependent on the time of year or have some other rhythm based on public holidays, or national or local elections for example (unpublished). The locations of mobile newsmaking can also have patterns, like focusing on local issues from a certain area at a certain time of the week or month. The week, in terms of news reporting and the topics that are covered by a mobile reporter within the week, may also have patterns. On a certain weekday, the focus may be on grab-them-by-the-sleevestories or on economic news (unpublished). When editing the material, a mobile reporter may search for a certain type of environment, for example a café, in which to carry out the work. Randomly happening unexpected events seem to fit the capabilities and strengths of smartphone-based systems in newsmaking. In regular reporting, unless some benefits, such as time-savings, of using smartphones are more strongly valued by a mobile reporter, other tools seems to be preferred that do not create unnecessary costs in terms of the produced quality. An example clarifies how the context of use can contribute to user experience. The goal of news reporting is informing the public about current issues. Examples of the requirements and values in journalism are timely and truthful reporting. Constraints set by the organization are deadlines or the required immediacy of reporting directly from the event. The technology and information available for a mobile reporter to carry out newsmaking creates possibilities and at the same time may set constraints on the activity and the quality of the outcome. The ideals, needs, and goals of a mobile reporter may have different importance for him/her depending on the situation. The situation, defined as the “relative position or combination of circumstances at a certain moment” (Merriam-Webster), when using the smartphone-based system in newsmaking activity may 1) have patterns, 2) be dynamic, and 3) vary in terms of what level of values, norms, or ideals are important for the user at that moment in time. The 4) combination of circumstances (Jumisko-Pyykkö et al., 2010) describes characteristics of the context of use covering varying combination of components, subcomponents and properties of context use, that depend on the situation. The combination of circumstances can contribute to the requirements and needs of a mobile user, and determine the qualities that need to be met for the user to be satisfied with the system and find it appropriate for the activity.
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5.1.4



Impacts of using smartphones in mobile newsmaking



The perceived or expected impacts are categorized to personal and newsmaking related benefits, as well as costs. They are summarized in Table 18. One of the identified benefits for a mobile reporter was related to time-savings. They included shortening work days by enabling the efficient use of dead time in idle moments, such as when waiting or commuting, and reducing the need to travel to and from the newsroom. Mobile assignments were mentioned to create new work and reporting opportunities with expected monetary benefits (see section 5.2). Smartphones enabled the reporter to travel light, carrying only one small lightweight multipurpose tool. It was also easier to mingle with the crowd by using an everyday device. Mobile assignments were convenient as memory aids in the field, removing the need to carry paper along. The possibility of locating mobile reporters working in the field was expressed as increasing safety in dangerous areas, although it was also mentioned as a cost in the case of totalitarian countries. Smartphones were also found to be of benefit by creating job enrichment – by giving new opportunities for multimedia story creation, especially for journalists, and enabling new content of the work. Finally, having a makeshift available at all times for use in reporting breaking news was one of the most often mentioned benefits of smartphones when newsmaking. From the point of view of news reporting and newsroom staff, one of the most important benefits for them was the increased speed and immediacy of news reporting. Should the reporter’s location be used, it was expected to create benefits by supporting coordination of the newsmaking activity by keeping tab of the mobile reporters – facilitating the location of a reporter nearby a news event, as well as helping to locate another colleague with whom to jointly coordinate work in the field (see section 5.2). Another benefit was also expected from mobile assignments – they allow several reporters to be reached simultaneously when looking for someone to undertake a job, as well as allowing reporters to be reached instantaneously. The increased reliability of reporting was also suggested as a result of using the location information of the smartphones by attaching a geotag, date, and time information of photos and videos. This information could also be used for the enrichment of stories and to prove the authenticity of the material. Smartphones also enabled access to information in field conditions, e.g., by using the Internet to check for information on the interviewees or on the reported event. In addition, smartphones enabled following up news reporting and news coverage when mobile. These benefits exemplify the diversity of issues that can motivate the use of smartphone-based solutions in mobile newsmaking beyond the original purpose of use – synchronous communication with phone calls. The most important cost was related to the lowered technical quality of the news items, especially of photos. Primarily for photos and video footage, the limitations related to the system were expressed to affect the content-based quality, leading to dissatisfaction with the produced outcome. Similarly, reduced control over capturing photos, due to missing adjustments and limited capabilities, reduced the number of captured photos and was described by some photographers to be demotivating and lowered their efforts. The limitations of smartphones were also expressed to restrict the use of skills and creativity, lowering the motivation to use a smartphone in newsmaking and enjoyment of the activity. This seems to be connected to the individual’s need for achievement, defined as a “want
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to accomplish reasonably challenging goals through their own effort” (McShane & Von Glinov, 2008, p. 141). Smartphones were perceived by some participants to affect a professional’s job characteristics negatively (McShane & Von Glinov, 2008, p. 179), by reducing autonomy and the needed skills for the job. Concerns were expressed related to the changing roles and responsibilities of professionals, including concerns related to being able to do own job well. Some privacy concerns were raised in the case of locating reporters, but on the other hand, most participants found reporter location to be useful and acceptable in the context of newsmaking (see section 5.2). Generally, the comfort of working was reduced in reference to the ergonomics related aspects of working with a small handheld device. Face-to-face contacts with colleagues were missed, which would have usually taken place in the newsroom. Furthermore, some participants felt the boundary between work and free time would be blurred as a consequence of using smartphones in mobile newsmaking. In summary, user’s experienced quality of the system includes as a component the perceived impacts on user and newsmaking related benefits and costs. They can contribute to overall evaluative judgments as well as further consequences. Table 18. The impacts of smartphone-based systems categorized as benefits and costs. Benefit Findings Personal benefit The perceived or expected personal benefits related to Time-savings: efficient use of dead time, e.g. while waiting, commuting – P6, S2; shortening the work day by the reduced need to travel to and from the newsroom – P6 New work or reporting opportunities with monetary benefit: mobile assignments as a freelancer – P6, P7, and as a reader reporter or crowdworker – P8 Convenience: having only one small lightweight multipurpose tool to carry when mobile – P6; mingling with the crowd with an everyday device – P6; having mobile assignments as memory aids in field work – P7; freedom from paper – P8; ease of use; P1, P3, P5, P6, P8 Safety: An increased level of safety in dangerous areas by enabling location tracking– P7 Job enrichment: new opportunities in multimedia story creation – P6, S1, S4; new content of the work – P6, S1, S4 Having a makeshift: enables capture of newsworthy events with a device that is always brought along in cases where no other equipment is available – P6, S1, S2 The benefit for newsmaking



Cost



The perceived or expected benefits for newsmaking related to Speed and immediacy of reporting news: faster delivery of news directly from the event – P1, P6, P8. Coordination of reporting: keeping tab of the mobile reporters by being able to locate them – P7; locating a reporter nearby an event for reporting - P7, P8; reaching several reporters with mobile assignments – P7; reaching a reporter instantaneously with mobile assignments – P7; when working in the field, locating a colleague to coordinate work – P7 Increasing the reliability of reporting: location (geotag) and time of capture as proofs of the authenticity of the material – P7, P8 The enrichment of stories: with multiple media types – P6, S1, mapping a reporter online or on TV – P7 Access to information: e.g. background information on the interviewee from the Internet – P6, S1 Following up reporting and news coverage: when in the field – P6, S2. The perceived or expected costs related to Technical quality of the news content (text, photo, video, audio) and news – P1, P5, P6, S1, S2 The journalistic quality of the news content (text, story, photo, video, audio) and news - P1, P6, P8 Reduced control over capturing photos – a lowered number of captured photos P1, P8 Limits creativity and expression when capturing photo and videofootage – P1, P3, P4, P6, S2 Changes in job characteristics: undesired changes to roles and responsibilities due to the technology, e.g. by reduced autonomy – P6, P7 Privacy concerns: in the case of location tracking and geolocating reporters – P6, P7, P9 Reduced comfort of working: the ergonomics of using a smartphone in field conditions – P5, P6 The loss of face-to-face contacts with colleagues – e.g. in the case of mobile assignments – P6 The blurring of the boundary between work and free time – P6, P7



Publication(s) P1, P5, P6, P7, P8, S1, S2, S4



P1, P6, P7, P8, S1, S2, S4



P1, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, S1, S2
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5.1.5



Journalistic quality and its relation to outcome and user experience



This section discusses and summarizes journalistic quality based on the findings of the studies. To understand the user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones and the findings of the studies, it is essential to understand news quality. It can be connected to the user’s experience of the system quality. Journalistic quality seems to have two distinct components: technical and content-based quality (P1, P5, P6, S2). The quality of the news material and published news is influenced in three phases of the mobile newsmaking: capturing, editing, as well as transmission. Technical quality refers to the quality that is produced with the smartphone, or the entire system of news production. It is in the first place dependent on the smartphone-based system’s characteristics. Technical quality includes the error-freeness of the text, including spelling mistakes. For photos and video footage as well as audio it includes the freedom from impairments or other quality lowering effects such as being out of focus or being overexposed. The network can cause further impairments, whereas editorial processes, including the actions by newsroom staff, can contribute to the quality positively in certain aspects, such as when selecting photos for publishing or checking the freeness of the text from typos. Content-based quality refers to conforming to the journalistic qualities and the genre. It includes news values, ideals, and qualities related to newsworthiness such as immediacy and authenticity. Furthermore, it includes aesthetic, and communicative quality of the news material and news - text, stories, photos, audio and video footage - as well as the insightfulness of the combined narrative. It includes aspects such as the meaningfulness of the publication’s content to the target group, relevancy of the news, visual appearance of the story and the publication, factuality and the ethical issues related to newsmaking. Content-based quality seems to depend, in the case of writing news stories, both on the technology and the knowledge and mental processes of the reporter (Picard, 2000), with the main emphasis on the latter. In visual reporting, the tool, for instance, a smartphone, can take the role of an enabler that supports and enhances the content-based quality of the reporting and, on the other hand, it can create constraints that can contribute to the content-based quality negatively. These two components (technical and content-based) of quality can contribute to the user’s experience of the system quality in newsmaking with smartphones. When approaching quality from the point of newsworthiness, the strengths of smartphones rest on the immediacy, authenticity, and timeliness of news reporting and the captured news material. The justification for using smartphones in newsmaking by professionals seemed to be studies of the thesis primarily the authenticity of the material and the need for fast publishing. In these situations the technical quality of the material plays a minor role. The everyday nature, the form factor, and relatively low cost of the smartphone enables the approach of news making and visual reporting from new angles. These aspects can be seen to positively contribute to the news quality. On the other hand, professionals assessed the quality of the visual reporting enabled by smartphones against the quality of the publication in question. The quality of captured photos and videos was critically considered as to whether they thought it would satisfy the readers and fulfill their expectations of the quality of the visual reporting. Similarly, Dinka et al. (2006) conducted two
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workshops with journalists to study how they envision the impact, i.e., the benefits and risks, of new journalistic tools and consumer devices on journalistic work. The desire to deliver good journalistic work had a high priority when considering impacts on audience experience. The assumptions about audience experience affected whether new technology was seen to be beneficial for the participants as news reporters or whether it was seen to be risky due to lowering quality (Dinka et al., 2006). The main benefit of new technologies in journalistic work was enabling the quick delivery of breaking news, whereas the main drawback was the risk of low quality (ibid.). However, if the news value was high enough, low quality would be accepted (ibid.). Therefore, journalists seem to consider the impacts of technology in terms of the newsworthiness, including the timeliness, of the material against the audience expectations towards the quality of the news delivered by the news publisher. As readers’ content is increasingly used in news media by hyperlocal, local, national, and global news media, the quality of news and news content may take on new meanings and be redefined. Therefore, there may be somewhat different requirements for the quality of the outcome, i.e., news content such as photos, depending on whether the reporter is a professional or a reader. In summary, components of journalistic quality are technical and content-based quality. Smartphone-based systems can either enable or limit reaching the desired and acceptable level of the outcome quality that is dependent on the situation, i.e., the circumstances in the context of use. Created content quality can be influenced by the characteristics of the system in the following phases: capturing, editing, wireless transmission and editorial processes. The audience expectations and impressions are important when reporters evaluate the quality of outcome. The quality of outcome seems to contribute to the impressions of the system quality and to overall evaluative judgments as well as to the consequences of user experience.



5.1.6



System quality and overall evaluative judgments



Based on user’s experience of using the system within the activity, users can express their impressions on the system quality by descriptive attributes. The perceptions of system quality can be moderated by the situation, that is, the combination of the characteristics of the context of use. Integrated perceptions of system qualities can contribute to overall evaluative judgments, which can be moderated by the characteristics of the user, system, the context of use and the tangible outcome. System qualities that emerged as descriptive attributes and characteristics related to the system in the first study were grouped to two main groups following the approach of Hassenzahl (2003) and Mahlke and Thüring (2007): Instrumental (pragmatic) qualities and non-instumental (hedonic) qualities (P3, P4). The further studies provided similar findings on the expressed descriptive attributes of system quality and extended these findings. Instrumental (pragmatic) qualities were originally grouped to two subgroups: 1) Usability and 2) Task and goal achievement (P3). The attributes in the group of “Usability”, included qualities related to the use of the system such as simplicity, easiness, effortlessness, clearness, logicality, reliability and intuitiveness (P3). Task and goal achievement included the support for and effects on carrying out the activity and work. These characteristics included impacts on easiness of work, efficiency, support for goals, speed of publishing from the field, quality of the outcome, support for workflow, and speed of work (P3). 79



The non-instrumental (hedonic) qualities were categorized to two groups, namely 3) Stimulation and 4) Identification, as suggested by Hassenzahl (2003). Quality of Stimulation refers to system qualities that describe the excitement to activity or growth, or to greater activity (MerriamWebster, retrieved 1.8.2013), referring in this case to skill and professional development, personal growth, and carrying out an activity, that is intrinsically motivating. Stimulation include characteristics such as restricting or inspiring, frustrating or exciting, discouraging or motivating, stimulating or preventing learning, limiting or enabling creativity, restricting development or offering challenges, and constricting or enabling professional ambition (P3).



Quality of Identification



addresses the signaling of personality (self-expressive symbolism; Crilly et al. 2004; Dittmar et al. 1995) and group membership and status (ibid.) using the tool as discussed in section 5.1.1. Furthermore, it relates to the social acceptance of the system. Identification includes characteristics such as professional or amateurish, unconvincing or credible, raising or lowering trust, increasing suspicion in or lowering the threshold of interviewees, lowering or promoting professional image, appreciation by professionals and lowering or enhancing respect for the work (P3). The attributes that were related to overall evaluative judgments were categorized under subgroup 5) Appeal (P3, P4). It aimed to capture those aspects of evaluative judgments are integrated perceptions of the system qualities and can lead to consequences depending on the situation. Consequences can include system acceptance, impact on motivation to use the system and work satisfaction, actual usage of the system as well as effectiveness of the usage. Appeal included pleasantness, importance, goodness versus badness, attractiveness, seriousness or the relaxed nature of the system, interestingness, usefulness, and practicality (P3, P4). In addition to these characteristics, the suitability of the system was evaluated in the first study based on 1) daily use vs. as a makeshift, 2) for mobile journalism vs. not for mobile journalism, 3) professional use vs. hobbyist use, 4) as the only tool vs. as one tool in a professional’s toolbox and 5) for direct online publishing from the field vs. for edited online publishing. The results in the first study revealed that the system was evaluated by most respondents to be suitable as a makeshift (9/15), for mobile journalism (12/15), for edited online publishing (10/15), and as one tool in a professional’s toolbox with other tools (15/15). Similar findings were found in the other studies of the thesis work (see P6). However, in the course of the thesis work as new findings emerged and the understanding of the mobile newsmaking as an activity as well as of the theory deepened, it became clear that there is a need to restructure the original groups of instrumental qualities and rename the group of Appeal to Overall evaluative judgments to emphasize the overall judgment of the system quality by the user. In case of the instrumental qualities the aim was to clarify the distinction between attributes describing the system and its characteristics when the system is used within the newsmaking activity from the attributes describing quality of the outcome and impacts of the system. This clarification by restructuring and renaming aimed to support the construction of the model of user experience for mobile newsmaking that is presented in the end of this chapter (section 5.3). The restructuring was done as follows. Instrumental quality refers to the user’s impressions on the experienced quality of the system when interacting and using it within the newsmaking activity that are described with descriptive
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attributes. It includes as the first component the Quality of Interaction, which is the user’s experienced quality of the interaction with the system. The second component is the Quality of the Newsmaking Activity, which is the experienced quality of using the system in the newsmaking activity and its subactivities. These two components are complemented in the next section of this chapter with two further components, which emerged when studying cooperative aspects. Separate groups of qualities were created for the impacts and outcome of system use. The Quality of the outcome refers to the user’s experienced quality of the tangible outcome described with descriptive attributes when he/she has used the system in the newsmaking activity with specified goals. Quality of the outcome comprises of two subcomponents: technical and contentbased quality. Perceived impacts of the system refer to the benefits and costs the user perceives in relation to the system and its usage on him/herself (individual), newsmaking, and tangible outcome. As a summary, four groups for the descriptive attributes were identified for the user’s experience of the system quality: instrumental and non-instrumental qualities as well as the quality of outcome and perceived impacts. Overall evaluative judgments are integrated perceptions of the system qualities. The characteristics of the user, system, context of use and the tangible outcome can contribute to the overall evaluative judgments. The perceptions of system qualities and the overall evaluative judgments can lead to consequences.



5.1.7



Summary



The characteristics of the user, system, the context of use and the tangible outcome can contribute to user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones. The user’s impressions of the experienced quality of the system are described by descriptive attributes (qualities) that are related to the system, outcome and impacts. Perceptions of the system quality can contribute to the overall evaluative judgments of the system. Descriptive attributes and qualities of the overall evaluative judgments can be used to measure the degree to which the user is satisfied with the system depending on the requirements and needs of the user in a specific situation. The user (the mobile reporter) is the person who controls and manipulates the smartphone in a mobile context of use during the activity of mobile newsmaking. The findings indicate that professionalism, the motivation for use, professional identity, prior experiences, personality, and expertise in photography can contribute to user experience. The system comprises of a mobile system, a wireless network, and editorial systems. The mobile system has a smartphone as the main component that can be connected to external components and devices wirelessly or by cable (such as a keyboard or a microphone) and it can have mobile applications or mobile service clients installed on the device. The findings indicate that the characteristics of the system features and functionalities that can contribute to user experience are related to the display, the text entry method (including the keypad or keyboard used), the form factor, the battery life, the processing and memory capacity, multimedia components, mobile applications and services, the available multifunctionality of the smartphone, the wireless network, information, and the type of communication (synchronic or asynchronic). The context of use refers to the circumstances in which the activity of mobile newsmaking takes place. The findings on circumstances reported in the publications were categorized into five context 81



components (temporal, task, physical, social, and technology and information contexts) and their sub-components and properties were described. Tangible outcome refers to the object (news material or news) that is captured, created and/or edited with the smartphone or that is the output of the whole system, including the transmission via the wireless network to the editorial system and finally the possibly post-processed and published version by the newsroom staff. Descriptive attributes, which describe the user’s impressions on the system quality, include four main groups: instrumental and non-instrumental qualities as well as the quality of the outcome and perceived impacts. Instrumental qualities comprise of the Quality of Interaction and Quality of the Newsmaking Activity. Non-instrumental qualities include the Quality of Stimulation and Quality of Identification. The Quality of the Outcome comprises of the technical and content-based quality of the news content and news. Perceived impacts include impacts on newsmaking, on the mobile reporter (individual) and on the outcome (i.e., the news items and news). Overall evaluative judgments are integrated perceptions of the system qualities (descriptive attributes). The characteristics of the user, system, context of use and the tangible outcome can moderate the overall evaluative judgments. The perceptions of system qualities and the overall evaluative judgments can lead to consequences. Next, the findings from the cooperative newsmaking related to assignment-based processes are presented. Finally, a synthesized model of user experience is presented in the end of the chapter based on the findings related to both research questions.



5.2



How can mobile and location-based assignments support cooperative newsmaking?



Studies on mobile and location-based assignments delivered to smartphones addressed assignments 1) for professionals who would work as employees or freelancers (P7) and 2) for crowdsourcing news photos and video content from the readers (P8, P9). When studying use of assignments aiming for professional use, the participants used a mobile client prototype that enabled receiving mobile assignments and submitting material to the assignments in two field studies (P7). In the case of crowdsourcing, the perceptions of reader reporters were first collected based on scenarios and with interviews (P8, P9). Post-experiments interview and questionnaire were used in data collection in a quasi-experiment in field conditions that used simulated location-based assignments delivered as SMS messages (P8, P9). The following sub-sections answer the research question on how mobile and location-based assignments can support cooperative newsmaking. The studied solution for locating the whereabouts of a mobile reporter was based on newsroom staff tracking the location of the mobile reporter’s smartphone. For location-based assignments a push-type of solution, in which the assignments are pushed to reporters in a certain area or location with the help of their smartphones, was addressed.
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5.2.1



Mobile users’ perceptions on mobile and location-based assignments



The results on the perceptions on mobile and location-based assignments based on qualitative analysis of the collected data relate to the following key issues: the elements that contribute to the acceptability of the use of mobile and location-based assignments and the perceived benefits and costs for the mobile users and newsmaking in the cooperation (P7, P8, P9). For the acceptability of locating the reader’s mobile phones and delivering location-based assignments based on the location, the results indicate that in implementation it is important to take into account the privacy concerns raised by the study participants. The privacy concerns were related to remaining in control of the availability for receiving assignments, undertaking assignments, as well as the location being tracked – both in professional setting as well as when using crowdsourcing (P7, P9). Furthermore, the use of mobile assignments for briefing simple short stories and in fast reporting situations was considered acceptable by participants (P7). For more complex types of story or for other situations briefing by mobile assignment was not found feasible due to the felt need for discussion and negotiation when on a more complex topic (P7). The perceived benefits of mobile and location-based assignments for mobile users included ease of use (P7, P8), handiness or practicality in a mobile context of use (as no paper is needed and mobile assignments can be used as memory aids to support reporting) (P7, P8), quickness (P7), costeffectiveness and gained time-savings due to removed need for traveling to and from the newsroom (P7), reception of tip-offs about what the newsroom is interested in (P7, P8), and the possibility for getting a reward for carrying out an assignment (P8). As for the negative aspects of using mobile phones to receive mobile assignments, the participants who were used to traditional newsmaking process in a professional context mentioned the prevention or disruption of communication (P7), disturbance of the reporting process (P7), inefficiency (P7), constraint of the reporter’s own instincts and creativity (P7), reducing the amount of autonomy and lowering the required skills for reporting (P7), and perceiving no benefit (P7). Both benefits and costs were addressed by participants. In the case of professionals usage of the newsmaking location was found useful (P7). Most participants found locating of professional reporters based on their mobile phone location useful when the newsroom locates reporters in the field, reporters can locate each other, or if the reporters could locate their informants (P7). Locating of reporters was on one hand found to increase the safety of a mobile reporter in dangerous areas (P7). On the other hand a few participants feared that the location information might end up in the wrong hands (P7, P9), be misused (P7, P9), or might even compromise the safety of the reporter (P7, P9) as well as the informant in totalitarian countries (P7). These concerns address privacy and security. The perceived benefits for the newsroom when using mobile and location-based assignments were the following: to reach a reporter instantaneously, independent of his/her whereabouts (P7); to reach several reporters simultaneously to find someone to undertake a task (P7); to reach a reporter close to the scene of reporting (P8); to speed up news reporting and get content faster than by sending a reporter from the newsroom to the scene (P8); and to prove the authenticity of the material and thereby increase the reliability of the reporting (P8). It was mentioned that when there is one known professional who is receiving the assignment, a phone call would be easier for clarifying the 83



assignment and making sure that the person is undertaking the task rather than using online tools to send the assignment and to follow up the process and its undertaking (P7). In addition, some participants emphasized the importance of person-to-person synchronous communication (P7), that could not be replaced completely by mobile assignment-based solutions. Both benefits and costs were identified related to using mobile and location-based assignments. On one hand, they were found useful, easy to use, suitable, offering reporting opportunities for freelancers and readers, and provide benefits for cooperation in coordination of reporting and communication for the mobile users, for the newsroom as well as for newsmaking. On the other hand, reducing the autonomy of a professional’s work was feared, and privacy concerns related to the tracking of the reporter location were raised. Furthermore, it was feared that the possibility for negotiation and clarification of the assignment would be degraded due to the inefficiency in communication caused by asynchrononity of the communication. Privacy issues are discussed in the next subsection in relation to the participation preferences.



5.2.2



Factors contributing to mobile users’ participation preferences



The results indicate that the following elements contribute to participation preferences of the mobile users when using mobile and location-based assignments: the characteristics of the mobile context of use, the characteristics of the assignments, and the perceived benefit or risk of sharing the location information of the mobile phone for newsmaking (P7, P9, Appendix 5). Privacy concerns were raised in the interviews and questionnaire responses on locating professional’s whereabouts based on tracking their mobile phone location and using the location information for delivering location-based assignmentss (P7, P9). On one hand, participants were concerned for their privacy in general (P7, P9) and many participants expressed feeling uncomfortable about someone locating their whereabouts (P7, P9). The expressed concerns were related to revealing personal daily patterns and private locations that they were not willing to disclose to others (P7, P9). On the other hand, in the case of crowdsourcing of news content a majority of participants did not find it especially risky to give the newsroom permission to locate their mobile phone (P9, Appendix 5), and the use of location information was assessed by a majority of participants more beneficial than risky (P9, Appendix 5). Table 19 presents the framework for studying the characteristics of the context of use when exploring the mobile users’ participation preferences with a questionnaire at the end of the field experiment (P9). In the case of crowdsourcing (P9), the most preferred task types by participants were simple tasks, such as shooting a photo or a video clip. A majority of participants also agreed to writing a news story (P9). When receiving location-based assignments participants preferred a relatively short vicinity, less than 1 km, to the reporting location (P9). Participants preferred approximate (e.g., neighborhood) and vague (e.g., town) locating, and a combination of anonymous and precise locating when sending location-based assignments (P9). Precise combined with unanonymous locating was less preferred, although over half of the participants agreed to it (P9). The most preferred situation to receive location-based assignments was when there was no parallel task, that is, when there was nothing else to do (P9). Temporal preferences for receiving a 84



location-based assignment varied, but both daytime and evenings were the most preferred times (P9). The organization type was not found to contribute to the participation preference in this study, as all participants were almost equally willing to agree to tracking their location by either a local or national news publisher (P9). When interviewed on the location-based assignment scenarios, some of the interviewed readers mentioned possible monetary benefit as affecting their willingness to allow tracking their location in case of location-based assignments (P9). In case of reader reporters (Appendix 5, P9) the privacy concern score revealed that participants were generally concerned for their privacy. However, the perceived risk versus benefit of sharing the precise location with the newsroom (Appendix 5, P9) revealed that most of the participants found giving the permission to the newsroom to locate their mobile phone at least somewhat more beneficial than risky. This item was also positively correlated on a statistically significant level with willingness to share precise and approximate location (Appendix 5). Item therefore seems to give an indication of the willingness to reveal user’s whereabouts to the organization asking for the location information. It seems that the perceived benefits of allowing locating by the newsroom seem to be considered greater than the perceived risks in case of reader reporters. In the case of professionals as mobile users who receive mobile assignments and location-based assignments, the information on the number of receivers, that is, whether the reporter was the only one or whether the assignment was sent to a larger group, was mentioned to affect the attitude towards the assignment (P7). The results presented in the previous subsection indicate that the perceived usefulness and added value compared to the traditional practice of calling, and the perceived benefits for the mobile reporter and newsroom, as well as for newsmaking generally (see Table 18), contributes to the willingness to receive mobile and location-based assignments. Table 19. A framework for characteristics of the context of use that can contribute to participation preferences in case of mobile and location-based assignments (adapted from P9). Component of context of use influencing preference Temporal context



Description



Used item themes (P9)



The time when the reporter is willing to receive assignments



Anytime Weekdays Weekends In the daytime Evenings



Physical context



The location in which the reporter is willing to receive assignments



Anywhere Downtown When the distance is less than 1 km from the scene of reporting When the distance is less than 5 km from the scene of reporting Precise geolocation (i.e., address, place) Approximate (district, neighborhood) Vague (city) Anonymous, but precise When there is nothing more important to do During free time



The vicinity to assignments



the



scene



of



reporting



in



The precision of the location query willing to agree to to receive assignments



Task context



Accepted parallel task when receiving assignments



When working or studying Assignment characteristics wiling to carry out: type of content and contributions asked for, that can vary in terms of complexity and needed effort, as well as incentive Social context



Social situation when receiving assignments Organization characteristics: the type of news organization sending the LBA



Write a news article Conduct an interview Shoot a photo Shoot a video clip When alone When in the company of others Local news publisher National news publisher
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The framework presented in Table 19 includes four context components (temporal, physical, task, and social), as well as their description and operationalization in the twelth study. As a fifth context component the technology and information context could be added to include the implementation of locating mobile reporters, and the information related to the assignment. Results indicate that mobile reporters can see more benefit than risk in sharing their location with the newsroom. Possibility to control availability in the case of push assignments both in case of mobile and location-based assignments can decrease the privacy concerns of the users. To mitigate the privacy concerns, supporting the pulling of assignments instead of pushing them, is likely to reduce the privacy issues as the control is on the user’s side. The presented framework for characteristics of the context of use that can contribute to user participation can be used, validated, elaborated and extended in further studies on participation when using mobile and location-based assignment processes in work and crowdsourcing settings.



5.2.3



Supporting mobile assignment-based cooperation



This subsection presents the identified needs (P7-P9) and descriptive qualities related to designing mobile assignment-based cooperation processes as well as systems supporting these processes in newsmaking. First, identified needs for the system support from the point of the newsroom staff are described. Next, the critical issues related to the mobile assignments for the mobile reporters are discussed. Finally, two groups of descriptive attributes for the model of user experience are defined related to the cooperative processes and information. The results showed that the newsroom staff that create the assignments for planned reporting to mobile reporters needs support for 1) identifying the potential receivers of the assignments when assignments are directed to one or a few selected reporters to cover the story: based on their availability, profiles (equipment, skills, special expertise or interests), and location in case of location-based assignments (P7), 2) creating structured information (see Table 20) for assignments, to minimize the risk of forgetting important information from the assignment (P7) and to reduce the need for communication to clarify basic factual information (P7), 3) situation-awareness (Endsley, 1995) – in relation to the status of and following up on a) the undertaking of the assignments by reporters (was assignment received and read or not; understood or needing clarification; undertaken or not) and b) the progress of reporting to assignment, in order to be able to act on and make decisions and changes to reporting plans based on the available information and in relation to the changing overall situation of news reporting (P7), 4) synchronous and asynchronous communication in the case of needing to clarify, negotiate and update information between the newsroom staff and mobile reporters related to the reporting (P7), 5) updating of the assignments with new information such as asking for further reports (P7) or giving updates on background information, and
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6) the means for the dynamic coordination of collaborative reporting situations when multiple reporters jointly cover a story with the help of assignments (P7) or when reporters in the field identify a need for extra help (P7), such as special skills or equipment. These collaborative reporting situations could involve readers as reporters as well. For the mobile reporters the critical issues that were emphasized in relation to the mobile assignments were related to 7) the informing of the new incoming assignments (Sarjala, 2010), updates to assignments, and confirmation of the completion of the assignment that could be implemented with visual, audio or haptic notifications, for example, 8) providing information related to the assignment properties that are presented in Table 20 (P7) should ideally to be structured in order to be able to use it as a checklist in mobile context and to support the decision of whether to undertake a task or not (P7), 9) enabling updates to the created reports (P7), including a possibility to drip-feed material to be published as the story develops, 10) supporting synchronous and asynchronous communication to clarify and negotiate assignment and reporting related issues (P7), 11) enabling control over availability for carrying out assignments as well as tracking the location of the reporter and its precision (P7, P9), and 12) supporting following up of the submission and publication process and getting feedback and confirmations (P7, P8). Table 20. Identified information needs categorized as the properties of mobile and location-based assignments. Property



Identified information needs



Publication(s)



Topic



A general description of the assignment topic to be covered or the title of the story



P7



Target group



The group of receivers and no. of wished reporters (one, several, or open call)



P7



Validity



The schedule, deadline



P7, P8



Type of reporting



One time, drip-feeding etc.



P7



Incentive



The reward (amount, value, type) The mechanism for rewarding



P7, P8 P7



General information



The location (address) The event to be covered Information on interviewee(s)



P7 P7 P7



Content asked for



The type of content (e.g., text, photos, video, audio) The length of text (e.g., as a number of characters) The number of photos and video clips The length of audio and video clips The desired quality or other special requests for media content



P7 P7 P7 P7 P7



The type of the story



The type described as the intended department or category in the publication or using journalistic language and/or the language of publications’ staff, such as main/local news, column, first page, feature, short interview, premium, street gallup or a “grab them by the sleeve” profile.



P7



Special requests on the story



The viewpoint or perspective to take when covering the story - for instance, a lead – or whether it is up to the reporter to decide this



P7



The intended usage of the story/material



The intended usage channel of the material (online, print, TV, radio/audio)



P7



Special requests on media content or story



What is wanted as the object, target, athmosphere or angle of capturing photos or videos, as examples of the possible requests (note: identified needs unpublished)



P7



Background information



Links to: information, old articles, etc.



P7
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In terms of user’s impressions as descriptive system attributes, findings can be divided to two parts from the point of cooperative newsmaking: 1) Quality of Information – refers to the communicated information with different medium (written mobile assignments, phone calls, social media, system information on the process phase, feedback for actions etc.) and its appropriateness to use (such as synchronisity) is dependent on the mobile users’ needs in a situation, and 2) Quality of Cooperation – refers to the support for the coordination of newsmaking activities, such as locating reporters and awareness of reporters’ activity; collaboration such as when exchanging knowledge about a topic; cooperation such as when reporting jointly as a larger group which may include professional and/or reader reporters. The results reveal needs for the information content in the assignments that are presented in Table 20 (P7, P8). The information content of the news briefings mediated by mobile and location-based assignments can contribute to the perceptions on the Quality of Information. Information content of the news briefings should therefore be taken into account in assignment design and when designing the mobile and location-based assignment processes and supporting systems for creation of the assignments by the newsroom. A structured assignment design for mobile reporters’ user interface would help in creating clear and sufficient information in the assignments that facilitates the use of mobile and location-based assignments (P7) and supports the mobile user as a memory aid of the assignment in mobile context of use (P8).



5.2.4



Summary and a process model for mobile assignments



As a summary, mobile and location-based assignments were perceived to support cooperative newsmaking in case of relatively simple assignments and they were found easy to use. Mobile and location-based assignments create both benefits and costs for the mobile users and cooperation in mobile newsmaking. Readers get benefit by being able to cooperate in a new way with the newsroom. Professionals get benefit by the support for the coordination of the reporting, and providing a new way to communicate the news briefings. Costs are related to the privacy concerns both in case of readers and for professional use when locating of reporters is used. In professional use it was feared that the autonomy of work is reduced. In addition, challenges and inefficiency of asynchronous communication and negotiation of the news briefings were raised. Most participants perceived the benefits of allowing the newsroom to track the location of mobile reporters based on their smartphone location to be greater than the risks of sharing location information. The descriptive attributes related to using mobile and location-based assignments were divided to two groups. Quality of information refers to the quality of the communicated information and knowledge with different medium and solutions. Quality of cooperation covers the quality in coordination, communication, collaboration and cooperation (see section 3.1.4 and Neale et al. 2004 for definitions) in newsmaking activity. Based on the findings of the studies, a process model for mobile and location-based assignments is presented that captures main phases within the process from the viewpoint of newsroom and mobile reporter that is presented in Figure 17. It summarizes the thesis work on cooperative
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processes in mobile assignment-based newsmaking for the journalism industry and for solution designers and developers. It is shortly described next. In a mobile assignment-based process, the newsroom staff initiates the process by creating an assignment based on a newsworthy event or story needing reporting. Assignment can be complex, covering a whole story, or simpler for getting certain type of material for news, such as photos, information, or tip-offs for news, for example. When creating an assignment the assignment properties need to be described (Table 20) to ensure that the received material confirms to the needs of the newsroom. If the requirements are flexible, or freedom and creativity is encouraged in carrying out the assignment, it should be stated clearly. When the target group or individual is selected or assignment openly shared to the public, and the location of the assignment is set for location-based assignments, the assignment is distributed. The mobile reporter either receives a push notification (visual, haptic, audio) of the new assignment or searches for available assignments when convenient. Notifications and search of assignments can also be based on the mobile phone location. If requested, the mobile reporter should confirm whether he/she undertakes the assignment and intends to carry it out. Next, the mobile reporter moves to carrying out newsmaking related activities and tasks (see also Figure 11) - either immediately, when requested, or when convenient for the mobile reporter. The newsroom staff follows up the progress of reporting and incoming material, how actively contributions are submitted, and whether any challenges or changes occur that need attention and action by the newsroom. The intensity of the follow-up depends on the type of news in question (e.g. breaking news), how publishing has been planned and scheduled, and whether the reporting involves several mobile reporters and newsroom to work cooperatively to cover the news. However, the goal especially in crowdsourcing of news is to minimize the communication and direct it to be mediated with the mobile assignments and their updates. The goal from the organization and newsroom point of view is to ensure and improve cost-effectiveness and create time-savings. When the mobile reporter submits the material, he/she expects to receive various confirmations and feedback. Some of these confirmations and feedback can be automated, while others need to be taken care of by the newsroom. The confirmation of the successful transmission to the newsroom and the editorial systems can be automated. The acceptance of the material needs to be confirmed by the newsroom and sent to the mobile reporter. If the newsroom staff has further needs for reporting or information on the material, they can be sent through the updates of the assignment when supported by the solution and the process. When the reporting has been completed, the newsroom staff is satisfied with the material and information, and no further requests are created, a confirmation for the completion of reporting can be generated by the newsroom in case of more complex assignments. When a confirmation of the completion of the reporting is sent to the mobile reporter, he/she can then leave the scene. Mobile reporters, especially reader reporters, are also interested to get information when and where their material is published as well as information about their reward. Furthermore, acknowledging the participation of readers is needed to keep up the motivation of the readers in the participation (see Jaakola 2012, Väätäjä et al. 2013). These needs could be supported by the solution and processes related to mobile assignment-based newsmaking processes.
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Figure 17. A process model for mobile assignment-based news reporting.
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5.3



A model of user experience in mobile newsmaking



This section presents a model of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones. The model is a synthesis of the empirical research results presented in this thesis summary and prior models related to user experience from the fields of HCI and IS presented in Chapter 2. The model extends and elaborates the previous models of user experience based on the findings of the thesis work on mobile newsmaking with smartphones. User experience in mobile newsmaking is constructed in a process of using the mobile system in a goal-oriented and creative activity in the context of use. As a result of the findings from the studies and prior definitions and models of user experience, user experience is defined as follows: User experience is the consequence of motivated action and interaction with the system that has goals specified by the user, organization, and other stakeholders, as well as by the circumstances within which the activity takes place. The experiential components of user experience include the user’s impressions and reactions related to the system, the tangible outcome of system use, the impacts of the system, and overall evaluative judgments. The characteristics of the user, system, the context of use and the tangible outcome can contribute to user experience. The model of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones is presented in Figure 18. It includes seven main components: user, system, the context of use, tangible outcome, descriptive attributes, overall evaluative judgments, and consequences. The experiential dimensions related to user experience include user’s verbally expressible descriptions of the system quality as descriptive attributes. The descriptive attributes are divided to four parts: instrumental and non-instrumental qualities related to the system, the quality of the outcome of using the system in the activity, and perceived impacts of the system use. The descriptive attributes can contribute to overall evaluative judgments. In addition, the characteristics of the user, system, the context of use as well as the tangible outcome can moderate overall evaluative judgments. The components of overall evaluative judgments of the system are appropriateness to use, enjoyment of use, enjoyment of goal achievement, and excellence (quality of being outstanding). The impressions and perceptions of system and outcome qualities, the perceived impacts, and the overall evaluative judgments can lead to consequences. The characteristics of the user, system, the context of use and the tangible outcome can moderate the consequences. The contributions of the model in terms of the components and subcomponents are the following. The model extends the reviewed models of user experience from the field of HCI by tangible outcome as one of the main components contributing to user experience. Furthermore, it introduces two novel groups of descriptive attributes to the reviewed user experience models in the field of HCI. These groups of descriptive attributes are the quality of the outcome (comprising of technical and content-based quality) and the perceived impacts of the system and its use (on individual, newsmaking. In addition, instrumental (pragmatic) quality is divided to four parts based on the thesis work to emphasize the multiple aspects of the system that can be important for the users when using the system within the mobile newsmaking activity and its subactivities. These include quality of interaction, quality of the newsmaking activity, quality of information and quality of cooperation. The components and subcomponents of the model are described next. 91



The user (the mobile reporter) is the person who controls and manipulates the smartphone-based system in a mobile context of use within the activity of mobile newsmaking. The findings indicate that professionalism, the motivation for use, professional identity, prior experiences, personality, and expertise (skills), especially in photography, can contribute to user experience (see section 5.1.1). The system comprises of a mobile system, a wireless network, and editorial systems. The characteristics of the system that can contribute to user experience are presented in section 5.1.2. The ease of use, simplicity and portability of the tool, its reliability, the comfort and speed of carrying out the activity or subactivity (e.g. writing, capturing, editing, submitting), and the quality of the outcome when using the system within the activity of mobile newsmaking were important for the participants. The context of use refers to the circumstances in which the activity of mobile newsmaking takes place. The findings on circumstances reported in the publications were categorized into five context components (temporal, task, physical, social, and technology and information contexts) and nineteen subcomponents according to the CoU-MHCI model by Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. (2010) in section 5.1.3. Three extensions to subcomponents were identified in the empirical findings. Tangible outcome refers to the object that is captured, created and/or edited with the smartphone or that is the output of the whole system, including the transmission via the wireless network to the editorial system and finally the possibly post-processed and published version by the newsroom staff. In case of newsmaking, a tangible outcome can be material for the news, such as a tip-off for news reporting, a photo, audio or video footage, text in various lengths and forms, as well as whole stories compiled of materials. The desirable characteristics of the tangible outcome are defined by the requirements of the user, organization or journalistic culture. They can be used as a reference for evaluating the produced outcome. Descriptive attributes are verbally expressible features of quality as experienced by the user. Descriptive attributes are divided to four parts. 1. Instrumental quality (pragmatic quality) refers to the experienced quality of the system and its use in the newsmaking activity (sections 5.1.4 and 5.2.3). It comprises of four subcomponents of experienced qualities (descriptive attributes as described by the users based on their experience), that are 1) interaction with the system (Quality of Interaction), 2) use of the system in the newsmaking activity and its subactivities (Quality of the Newsmaking Activity), 3) information in terms of presentation (format), access, completeness, timeliness, clarity and accuracy (Quality of Information), and 4) cooperation on different levels related to the coordination, communication, collaboration, and cooperation (Quality of Cooperation). 2. Non-instrumental quality (hedonic quality) refers to the user’s experienced quality of the system in relation to self that satisfies user needs beyond the instrumental value (section 5.1.4). It has two subcomponents of qualities. Experienced quality of stimulation includes attributes on encouraging to personal development (e.g. skills, knowledge), and enabling creativity, ambition and learning (Quality of Stimulation). Experienced quality of identification refers to the quality of selfexpression, user’s and group’s identity and image as well as the effect of the used tool on these (Quality of Identification).
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3. The quality of the outcome refers to the user’s experienced quality of the tangible outcome when using the system in the newsmaking activity with specified goals (section 5.1.4). Quality of the outcome has two subcomponents: technical and content-based quality. Technical quality includes aspects such as freedom from typos in written text, sharpness, contrast and artifacts of photos, as well as artifacts in transmitted video footage. Content-based quality refers to content related aspects of storytelling, i.e., the communicativeness, expressiveness, interpretativeness, and insight, by the means of text, audio, visual or audio-visual materials. Furthermore, content-based quality refers to the newsworthiness of the material based on various criteria discussed earlier. Quality of outcome can be described in the following phases: when captured and/or edited with the mobile system, after submission and after publishing. At all of these phases, different system related characteristics may contribute to the quality of outcome and how the users describe the outcome after the phase. 4. The perceived impacts of the system refer to the benefits and costs the user perceives in relation to the system and its usage within the activity (section 5.1.5). The perceived impacts are divided to three subcomponents, based on the object that the system has an effect on. First, user perceives impacts on individual level, such as time-savings, convenience of usage, and job enrichment. On the contrary, the impacts be experienced negatively, such as negative effects on own job characteristics. Second, the system can be experienced to have impacts on newsmaking, including changes in how the activity is coordinated, effect on reliability of the material or speed and immediacy of news reporting. Finally, the user can perceive impacts on the tangible outcome of system usage. He/she may compare the outcome with other systems that can be used for the activity. The system may increase the authenticity and timeliness of the material and therefore the newsworthiness, or lower the technical quality of the material or its expressiveness, for example. The instrumental and non-instrumental system qualities, the quality of the outcome, and the perceived impacts can contribute to overall evaluative judgments. Overall evaluative judgments can be moderated by the characteristics of the user, system, the context of use and the tangible outcome. The components of overall evaluative judgments of the system are appropriateness to use, enjoyment of use, enjoyment of goal achievement, and excellence. Appropriateness to use is the quality of fulfilling the instrumental requirements to use. Enjoyment of use is the quality of fulfilling the noninstrumental needs of the user. Enjoyment of goal achievement is the quality of pleasure by achieving the specified goals that are meaningful to the user. Excellence refers to the quality of the system being outstanding. The impressions and perceptions of system and outcome qualities, the perceived impacts, and the overall evaluative judgments can lead to consequences. Consequences can include system acceptance and usage behavior (e.g. frequency, effectiveness), increase or decrease of the motivation to use the system, and it can also lead to consequences related to job satisfaction or participation to crowdsourcing, for example. The presented causal links in the model are based on the reviewed theoretical models from HCI and IS in Chapter 2. The consequences and its subcomponents have not been in the central focus of the thesis work, although the themes of the subcomponents emerge in the empirical qualitative data.
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Figure 18. The model of user experience in mobile newsmaking with seven main components: user, system, context of use, tangible outcome, descriptive attributes, overall evaluative judgments and consequences.
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6.



Discussion and conclusions



The goal of this thesis work was to gain a holistic understanding of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones and to understand how mobile and location-based assignments support cooperative newsmaking in mobile context of use. The thesis summary is composed of synthesized findings from twelve case studies that were published in nine publications included in the thesis. The literature reviews presented in the two theory sections of the thesis summary present the key concepts and definitions, the theoretical background and cover prior research for the issues addressed in the empirical research. They were used in summarizing the findings from the publications, identifying the key contributions and formulating the model of user experience in mobile newsmaking. The case studies had more than one hundred participants of which majority were students of visual journalism with prior work experience in journalism. Two of the twelve studies concentrated on reader participation to newsmaking as a form of crowdsourcing and the rest of the studies concentrated on newsmaking and smartphones as newsmaking tools in professional use. Seven of the studies included the usage of a dedicated mobile service client for newsmaking in the mobile context of use. The research approach was primarily qualitative. The following subsections are organized as follows. First, the contributions and their implications for theory and practice are discussed based on the main outcomes of the thesis: the model of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones and the process model for mobile assignmentbased processes. Second, the assessment of the research is presented. Finally, suggestions for future work are made and conclusions are presented.



6.1



Contributions and implications of the research



This section discusses the contributions and implications of the thesis research for theory and practice. First, the constructed model of user experience for mobile newsmaking with smartphones is discussed in terms of theoretical and practical contributions and implications. This is followed by the practical contributions and implications of the process model for mobile assignments.



6.1.1



The user experience model for mobile newsmaking with smartphones



The model of user experience for mobile newsmaking with smartphones was presented in section 5.3 as an answer to the first research question “What is user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones?”. The model is a synthesis of the findings of the thesis work that is guided by the quality-based models of user experience in its construction. It extends and elaborates the reviewed models from HCI that were presented in Chapter 2 based on the findings of this thesis research. The discussion is presented by outlining first the theoretical and then the related practical contributions and implications. The constructed model presents a comprehensive overview to user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones. It outlines the components of user experience in complex and 95



creative work that aims at a tangible outcome, in this case, the news material or news. The model can support academics in planning further research in the field of HCI on mobile work by outlining issues to consider for inspection as well as by providing a framework for testing and validation. The model aids practitioners to consider the issues to be addressed in user-centered design of mobile systems. At the same time, user experience provides a theoretical lens to understand mobile newsmaking as an activity carried out in mobile context aiming to publish news rather than merely interaction with a smartphone in the mobile context of use to carry out a set of consecutive tasks. The model emphasizes the tangible outcome as one of the main components that can contribute to user experience. Jumisko-Pyykkö (2010) describes characteristics of the produced video in case of mobile television contributing to quality of experience, but refers to viewed content as a part of the system. For academics and practitioners the model emphasizes the importance of identifying the characteristics of the produced tangible outcome that can contribute user experience that should be taken into account in user-centered design activities, in research of user experience in work context, as well as in evaluation of system quality. It has the following implications for managers in organizations (e.g. news publishers), who are responsible for ordering or choosing technological solutions, or taking new systems into use and planning related journalistic processes. The requirements specification, when ordering a dedicated technological solution or system for an organization or when choosing an appropriate solution, could include an explicit description of the goals of the activity and the desired characteristics of the tangible outcome as requirements. The collection of these requirements could be carried out by using user-centered design or participatory design activities. When implementing the take up of new systems in an organization, it can be worthwhile to consider the characteristics of different user groups, and how the system fits to their requirements and goals. This information can be used in agreeing for what type of use, for what situations and by whom the system is used. In addition, in case of news organizations, the processes of handling the materials in the newsroom produced by mobile reporters need to be planned in line with planning and taking new mobile solutions into use to ensure desired quality and outcome. The constructed model of user experience introduces two subcomponents of descriptive attributes – quality of the outcome and perceived impacts - to the reviewed user experience models in the field of HCI. Quality of the outcome (technical and content-based quality) and perceived impacts (on individual, newsmaking and tangible outcome) complement the two groups of qualities, namely instrumental (pragramatic) quality and non-instrumental (hedonic) quality. In relation to the quality of outcome, Jumisko-Pyykkö (2011) describes in the model of usercentered quality of experience descriptive attributes for viewing experience and usage in case mobile television. In IS research output quality is defined in technology acceptance model (Venkatesh et al. 2000) and task-technology fit proposed by Goodhue et al. (1995) has output quality as a component of the performance impact. These models support including the quality of the outcome as part of the descriptive attributes. Practitioners can use the knowledge on user’s impressions on outcome quality to identify characteristics of the system that can be critical to be addressed in development in order to ensure the success of the system, and increase the acceptance of the system by the target groups. Verbally
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expressed attributes also enable to capture the requirements for the quality of outcome to be fulfilled and to be used in system evaluations. The perceived impacts (benefits and costs) of system and its use within the activity extend the reviewed user experience models. Impacts are included in the IS success model (DeLone et al. 1992) as a combined construct of net benefits which replaces the separate original constructs of individual and organizational impact. Task-technology fit (Goodhue et al. 1995) refers to the expected consequences of use as an antecedent of utilization as well as performance impacts. The inclusion of perceived impacts of the system therefore seems justifiable also based on the constructs in IS models. The perceived benefits and costs can contribute to the overall evaluative judgments of the system when considering the appropriateness to use, excellence of the system as well as enjoyment of use and goal achievement. The perceived impacts enable practitioners to create an understanding of critical factors that can lead to the adoption and use of the system. In news industry, understanding the impacts of the system on an individual reporter, newsmaking and news material and news enables the managers and editors in the newsrooms to capture the possibilities, challenges and threats related to the system use as experienced by the employees, and to take action and plan for the future. The empirical research findings on the context of use describe a comprehensive set of context characteristics that are summarized in the thesis summary. They are used to extend, elaborate and validate the CoU-MHCI model for mobile context of use (Jumisko-Pyykkö et al. 2010). The CoU-MHCI model was used as a framework for description of the characteristics of the context of use that can contribute to the user experience in mobile newsmaking. Results include findings of altogether nineteen subcomponents of the five context components (task, temporal, social, physical, and technology and information context), and extend the CoU-MHCI model with three new subcomponents. The extensions to the subcomponents are the following. Task context was extended with assignment characteristics. Physical context was extended with characteristics of the area, location, or country in relation to safety and privacy issues. Finally, social context was extended by adding stakeholders who are not physically present when interacting with the device but who assess the quality of the news material and reporting, such as customers. The extended and elaborated model for CoU-MHCI with the described characteristics can be applied by academics and practitioners when developing, evaluating, and studying systems for mobile work. It can be applied to support the development of solutions utilizing location technologies or context-awareness and mobile assignments, for example. Furthermore, it aids in collecting context related information in user studies as well as in identifying typical combinations of the context characteristics for development. Understanding the characteristics of the context of use is especially important as it seems that the circumstances in the context of use can moderate the acceptance level of the qualities, and the overall evaluative judgments. The model supports the management in news organizations to understand characteristics of the context of use that can contribute to user experience. This helps in recognizing how to plan and organize the editorial processes and the division of work tasks and roles between the mobile reporters and the newsroom. As a summary, the model with its components can aid the academics and practitioners to identify factors that can contribute to user experience or be critical success factors for the system and use
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them in development, research and evaluation activities. Furthermore, the managers in organizations gain an understanding of the issues that impact the users’ experience. This knowledge can help in choosing suitable solutions, defining requirements for the systems, designing processes and workflows, and aid in the implementation of the system in the organizations to maximize success.



6.1.2



The process model for mobile assignments



The process model for mobile assignment-based processes summarizes the thesis work on cooperative processes for the journalism industry and for solution designers and developers. It illustrates the phases with information and communication needs and requirements related to the process from the point of view of the newsroom and mobile reporter Figure 17 (section 5.2.4). As mobile assignments in the first place implicitly aim for minimizing the communication via other medium, fulfilling the requirements for information are essential. The process model supports practitioners in the user-centered design of solutions for mobile assignment-based processes and related workflows for news industry. For managers in publishing organizations the model provides support for planning the implementation of mobile assignments in everyday practice of journalistic work. It also provides support for identifying the requirements related to arranging the work and work roles in the newsroom when using mobile assignments. In addition, newsroom staff can get benefit from understanding the requirements of the mobile reporters for the assignment descriptions and related information (see Table 20), as well as for the needs on confirmations and feedback after the material has been received in the newsroom. This information is also useful for the newsroom staff, in case the technological solutions do not provide support and guidance in their implementation for creation of assignment information or for the automatic confirmations and feedback to the mobile reporters. The findings on mobile assignment-based processes have been disseminated to a news publisher for planning their assignment-based trials and implementations. In addition, results on the context characteristics that can influence participation preferences when using mobile assignments have been applied in further research designs of practical trials with reader reporters in real-life context of hyperlocal news publishing (Väätäjä et al. 2013).



6.2



Assessment of the research



The quality of research is traditionally assessed in terms of reliability and validity. This thesis is based on a naturalistic research paradigm and is interpretive in understanding the phenomenon studied. The research approach was primarily qualitative. Although also alternative approaches have been proposed for assessing the quality of qualitative research, this research uses these two criteria as the primary criteria in the assessment. In addition, credibility and generalizability are discussed. Reliability deals with the question whether the results of the study are repeatable. This calls for demonstrating that the operations of the study can be repeated. This thesis research addressed reliability in the phase of data collection by using the following tactics for case studies for transparency and replication (see Dubois et al. 2010, Yin, 2003, pp. 33-39). Transparency was addressed by documentation and clarification of the reseach procedures by producing a case study
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protocol, which specifies how each case study was conducted. Replication was addressed by creating a case study database, which inclues all the collected and created materials of a study in question in an organized manner to support future use. In addition to the documentation of the research procedures and having an existing database with the data from the case studies, each of the publications and this thesis summary clarify the procedures. Triangulation by using multiple data sources and having several investigators participating in the planning, data collection and analysis phases when possible aimed to increase the reliability. In qualitative research the researcher him/herself is an instrument in the research. The research design and findings are not value-free but dependent on the values, and background, of the researcher who plans, carries out, analyzes, and interprets the results. The researcher makes numerous decisions in the course of research related to research designs and research questions. These decisions are guided by the interests of the researcher and gaps in research literature, as well as by the constraints of carrying out the research. These decisions influence the research and inferences made from the findings. The interaction between the researcher and the participants of the study, and the presence of the researcher during the usage situations may affect the gathered data and inferences made thereof. Having multiple researchers participating in the research aimed to minimize the impact of one researcher on the research design, data collection, analysis and making of inferences. Validity is concerned with the consistency of the conclusions from the research. Next, construct validity, internal validity, external validity and ecological validity are addressed for the research carried out for this thesis. Construct validity deals with the quality of conceptualization or operationalization of the relevant concept, that is, whether correct measures have been used for a concept and an accurate observation of reality is obtained (Dubois et al. 2010, Yin, 2003, pp. 33-39). Yin (2003, pp. 35) proposes two steps: 1) select the specific phenomenon or a portion of it to be studied and relate it to the original objectives of the study, and 2) demonstrate that the measures for the phenomenon or its portion reflect it. This thesis research addressed construct validity by following proposed tactics (Dubois et al. 2010; Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2003, pp. 33-39): by using multiple sources sources of evidence and different data collection strategies, establishing a chain of evidence from initial research questions to the final conclusions, and adopting different angles to look at the same phenomenon. These were addressed in this research in data collection and composition phases. The credibility of the research was addressed as follows. The report and publication drafts were reviewed by experts in the field of journalism, other researchers who had participated in the studies, and external peer reserachers when reviewing the publications. There are multiple holistic realities that are dependent on the individuals and groups that are participants in the case studies. All interventions with smartphone-based systems for professional use were carried out with students of journalism and visual journalism or professionals in complemantary education, which form a group as such within the context of their studies. These participant related issues may cause bias in the results as well as affect the generalizability of the results. By using multiple single case studies in the thesis research, the influence of participants from one study was aimed to be reduced.
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Internal validity refers to establishing a causal relationship between conditions. This thesis research is primarily exploratory, and it does not aim to create or prove causal relationships between variables or conditions. However, internal validity was addressed also in this research based on the recommendations for case study research to be able to make inferences (Dubois et al. 2010, Yin 2003, pp. 33-39). The thesis research created and used in the research design stage a formulated research framework as suggested. In case of user experience an initial conceptual framework (see Figure 15) was created for user experience based on prior literature, which was refined throughout the research based on the findings. For mobile and location-based assignments a framework for studying the participation preferences was similarly created based on prior research on privacy issues (see Table 19). Pattern matching was used to compare the findings on the characteristics of context of use to a prior model. Theory triangulation was done by visiting theories and models, also from other disciplines, to adopt multiple viewpoints to the findings in data analysis phase. In addition, rival explanations were addressed as discussed in the end of this section in limitations. External validity is concerned with the generalizability of the results beyond the specific context studied in the research. Instead of statistical generalization, qualitative case studies allow for analytical generalization from the empirical observations to theory (Dubois et al. 2010; Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2003, p. 37). This thesis research addressed external validity with a multiple case study approach and used not only single case study approach but also cross-case analysis of the cases (Eisenhardt, 1989). The rationale for the choices for the cases and their context were described (Cook et al. 1979, as cited in Dubois et al. 2010). Ecological validity is a criterion concerning whether the reseach findings, i.e., what is observed and recorded, are applicable to natural settings. It also deals with generalizability from the point of view of generalizing to the real world. Most of the studies of this thesis were carried out in the field and all of the studies dealt with participants’ real life experiences in a natural context of use. Therefore, the studies provided rich, in-depth data from real life experiences and use of smartphones for newsmaking in mobile context of use. The findings and models presented can be applicable in other fields of mobile work that are complex, include collection of material and may be creative by nature, such as in the fields of anthropology, sociology, ethnography, art or architecture – or even for HCI researchers and practitioners themselves who are using mobile devices, such as smartphones, as data collection tools. In addition, the mobile assignment-based process model can be applicable to also mobile fieldwork such as maintenance and home care in addition to mobile crowdsourcing that is essentially one form of mobile work. Generalizability from this research is also related to the following issues. In the studies of the thesis, all interventions with smartphone-based systems for professional use were carried out with students of journalism and visual journalism, and most of these studies were carried out in the context of their studies. Although most of the participants in the intervention studies were students, majority of them had practical work experience in the field of journalism. The case studies are bound to the location and time of carrying out the studies, which can limit the generalizability of the findings. When technology is studied in real-life practice the results are influenced by the maturity of the technology, the phase of adoption, and changes caused by the technology in the practices of
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newsmaking at that particular point of time. The low number of participants in the single case studies limits the generalizability from a single case study, but is tackled by the multiple case studies of this research. In addition, the findings from the studies started to saturate as the number of studies grew. Generalizations from the studies can be made on the level of components and their parts in the user experience model as well as on the cooperative aspects in mobile assignment-based processes. The components and their parts in the constructed models presented in this thesis can be applicable when developing research designs in other fields of mobile work, as well as when planning system evaluations. Validation of the presented models can be carried out in further research.



6.3



Suggestions for future work



The findings of this thesis suggest the following directions for future research. The focus of the presented suggestions is the outcome of usage that deserves more attention. This research highlights the importance of the tangible outcome (news material, news) of using the system within the activity in organizational context as an important component that can contribute to user experience. Future studies on user experience could take this aspect into closer inspection from several viewpoints: the characteristics of the outcome as requirements for the system, understanding different types of outcomes and their characteristics and connection to user experience and experienced system quality, and the connection of experienced quality of the tangible outcome to overall evaluative judgments and consequences, for example. As published news is public by nature, the quality of the outcome is evaluated not only by the mobile reporter but also by other stakeholders, such as colleagues, editors, customers, other professionals in other news organizations, other reader reporters, and the audience (i.e., the readers). In the studies of this thesis this theme came up several times, and the participants seemed to consider this aspect when evaluating the quality of the system themselves. It would be interesting to study both the requirements for the quality of the outcome in more detail from different perspectives, as well as the experienced quality of the outcome by different stakeholders and how it is described to understand the similarities and differences. In addition, as the activity of newsmaking is considered creative, the relation of the tool to user experience in this type of activity and how to design for creative activity deserves more attention.



6.4



Conclusions



To conclude, user experience in mobile newsmaking is constructed in a process of using the mobile system in a goal-oriented and creative activity in the mobile context of use. User experience is a consequence of motivated action and interaction with the smartphone within the mobile newsmaking activity that has goals specified by the user, organization, and other stakeholders, such as a customer, and by the circumstances within which the activity takes place. The experiential components of user experience include the user’s verbally expressible impressions in the form of descriptive attributes that are related to the system, the tangible outcome of system use, the impacts of the system, and overall evaluative judgments. The characteristics of the user, system, the context
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of use and tangible outcome can contribute to user experience. The thesis work emphasizes that the characteristics of the tangible outcome (news material, news) can contribute to user experience. To create systems and solutions and evaluate them for mobile reporters, whether professionals, readers or crowdworkers, and their cooperation with newsrooms, an understanding of user experience and what contributes to it is needed. The constructed model of user experience in mobile newsmaking with smartphones and the process model for mobile assignment-based processes summarize the outcomes of the thesis work. The presented models and the related empirical results can aid academics and practioners in developing, studying and evaluating systems for mobile work. In addition, managers in news organizations can apply the outcomes of the thesis work in planning and carrying out operations and implementations related to technology, processes and workflows to support mobile newsmaking.
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Appendix 2: Factors of newsworthiness Table 22 is organized based on the original twelve factors, which Galtung and Ruge (1965) identified as determining how events become news, i.e., how journalists have judged the newsworthiness of an event. These twelve factors were identified in a study on how overseas events become foreign news in the Norwegian press. The list is complemented with a study by Harcup and O’Neill (2001) in which they test the taxonomy by Galtung and Ruge in an empirical analysis of three national daily UK newspapers. Harcup and O’Neill present ten factors for newsworthiness, of which eight overlap the original factors presented by Galtung and Ruge (1965). Finally, ten further news qualities that are used to determine newsworthiness are listed in Table 22. Table 22. Categorized factors of newsworthiness. Original factors identified by Galtung and Ruge (1965) are in bold in column “Factor”. No.
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An event that unfolds at the same time as, or at similar frequency to, the news medium is more likely to be selected than a social trend.



Galtung & Ruge (1965) Sissons (2006)



Timing



News arriving just before a deadline is more likely to be Smith (2007) reported than news arriving right after the deadline.



Threshold (Significance)



Events that pass a threshold like great intensity, the Galtung & Ruge (1965) gruesomeness of a murder, the number of casualties. Sissons, 2006 The relative importance of a story; the size of the effect on the audience.



Magnitude



Stories that are perceived as sufficiently significant ether in the numbers of people involved or in potential impact.



Harcup & O’Neill (2001)



Consequence and impact



The effect of the story on readers.



Itule & Anderson (2007)



Scale



The more people involved, the greater the impact.



Smith (2007)



Unambiguity (clarity)



The less ambiguous, the more easily understood and the clearer the meaning of the event is, the more likely the event is to become news.



Galtung & Ruge (1965) Sissons (2006)



Simplicity



Easily understood.



Smith (2007)



2



Scale



3



Unambiguity



4



Relevance



Meaningfulness The culturally similar and pertinence to the culture of Galtung & Ruge (1965) (closeness to home) the society in which news is reported (as its meaning is Sissons (2006) then more easily understood). Relevance



Stories about issues, groups, and nations that are perceived to be relevant to the audience.



Harcup & O’Neill (2001)



Proximity



Relevance to local readers (events are close to home)



Itule & Anderson (2007)



Relevance



The closer the audience feels to the story, e.g., their geographical or cultural proximity. Dependent on the audience in question.



Smith (2007)



A predicted or anticipated event.



Galtung & Ruge (1965) Sissons, 2006



5



Predictability



Consonance or predictability



6



Unexpectedness



Unexpectedness The most unexpected or rare event. (unexpected or rare)



Galtung & Ruge (1965) Sissons (2006)



Surprise



Stories that have an element of surprise and/or contrast.



Harcup & O’Neill (2001)



Continuity



Once an event has become headline news it remains in the media spotlight for some time. Stories about subjects already in the news.



Galtung & Ruge (1965) Sissons (2006) Harcup & O’Neil (2001)



It fits into the overall composition or balance of a newspaper or news broadcast Stories that set or fit the news organization’s own agenda.



Galtung & Ruge (1965) Sissons (2006) Harcup & O’Neill (2001) Galtung & Ruge (1965) Sissons (2006)



7



Follow-up



8



Composition and Composition news agenda Newspaper’s agenda



9



Influential nations



Reference to elite nations



The actions of certain states are seen as more consequential than the actions of other nations



10



Eminence and prominence



Reference to elite people



The actions of elite people (usually famous) are more Galtung & Ruge (1965) consequential and also readers may identify with them. Sissons (2006)



Follow-up
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11



12



13



Human interest



Negativity



Drama



The power elite



Stories concerning powerful individuals, organizations or institutions.



Harcup & O’Neill (2001)



Celebrity



Stories concerning people who are already famous



Harcup & O’Neill (2001)



Eminence and prominence



Noteworthy people are involved.



Itule & Anderson (2007)



Reference to persons (Personcentered)



News has a tendency to present events as the actions of named people rather than as a result of social forces.



Galtung & Ruge (1965) Sissons (2006)



Human interest



The audience likes to hear stories about interesting people. Unambiguous and consensual, more likely to be unexpected and to occur over a shorter period of time than positive news. “If it bleeds, it leads”.



Itule & Anderson (2007)



Bad news



Stories with particularly negative overtones, such as conflict or tragedy.



Harcup & O’Neill (2001)



Conflict



Big or small scale conflict, that is developing/resolved and has meaning or impact for someone (people, officials, groups). Eyewitness accounts of dramatic action.



Itule & Anderson (2007)



Reference to something negative (Negativity)



Drama



Galtung & Ruge (1965) Sissons (2006)



Smith (2007)



14



Entertainment



Entertainment



Stories concerning sex, show business, human interest, animals, an unfolding drama, or offering opportunities for humorous treatment, entertainment, photos, or witty headlines.



Harcup & O’Neill (2001)



15



Good news



Good news



Stories with particularly positive overtones such as rescues and cures.



Harcup & O’Neill (2001)



16 17



Timeliness Novelty



Timeliness New to audience



Recent, fresh events. Tells something the audience does not know; recent.



Itule & Anderson (2007) Smith (2007)



18



Availability



Availability



Reported and covered.



Smith (2007)



19



Exclusivity



Exclusivity



Scoops – stories that set the agenda for rival publishers or broadcasters.



Smith (2007)



20



Trendiness



Trendiness



Trendy topics that set the news agenda.



Smith (2007)



21



Acceptability



Acceptability



Smith (2007)



22



Illustrations



Pictures



Legally safe, ethically sound; conforms to what the news publisher is ready to print and the audience to read. Stories with illustrations (audio, photo, video footage) preferred.



Smith (2007)
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Appendix 3: The characteristics of the mobile systems used in the studies of the thesis Table 23. The mobile technology provided for use in the studies (adapted and extended from P6 and P7). Study



Phone model



Display size



Keyboard used in the study



Max. Photo Res.



Max Video Res.



Mobile service client prototype Mobile Journalist Toolkit client



Main functionalities of the mobile service client



1



Nokia N82



2.4”, color QVGA, 240x320 px



Numeric keypad, external Bluetooth keyboard Nokia SU-8W



5 MP



VGA, 30 fps



3



Nokia N82



2.4”, color QVGA, 240x320 px



Numeric keypad



5 MP



VGA, 30 fps



FTP based client of news organization



Upload photo(s) and video clip(s) to newsroom server



MCC (Mobile CoCreation client) prototype not functional, used FTP solution functional



4



Nokia N82



2.4”, color QVGA, 240x320 px



Numeric keypad, external Bluetooth keyboard Nokia SU-8W



5 MP



VGA, 30 fps



MCC (Mobile CoCreation) client, prerelease 1



1. Mobile assignments (receive, accept, reject) 2. Create a story (answer assignment, or create new) 3. Add media files (audio, photo, video) 4. Submit a story (direct online publishing, or as a draft)



Functional



7



Nokia N97 & N900



3.5” color TFT LCD, resistive N97: 640x360 px N900: 800x480 px



QWERTY keyboard



5 MP



VGA, 30 fps/ WVGA, 25 fps



MCC client, prerelease 2



As in study 4



Prototype not functional during the study



8



Nokia N900



3.5” color TFT LCD, resistive N900: 800x480 px



QWERTY keyboard



5 MP



WVGA, 25 fps



MCC client, prerelease 2



As in study 4



Functional



9



Nokia N97 & Nokia N900



As in study 7



QWERTY keyboard



5 MP



As in study 7



MCC client, prerelease 3



As in study 4



Partly functional, usability issues



10



Nokia N900



3.5” color TFT LCD, resistive N900: 800x480 px



QWERTY keyboard



5 MP



WVGA, 25 fps



Need4Feed client, prerelease 1



As in study 4



Functional



12



HTC Legend



3.2” color AMOLED, capacitive 320x480 px



Software (onscreen ) QWERTY keyboard



5 MP



VGA, 30 fps (QVGA used in the study)



OKReportteri v.2.1



1. Capture, browse, and delete photo and video content 2. The possibility to choose between precise (GPS based) or approximate (cellular) geotagging of photo and video content 3. Upload of captured media file



Functional
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1. Write a story (title, free text) 2. Add media files: photo(s), video(s), audio clip(s) 3. Add metadata 4. Upload story (direct online publishing or as a draft for editors)



Status of the mobile client prototype Functional



Appendix 4: Contextual data collection in the field Table 24. Examples of data to be captured about the context of use during observations. Dimension Temporal



Examples of data captured about the context of use in field notes Date of the observation session Time of starting and ending an observation Time of the reporter arriving to or leaving a location or place Time of the reporter starting and ending an interview or other encounter (e.g., photographing) with externals Time of the reporter starting and ending a transition between places Deadline for the reporting; the available time for reporting Times of starting and ending different phases of reporting Pace of reporting, using or interacting with technology (in a hurry, etc.)



Physical



Location, place (fixed, moving) Lighting (especially when the reporter captures photos and video clips) Temperature (outside, especially in winter time) Other ambient weather conditions (rain, snow, etc.) Ambient noise (especially when reporter captures video clips) The furniture used by the participants Artifacts used in newsmaking (such as notebooks) The mobility, position, and movement of the user and/or smartphone in the environment Usage positions of the mobile technology



Social



Crowdedness (when using mobile technology for reporting) Collaboration with others in reporting Persons present when using mobile technology The person being reported on (interviewed, photographed) The event of reporting (general descriptive information) Communication (and its content) with externals, persons present, colleagues Professional culture



Technology information



Task



and



The used mobile technology (including smartphones and, e.g., navigators, laptops, cameras) The used mobile applications or services on the smartphone (including enabled communication and information access) The other infrastructure available (network connections, other IT systems, IT processes) Goals Primary, secondary, and parallel tasks Multi-tasking Interruptions
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Appendix 5: Privacy concern related results related to P9 Privacy concern score was calculated in P9 based on an average (sum divided by number of items) of five used items from IUIPC (Internet User’s Information Privacy Concerns) scale (Malhotra et al., 2004, Tsai et al, 2009, see P9 for items). Results are the following: Privacy concern score: min = 5, max = 7, Md = 6.5, M = 6.39, SD = .58. Scale for averaged items: 1 = minimum, 7 = maximum. The perceived risk versus benefit of sharing the precise location with the newsroom (Tsai et al. 2009) was assessed with the item: “Giving permission to the newsroom to locate my mobile phone precisely is…” Scale: 1 = ”Much more risky than beneficial”, 7 = ”Much more beneficial than risky”. Results: min = 2, max = 7, Md = 5, M = 4.74, SD = 1.33 Risk belief was adopted from the IUIPC scale by Malhotra et al. 2004: “In general, it would be risky to give the newsroom a permission to locate the mobile phone.”. Nonparametric correlation (bivariate with Kendall’s tau, 2-tailed) was calculated between preciseness of locating and 1) Privacy concern score, 2) Risk belief and 3) Perceived Risk vs. Benefit of sharing the precise location with the newsroom. Of the calculated correlations, only the last one, the perceived risk or benefit of sharing the precise location with the newsroom, correlated on a statistically significant level with preciseness of locating (Item: “Giving permission to the newsroom to locate my mobile phone precisely is…”, Scale: 1=”Much more risky than beneficial”, 7=”Much more beneficial than risky” ): precise (τ = .433, p < 0.05) and approximate locating (τ = .427, p < 0.05). Other nonparametric correlations were statistically non-significant.
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